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This is a Continuation In Part of co-pending U.S. Patent Application No.

09J225,198, filed January 5,1999, Provisional U.S. Patent Application No.

601124,718, filed March 17,1999, Provisional U.S. Patent Application No.

601124,720, filed March 17,1999, and Provisional U.S. Patent Application No.

601124,719, filed March 17,1999, from which applications priority is claimed and

these application are incorporated herein by reference.

The present invention relates generally to the navigation of electronic data by

means of spoken natural language requests, and to feedback mechanisms and methods

for resolving the errors and ambiguities that may be associated with such requests.

As global electronic connectivity continues to grow, and the universe of

electronic data potentially available to users continues to expand, there is a growing

need for information navigation technology that allows relatively narve users to

navigate and access desired data by means of natural language input. In many of the

most important markets - including the home entertainment arena, as well as mobile

computing -- spoken natural language input is highly desirable, if not ideal. As just

one example, the proliferation of high-bandwidth communications infrastructure for

the home entertainment market (cable, satellite, broadband) enables delivery of

movies-on-demand and other interactive multimedia content to the consumer's home

television set. For users to take full advantage of this content stream ultimately

requires interactive navigation of content databases in a manner that is too complex

for user-friendly selection by means of a traditional remote-control clicker. Allowing

spoken natural language requests as the input modality for rapidly searching and

accessing desired content is an important objective for a successful consumer

entertainment product in a context offering a dizzytngrange of database content

choices. As further examples, this same need to drive navigation of (and transaction

with) relatively complex data warehouses using spoken natural language requests

applies equally to surfing the InterneVlVeb or other networks for general information,

multimedia content. or e-commerce transactions.

25
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ln general, the existing navigational systems for browsing electronic databases

and data warehouses (search engines, menus, etc.), have been designed without

navigation via spoken natural language as a specific goal. So today's world is fullof

existing electronic data navigation systems that do not assume browsing via natural

spoken commands, but rather assume text and mouse-click inputs (or in the case of

TV remote controls, even less). Simply recognizing voice commands within an

extremely limited vocabulary and grammar -- the spoken equivalent of button/click

input (e.g., speaking "channel 5" selects TV channel 5) -- is really not sufficient by

itself to satisfy the objectives described above. In order to deliver a true "win" for

users, the voice-driven front-end must accept spoken natural language input in a

manner that is intuitive to users. For example, the front-end should not require

learning a highly specialized command language or format. More fundamentally, the

front-end must allow users to speak directly in terms of what the user ultimately wants

-- 0.g., "I'd like to see a Western film directed by Clint Eastwood" -- as opposed to

speaking in terms of arbitrary navigation structures (e.g., hierarchical layers of menus,

commands, etc.) that are essentially artifacts reflecting constraints of the pre-existing

text/click navigation system. At the same time, the front-end must recognize and

accommodate the reality that a sfieam of naive spoken natural.language input will,

over time, typically present a variety of errors and/or arnbiguities: e.g.,

garbled/unrecognized words (did the user say "Eastwood" or "Easter"?) and under-

constrained requests ("Show me the Clint Eastwood movie";. An approach is needed

for handling and resolving such errors and ambiguities in a rapid, user-friendly, non-

frustrating mahner.

What is peeded is a methodology and apparatus for rapidly constructing a

voice-driven front-end atop an existing, non-voice data navigation system, whereby

users can interact by means of intuitive natural language input not strictly conforming

to the step-by-step browsing architecture of the existing navigation system, and

wherein any errors or ambiguities in user input are rapidly and conveniently resolved.

The solution to this need should be compatible with the constrainls of a multi-user,

distributed environment such as the Internet/Web or a proprietary high-bandwidth

content delivery network; a solution contemplating one-at-a-time user interactions at a

single location is insufficient, for example.

15
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W method,

Sumvrnnv or rnn InvnNrroN

present invention addresses the above needs byproviding a system,

article of manufacture for navigating network-based electronic data

sources m to spoken NL input requests. When a spoken natural language

ived from a user, it is interpreted, such as by using a speechmput request r

recogrutron to extract speech data from acoustic voice signals, and using a

natural language to linguistically parse the speech data. The interpretation of

the spoken natural request can be performed on a computing device locally

l0 with the user or remote from the user. The resulting interpretation of the request is

thereupon used to ically construct an operational navigation query to retrieve

the desired information one or more electronic network data sources. which is

then transmitted to a client ice of the user. If the network data source is a

database, the navigation query

language.

constructed in the format of a database query

Typically, errors or ambigui emerge in the interpretation of the spoken NL

request, such that the system cannot i iate a complete, valid navigational

template. This is to be expected ly, and one prefened aspect of the

invention is the abilitv to handle such and ambiguities in relatively graceful and

20 user-friendly manner. Instead of simply rej ing such input and defaulting to

traditional input modes or simply asking the to try again, apreferred embodiment

l5

ion from the user as necessary,

either before or after a navigation of the data yia multimodal input, i.e., by

means of menu selection or other input modalities i and in addition to spoken

natural language. This clarifying, multi-modal d advantage of whatever

partial navigational information has been gleaned from t itial interpretation of the

user's spoken NL request. This clarification process contin until the svstem

converges toward an adequately instantiated navigational which is in turn

30 used to navigate the network-based data and retrieve the user's

The retrieved information is transmitted across the network and

on a suitable client display device.

ofthe present invention seeks to converge rap

navigational template by soliciting additional

toward instantiation of a valid
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In a further aspect of the present invention, the construction of the navigation

query includes extracting an input template for an online scripted interface to the data

source and using the input template to construct the navigation query. The extraction

of the input template can include dynamically scraping the online scripted interface.
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The invention, together with further advantages thereof, may best

understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with

accompanying drawings in which:

Figure la illushates a system providing a spoken natural language interface

for network-based information navigation, in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention with server-side processing of requests;

Figure lb illustrates another system providing a spoken natural language

interface for network-based infonnation navigation, in accordance with an

l0 embodiment of the present invention with client-side processing of requests;

Figure 2 illustrates a system providing a spoken natural language interface for

network-based information navigation, in accordance with an embodiment of the

. 
present invention for a mobile computing scenario;

Figure 3 illustrates the functional logic components of a request processing

l5 module in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 4 illustrates a process utilizing spoken natural language for navigating

an electronic database in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 5 illushates a process for constructing a navigational query for

accessing an online data source via an interactive, scripted (e.g., CGI) form; and

Figure b iilustrates an embodiment of the present invention utilizing a

community of distributed, collaborating electronic agents.
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L. System Architecture

a. Server-End Processine of Spoken Input

Figure la is an illustration of a data navigation system driven by spoken

natural language input, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

As shown, a user's voice input data is captured by a voice input device 102, such as a

microphone. Preferably voice input device 102 includes a button or the like that can

be pressed or held-down to activate a listening mode, so that the slatem need not

continually pay attention to, or be confused by, irrelevant background noise. In one

prefened embodiment well-suited for the home entertainment setting, voice input

device 102 is a portable remote conhol device with an integrated microphone, and the

voice data is transmitted from device 102 preferably via infrared (or other wireless)

link to communications box 104 (e.g., a set-top box or a similar communications

device that is capable of retransmitting the raw voice data and/or processing the voice

data) local to the user's environment and coupled to communications network 106.

The voice data is then transmitted across network 106 to a remote server or servers

108. The voice datamay preferably be transmitted in compressed digitized form, or

alternatively --particularly where bandwidth constraints are significant- in analog

format (e.g., via frequency modulated transmission), in the latter case being digitized

upon arrival at remote server 108.

At remote server 108, the voice data is processed by request processing logic

300 in order to understand the user's request and construct an appropriate query or

request for navigation of remote data source 110, in accordance with the interpretation

process exemplified in Figure 4 and Figure 5 and discussed in greater detail below.

For purposes of executing this process, request processing logic 300 comprises

functional modules including speech recognition engine 310, natural language (NL)

parser 320, query construction logic 330, and query refinement logic 340, as shown in

Figure 3. Data source 110 may comprise database(s), Intemet/web site(s), or other

electronic information repositories, and preferably resides on a central server or

servers -- which may or may not be the same as server 108, depending on the storage

l5
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and bandwidth needs of the application and the resources available to the practitioner.

Data source 110 may include multimedia content, such as movies or other digital

video and audio content, other various forms of entertainment data, or other electronic

information. The contents of data source 110 are navigated -- i.e., the contents are

accessed and searched, for retrieval of the particular information desired by the user --

using the processes of Figures 4 and 5 as described in greater detail below.

Once the desired information has been rekieved from data source 110, it is
electronically transmitted via network 106 to the user for viewing on client display

device ll2.In a preferred embodiment well-suited for the home entertainment setting,

display device 112 is a television monitor or similar audiovisual entertainment device,

typically in stationary position for comfortable viewing by users. In addition, in such

preferred embodiment, display device 112 is coupled to or integrated with a

communications box (which is preferably the same as communications box 104, but

may also be a separate unit) for receiving and decoding/formatting the desired

elechonic information that is received across communications network 106.

i

Network 106 is a two-way electronic communications network and may be

embodied in electronic communication infrastructure including coanial (cable

television) lines, DSL, fiber-optic cable, haditional copper wire (twisted pair), or any

other tlpe of hardwired connection. Network 106 may also include a wireless

connection such as a satellite-based connection, cellular connection, or other type of
wireless connection. Network 106 may be part of the Internet and may support

TCP/P communications, or may be embodied in a proprietary network, or in any

other electronic communications network infrastructure, whether packet-switched or

connection-oriehted. A design consideration is that network 106 preferably provide

suitable bandwidth depending upon the nature of the content anticipated for the

desired application.

' b. Client-End Processine of Spoken Input

Figure lb is an illustration of a data navigation system driven by spoken

natural language input, in accordance with a second embodiment of the present

invention. Again, a user's voice input data is captured by a voice input device 102,

such as a microphone. h the embodiment shown in Figure lb, the voice data is
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transmitted from device202 to requests processing logic 300, hosted on a local speech

processor, for processing and interpretation. In the preferred embodiment illushated

in Figure 1b, the local speech processor is conveniently integrated as part of
communications box 104, although implementation in a physically separate (but

communicatively coupled) unit is also possible as will be readily apparent to those of
skill in the art. The voice data is processed by the components of request processing

logic 300 in order to understand the user's request and construct an appropriate query

or request for navigation of remote data source 110, in accordance with the

interpretation process exemplified in Figures 4 and 5 as discussed in greater detail

below.

The resulting navigational query is then transmitted electronically across

network 106 to data source ll0, which preferably resides on a central server or

servers 108. As in Figure la, data source 110 may comprise database(s), Intemet/web

site(s), or other electronic information repositories, and preferably may include

multimedia content, such as movies or other digital video and audio content, other

various forms of entertainment data, or other electronic infomration. The contents of
data source 110 are then navigated -- i.e., the contents are accessed and searched, for

retrieval of the particular information desired by the user -' preferably using the

process of Figures 4 and 5 as described in greater detail below. Once the desired

information has been retrieved from data source 110, it is electronicallytransmitted

via network 106 to the user for viewing on client display device 112.

In ond embodiment in accordance with Figure lb and well-suited for the home

entertainment setting, voice input device 102 is a portable remote control device with

an integrated microphone, and the voice data is transmitted from device 102

preferably via infrared (or other wireless) link to the local speech processor. The

local speech processor is coupled to communications network 106, and also

preferably to client display device 112 (especially for purposes of query refinement

transmissions, as discussed below in connection with Figure 4, step 412), and,

preferably may be integrated within or coupled to communications box 104. kl

addition, especially for purposes of a home entertainment application, display device

112 is preferably a television monitor or similar audiovisual entertainment device,

tlpically in stationary position for comfortable viewing by users. In addition, in such
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preferred embodiment, display device 112 is coupled to a communications box (which

is preferably the same as communications box 104, but may also be a physically

separate unit) for receiving and decoding/formatting the desired electronic

information that is received across communications network 106.

Design considerations favoring senrer-side processing and interpretation of

spoken input requests, as exemplified in Figure la, include minimizing the need to

distribute costly computational hardware and software to all client users in order to

perform speech and language processing. Design considerations favoring client-side

processing, as exemplified in Figure lb, include minimizing the quantity of data sent

upstream across the network from each client, as the speech recognition is performed

before transmission across the network and only the query data and/or request needs

to be sent, thus reducing the upstream bandwidth requirements.

c. Mobile Client Embodiment

A mobile computing embodiment of the present invention may be

implemented by practitioners as a variation on the embodiments of either Figure la or

Figure lb. For example, as depicted in Figure 2, a mobile variation in accordance

with the server-side processing architecture illushated in Figure la may be

implemented by replacing voice input device 102, communications box 104, and

client display delice I12, with an integrated, mobile, information appliance 202 such

as a cellular telephone or wireless personal digital assistant (wireless PDA). Mobile

information appliance 202 essentially performs the functions of the replaced

components. Thus, mobile information appliance 202 receives spoken natural

language input,requests from the user in the form of voice data, and transmits that

data (preferably via wireless data receiving station 204) across communications

network 206 for server-side interpretation of the request, in similar fashion as

described above in connection with Figure 1. Navigation of data source 210 and

retrieval of desired information likewise proceeds in an analogous manner as

described above. Display information hansmitted electronically back to the user

across network 206 is displayed for the user on the display of information appliance

202, andaudio information is output through the appliance's speakers.
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Practitioners will further appreciate, in light of the above teachings, that if
mobile information appliance 202 is equipped with sufficient computational

processing power, then a mobile variation of the client-side architecture exemplified

in Figure 2 may similarly be implemented. In that case, the modules corresponding to

request processing logic 300 would be embodied locally in the computational

resources of mobile information appliance 202, and the logical flow of data would

otherwise follow in a manner analogous to that previously described in connection

with Figure lb.

As illustrated in Figure 2, multiple users, each having their own client input

device, may issue requests, simultaneously or otherwise, for navigation of data source

210. This is equally true (though not explicitly drawn) for the embodiments depicted

in Figures la and lb. Data source 210 (or 100), being a network accessible

information resource, has typically already been constructed to support access

requests from simultaneous multiple network users, as known by practitioners of

ordinary skill in the art. In the case of server-side speech processing, as exemplified

in Figures la and 2, the interpretation logic and error correction logic modules are

also preferably designed and implemented to support queuing and multi-tasking of

requests from multiple simultaneous network users, as will be appreciated by those of

skill in the art.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that additional implementations,

permutations and combinations of the embodiments set forth in Figures la, Lb, and 2

may be creatid without straying from the scope and spirit of the present invention.

For example, practitioners will understand, in light of the above teachings and design

considerations, that it is possible to divide and allocate the functional components of

request processing logic 300 between client and server. For example, speech

recognition -- in entirety, or perhaps just early stages such as feature extraction --

might be performed locally on the client end, perhaps to reduce bandwidth

requirements, while natural language parsing and other necessary processing might be

performed upstream on the server end, so that more extensive computational power

need not be distributed locally to each client. In that case, corresponding portions of

request processing logic 300, such as speech recognition engine 310 or portions
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thereof, would reside locally at the client as in Figure 1b, while other component

modules would be hosted at the server end as in Figures la and2.

Further, practitioners may choose to implement the each of the various

embodiments described above on any number of different hardware and software

computing platforms and environments and various combinations thereof, including,

by way of just a few examples: a general-purpose hardware microprocessor such as

the Intel Pentium series; operating system software such as Microsoft Windows/CE,

Palm OS, or Apple Mac OS (particularly for client devices and client-side

processing), or Unix, Linux, or WindowsA{T (the latter three particularly for network

data servers and server-side processing), and/or proprietary information access

platforms such as Microsoft's WebTV or the Diva Systerns video-on-demand system.

2. Processing Methodology

The present invention provides a spoken natural language interface for

interrogation of remote electronic databases and retrieval of :desired information. A

preferred embodiment of the present invention utilizes the basic methodology outlined

in the flow diagram of Figure 4 in order to provide this interface. This methodology

will now be discussed.

a. Intemreting Spoken Natural Languase Requests

At step 402, the user's spoken request for information is initially received in

the form of 'raw (acoustic) voice data by a suitable input device, as previously

discussed in connection with Figures l-2. At step 404 the voice data received from

the user is interpreted in order to understand the user's request for information.

Preferably this step includes performing speech recognition in order to extract words

from the voice data, and further includes natural language parsing of those words in

order to generate a structured linguistic representation of the user's request.

Speech recognition in step 404 is performed using speech recognition engine

310. A variety of commercial quality, speech recognition engines are readily

available on the marftet, as practitioners will know. For example, Nuance

Communications offers a suite of speech recognition engines, including Nuance 6, its

current flagship product, and Nuance Express, a lower cost package for entry-level
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applications. As one other example, IBM offers the ViaVoice speech recognition

engine, including a low-cost shrink-wrapped version available through popular

consumer distribution channels. Basically, a speech recognition engine processes

acoustic voice data and attempts to generate a text sheam ofrecognized words.

Typically, the speech recognition engine is provided with a vocabulary lexicon

of likely words or phrases that the recog4ition engine can match against its analysis of
acoustical signals, for purposes of a given application. Preferably, the lexicon is

dynamically adjusted to reflect the current user context, as established by the

preceding user inputs. For example, if a user is engaged in a dialogue with the system

about *oui. selection, the recognition engine's vocabulary may preferably be adjusted

to favor relevant words and phrases, such as a stored list of proper names for popular

movie actors and directors, etc. Whereas if the current dialogue involves selection

and viewing of a sports event, the engine's vocabulary might preferably be adjusted to

favor a stored list of proper names for professional sports teams, etc. In addition, a

speech recognition engine is provided with language models that help the engine

predict the most likely interpretation of a given segment of acoustical voice data, in

the current context of phonemes or words in which the segment appears. In addition,

speech recognition engines often echo to the user, in more or less real-time, a

transcription of the engine's best guess at what the user has said, grving the user an

opportunity to confirm or reject.

In a further aspect of step 404, natural language interpreter (or parser) 320

linguistically ilarses and interprets the textual output of the speech recognition engine.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the natural-language interpreter

attempts to detbrmine both the meaning of spoken words (semantic processing) as

well as the grammar of the statement (syntactic processing), such as the Gemini

Natural Language Understanding System developed by SRI International. The

Gemini system is described in detail in publications entitled "Gemini: A Natural

Language System for Spoken-Language Understanding" and "Interleaving Syntax and

Semantics in an Efficient Bottom-Up Parser," both of which are currently available

online at http:/ vrvw.ai.sri.com/natural-lanzuage/project$/arpa-sls/nat-lans.html.

(Copies of those publications are also included in an information disclosure statement

submitted herewith, and are incorporated herein by this reference). Briefly, Gemini
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applies a set of syntactic and semantic grammar rules to a word string using a bottom-

up parser to generate a logical fotm, which is a structured representation of the

context-independent meaning of the string. Gemini can be used with a variety of
gftilnmars, including general English grammaf, as well as application-specific

grammars. The Gemini parser is based on "unification grammar," meaning that

grammatical categories incorporate features that can be assigned values; so that when

grammatical category expressions are matched in the course of parsing or semantic

interpretation, the information contained in the features is combined, and if the feature

values are incompatible the match fails.

It is possible for some applications to achieve a significant reduction in speech

recognition error by using the natural-language processing system to re-score

recognition hlpotheses. For example, the grammars defined for a language parser

like Gemini may be compiled into context-free grafirmar that, in tum, can be used

directly as language models for speech recognition engines like the Nuance

recognizer. Further details on this methodology are provided in the publication

"Combining Linguistic and Statistical Knowledge Sources in Natural-Language

Processing for ATIS" . which is currently available online through

http://www.ai.sri.com/natural-lanzuage/projects/arpa-s1s/spnl-int.html. A copy of this

publication is included in an information disclosure submitted herewith, and is

incorporated herein by this reference.

In an embodiment of the present invention that may be preferable for some

applicationr, ih. natural language interpreter "learns" from the past usage patterns of
a particular user or of groups of users. In such an embodiment, the successfully

interpreted requ'ests ofusers are stored, and can then be used to enhance accuracy by

comparing a current request to the stored requests, thereby allowing selection of a

most probable result.

' b. Constructine Navieation Oueries

In step 405 request processing logic 300 identifies and selects an appropriate

online data source where the desired information (in this case, cunent weather reports

for a given city) can be found. Such selection may involve look-up in a locally stored

table, or possibly dynamic searching through an online search engine, or other online

l5
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search techniques. For some applications, an embodiment of the present invention

may be implemented in which only access to a particular data source (such as a

particular vendor's proprietary content database) is supported; in that case, step 405

may be trivial or may be eliminated entirely.

Step 406 attempts to construct a navigation query reflecting the interpretation

of step 404. This operation is preferably performed by query construction logic 330.

A "navigation query" means an electronic query form, series of menu

selections, or the like; being structured appropriately so as to navigate a particular

data source of interest in search of desired information. In other words, a navigation

query is constructed such that it includes whatever content and structure is required in

order to access desired information electronically from a particular database or data

source of interest.

For example, for many existing electronic databases, a navigation query can

be embodied using a formal database query language such as Standard Query

Language (SQL). For many databases, a navigation query can be constructed through

a more user-friendly interactive front-end, such as a series of menus and/or interactive

forms to be selected or filled in. SQL is a standard interactive and programming

language for getting information from and updating a database. SQL is both an ANSI

and an ISO standard. As is well known to practitioners, a Relational Database

Management System (RDBMS), such as Microsoft's Access, Oracle's OracleT, and

Computer Associates' CA-Openlngres, allow progmmmers to create, update, and

administer a relational database. Practitioners of ordinary skill in the art will be

thoroughly familiar with the notion of database navigation through structured guery,

and will be readily able to appreciate and utilize the existin g data structures and

navigational mechanisms for a given database, or to create such structures and

mechanisms where desired.

In accordance with the present invention, the query constructed in step 406

must reflect the user's request as interpreted by the speech recognition engine and the

NL parser in step 404. In embodiments of the present invention wherein data source

110 (or 210 in the corresponding embodiment of Figure 2) is a structured relational

database or the like, step 406 of the present invention may entail constructing an
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appropriate Structured Query Language (SQL) query or the like, or automatically

filling out a front-end query form, series of menus or the like, as described above.

In many existing Internet (and Intranet) applications, an online electronic data

source is accessible to users only through the medium of interaction with a so-called

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) script. Typically the user who visits a web site of

this nature must fill in the fields of an online interactive form. The online form is in

tum linked to a CGI script, which transparently handles actual navigation of the

associated data source and produces output for viewing by the user's web browser. In

other words, direct user access to the data source is not supported, only mediated

access through the form and CGI script is offered.

For applications of this nature, an advantageous embodiment of the present

invention "scrapes" the scripted online site where information desired by a user may

be found in order to facilitate construction of an effective navigation query. For

example, suppose that a user's spoken natural language request is: "What's the weather

in Miami?" After this request is received at step 402 and interpreted at step 404,

assume that step 405 determines that the desired weather information is available

online through the medium of a CGl-scripted interactive form. Step 406 is then

preferably carried out using the expanded process diagrammed in Figure 5.'In

particular, at sub-step 520, query construction logic 330 electronically "scrapes" the

online interactive form, meaning that query construction logic 330 automatically

extracts the format and structure of input fields accepted by the online form. At sub-

step 522, a navigation query is then constructed by instantiating (filling in) the

extracted input format -- essentially an electronic template -- in a manner reflecting

the user's r.qlr"'rt for information as interpreted in step 404. The flow of control then

returns to step 407 of Figure 4. Ultimately, when the query thus constructed by

scraping is used to navigate the online data source in step 408, the query effectively

initiates the same scripted responss as if a human user had visited the online site and

had typed appropriate entries into the input fields of the online form.

In the embodiment just described, scraping step 520 is preferably carried out

with the assistance of an online extraction utility such as WebL. WebL is a scripting

language for automating tasks on the World Wide Web. It is an imperative,
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interpreted language that has built-in support for common web protocols like HTTP

and FTP, and popular data types like HTML and )CvIL. Webl's implementation

language is Java, and the complete source code is available from Compaq. kr

addition, step 520 is preferably performed dynamically when necessary -- in other

words, onthe-flyin response to a particular user query -- but in some applications it

may be possible to scrape relatively stable (unchanging) web sites of likely interest in

advance and to cache the resulting template information,

It will be apparent, in light of the above teachings, that prefened embodiments

of the present invention can provide a spoken natural language interface atop an

existing, non-voice data navigation system, whereby users can interact by means of

intuitive natural language input not strictly conforming to the linear browsing

architecture or other artifacts of an existing menu/text/click navigation system. For

example, users of an appropriate embodiment of the present invention for a video-on-

demand application can directly speak the natural request: "Show me the movie

'Unforgiven"' -- instead of walking step-by-step through a tlpically linear sequence of

geweltitlelactor/director menus, scrolling and selecting from potentially long lists on

each menu, or instead of being forced to use an alphanumeric keyboard that cannot be

as comfortable to hold or use as a lightweight remote control. Similarly, users of an

appropriate embodiment of the present invention for a web-surfing application in

accordance with the process shown in Figure 5 can directly speak the natural request:

"Show me a one-month price chart for Microsoft stock" -- instead of potentially

having to nayigate to an appropriate web site, search for the right ticker symbol,

enter/select the symbol, and specify display of the desired one-month price chart, each

of those steps potentially involving manual navigation and data enbry to one or more

different interaction screens. (Note that these examples are offered to illustrate some

of the potential benefits offered by appropriate embodiments of the present invention,

and not to limit the scope of the invention in any respect.)

c. Error Correction

Several problems can arise when attempting to perform searches based on

spoken natural language input. As indicated at decision step 407 in the process of

Figure 4, certain deficiencies may be identified during the process of query
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construction, before search of the data source is even attempted. For example, the

user's request may fail to specifu enough information in order to construct a

navigation query that is specific enough to obtain a satisfactory search result. For

example, a user might orally request "what's the weather?" whereas the national

online data source identified in step 405 and scraped in step 520 might require

speciffing a particular city.

Additionally, certain deficiencies and problems may arise following the

navigational search of the data source at step 408, as indicated at decision step 409 in

Figure 4. For example, with reference to a video-on-demand application, a user may

wish to see the movie "Unforgiven", but perhaps the user can't recall name of the film,

but knows it was directed by and starred actor Clint Eastwood. A tlpical video-on-

demand database might indeed be expected to allow queries specifying the name of a

leading actor anilor director, but in the case of this query -- as in many cases -- that

will not be enough to na:row the search to a single film, and additional user input in

some form is required.

In the event that one or more deficiencies in the user's spoken request, as

processed, result in the problems described, either at step 407 or 409, some form of
error handling is in order. A straightfonvard, crude technique might be for the system

to respond simply "input not understood / insfficient; please try again." Howover,

that approach will likely result in frustrated users, and is not optimal or even

acceptable for most applications. Instead, a preferred technique in accordance with

the present invention handles such errors and deficiencies in user input at step 412,

whether detected at step 407 or step 409,by soliciting additional input from the user

in a manner taking advantage of the partial construction already performed and via

user interface modalities in addition to spoken natural language ("multi-modality").

This supplemental interaction is preferably conducted through client display device

ll2 (202, in the embodiment of Figure 2), and may include textual, graphical, audio

and/or video media. Further details and examples are provided below. euery
refinement logic 340 preferably carries out step 412. The additional input received

from the user is fed into and augments interpreting step 4g{, and query construction

step 406 is likewise repeated with the benefit of the augmented interpretation. These

operations, and subsequent navigation step 408, are preferably repeated until no
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remaining problems or deficiencies are identified at decision points 407 or 409.

Further details and examples for this query refinement process are provided

immediatelv below.

Consider again the example in which the user of a video-on-demand

application wishes to see "Unforgiven" but can only recall that it was directed by and

starred Clint Eastwood. First, it bears noting that using a prior art navigational

interface, such as a conventional menu interface, will likely be relatively tedious in

this case. The user can proceed through a sequence of menus, such as Genre (select

"western"), Title (skip), Actor ("Clint Eastwood"), and Director ("Clint Eastwood").

In each case --especially for the last two items -- the user would typically scroll and

select from fairly long lists in order to enter his or her desired name, or perhaps use a

relatively couch-unfriendlykeypad to manuallytype the actor's name twice.

Using a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the user instead speaks

aloud, holding remote control microphone 102, "I want to see that movie starring and

directed by Clint Eastwood. Can't remember the title." At step 402 thevoice data is

received. At step 404 thevoice data is interpreted. At step 405 an appropriate online

data source is selected (or perhaps the system is directly connected to a proprietary

video-on-demand provider). At step 406 a query is automatically constructed by the

query construction logic 330 speciffing "Clint Eastwood" in both the actor and

director fields. Step 407 detects no obvious problems, and so the query is

electronically submitted and the data source is navigated at step 408, yielding a list of

several ,..oid, satisffing the query (e.g., "Unforgiven", "True Crime", "Absolute

Power", etc.). Step 409 detects that additional user input is needed to further refine

the query in order to select a particular film for viewing.

At that point, in step 412 query refinement logic 340 might preferably

generate a display for client display device 112 showing the (relatively short) list of

film titles that satisff the user's stated constraints. The user can then preferably use a

relatively convenient input modality, such as buttons on the remote control, to select

the desired title from the menu. In a further preferred embodiment, the first title on

the list is highlighted by default, so that the user can simply press an rroKtr button to

choose that selection. In a frrther preferred feature, the user can mix input modalities

- 18 -
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by speaking a response like "I want number one on the list." Alternatively, the user

can preferably say, "Let's see Unforgiven," having now been reminded of the title by

the menu display.

Utilizing the user's supplemental input, request processing logic 300 iterates

again through steps 404 and 406, this time constructing a fully-specified query that

specifically requests the Eastwood film "Llnforgiven." Step 408 navigates the data

source using that query and retrieves the desired film, which is then electronically

transmitted in step 410 from network server 108 to client display device ll2 via

communications network I 06.

Now consider again the example in which the user of a web surfing

application wants to know his or her local weather, and simply asks, "what's the

weather?" At step 402 the voice data is received. At step 404 the voice data is

interpreted. At step 405 an online web site providing current weather information for

major cities around the world is selected. At step 406 and sub-step 520, the online

site is scraped using a Webl-style tool to extract an input template for interacting

with the site. At sub-step 522, query construction logic 330 attempts to construct a

navigation query by instantiating the input template, but determines (quite rightly)

that a required field -- name of city - cannot be determined from the user's spoken

request as interpreted in step 404. Step 407 detects this deficiency, and in step 412

query refinement logic 340 preferably generates output for client display device 112

soliciting the necessary supplemental input. In a preferred embodiment, the output

might display"the name of the city where the user is located highlighted by default.

The user can then simply press an t'OK" button -- or perhaps mix modalities by saying

"yes, exactly" -j to choose that selection. A preferred embodiment would further

display an alphabetical scrollable menu listing other major cities, and/or invite the

user to speak or select the name of the desired city.

Here again, utilizing the user's supplemental input, request processing logic

300 iterates through steps 404 and 406. This time, in performing sub-step 520, a

cached version of the input template already scraped in the previous iteration might

preferably be retrieved. In sub-step 522, query construction logic 330 succeeds this

time in instantiating the input template and constructing an effective query since the

15

25
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desired city has now been clarified. Step 408 navigates the data source using that

query and retrieves the desired weather information, which is then electronically

transmitted in step 410 from network server 108 to client display device lI2 via

communications network I 06.

It is worth noting that in some instances, there may be details that are not

explicitly provided by the user, but that query construction logic 330 or query

refinement logic 340 may preferably deduce on their own through reasonable

assumptions, rather than requiring the use to provide explicit clarification. For

example, in the example previously described regarding a request for a weather

report, in some applications it might be preferable for the system to simply assume

that the user means a weather report for his or her home area and to retrieve that

information, if the cost of doing so is not significantly gteater than the cost of asking

the user to clarify the query. Making such an assumption might be even more

strongly justified in a preferred embodiment, as described earlier, where user histories

are tracked, and where such history indicates that a particular user or $oup of users

typically expect local information when asking for a weather forecast. At any rate, in

the event such an assumption is made, if the user actually intended to request the

weather for a different city, the user would then need to ask hii or her question again.

It will be apparent to practitioners, in light of the a6ove teachings, that the choice of

whether to program query construction logic 330 and query refinement logic 340 to

make make particular assumptions will typically involve trade-offs involving user

conveience that can be assessed in the context of specific applications.

l5
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3. Open Agent Architecture (OAA@)

Open Agent Architectur.rrvr (OAA@) is a software platform, developed by the

assignee of the present invention, that enables effective, dynamic collaboration among

communities of distributed electronic agents. OAA is described in greater detail in

co-pending U.S. Patent Application No. 091225,198, which has been incorporated

herein by reference. Very briefly, the functionality of each client agent is made

available to the agent community through registration of the client agent's capabilities

with a facilitator. A software "wrapper" essentially surrounds the underlying

application program performing the services offered by each client. The common

infrastructure for constructing agents is preferably supplied by an agent library. The

agent library is preferably accessible in the runtime environment of several different

programming languages. The agent library preferably minimizes the effort required

to construct a new system and maximizes the ease with which legacy systems can be

'\rrapped" and made compatible with the agent-based architecture of the present

invention. When invoked, a client agent makes a connection to a facilitator, which is

known as its parent facilitator. Upon connection, an agent registers with its parent

facilitator a specification of the capabilities and senrices it can provide, using a high-

level, declarative lnteragent Communication Language ("ICL') to express those

capabilities. Tasks are presented to the facilitator in the form of ICL goal expressions.

When a facilitator determines that the registered capabilities of one of its client agents

will help satisfy a current goal or sub-goal thereof, the facilitator delegates that sub-

goal to the ciient agent in the form of an ICL request. The client agent processes the

request and returns answers or information to the facilitator. In processing a request,
t

the client agent can use ICL to request services of other agents, or utilize other

infrastructure services for collaborative work. The facilitator coordinates and

integrates the results received from different client agents on various sub-goals, in

order to satisff the overall goal.

OAA provides a useful software platform for building systems that integrate

spoken natural language as well as other user input modalities. For example, see the

above-referenced co-pending patent application, especially Figure 13 and the

corresponding discussion of a "multi-modal maps" application, and Figure 12 and the

lrq
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conesponding discussion of a "unified messaging" application. Another example is

the InfoWiz interactive information kiosk developed by the assignee and described in

the document entitled "InfoWiz: An Animated Voice Interactive Information System"

available online at http://www.ai.sri.com/-oaalapplications.html. A copy of the

InfoWhiz document is provided in an Information Disclosure Statement submitted

herewith and incorporated herein by this reference. A further example is the

!'CommandTalk" application developed by the assignee for the U.S. military, as

described online at http://www.ai.sri.com/-lesaflcommandtalk.html and in the

following publications, copies of which are provided in an Information Disclosure

Staternent submitted herewith and incorporated herein by this reference:

o "CommandTalk: A Spoken-Language Interface for Battlefield Simulations",
1997, by Robert Moore, John Dowding, Harry Bratt, J. Mark Gawron, Yonael
Gorfu and Adam Cheyer, in "Proceedings of the Fifth Conference on Applied
Natural Language Processing", Washington, DC, pp. l-7, Association for
Computational Linguistics

o "The CommandTalk Spoken Dialogue System", l999,by Amanda Stent, John
Dowding, Jean Mark Gawron, Elizabeth Owen Bratt and Robert Moore, in
"Proceedings of the Thirty-Seventh Annual Meeting of the ACL", pp. 183-

190, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, Association for
Computational Linguistics

. "Interpreting Language in Context in CommandTalk", 1999, by John Dowding
and Elizabeth Owen Bratt and Sharon Goldwater, in "Communicative Agents:
The Use of Natural Language in Embodied Systems!',pp.63-67, Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM) Special lnterest Group on Artificial
Intelligence (SIGART), Seattle, WA

For Some applications and systems, OAA can provide an advantageous

platform for constructing embodiments of the present invention. For example, a

representative application is now briefly presented, with reference to Figure 6. If the

statement "show me movies starring John Wayne" is spoken into the voice input

device, the voice data for this request will be sent by UI agent 650 to facilitator 600,

which in turn will ask natural language (NL) agent 620 and speech recognition agent

610'to inte-rpret the query and return the interpretation in ICL format. The resulting

ICL goal expression is then routed by the facilitator to appropriate agents - in this

case, video-on-demand database agent 640 -- to execute the request. Video database

agent 640 preferably includes or is coupled to an appropriate ernbodiment of query

construction logic 330 and query refinement logic 340, and may also issue ICL

-22-
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requests to facilitator 600 for additional assistance -- e.g., display of menus and

capture of additional user input in the event that query refinement is needed -- and

facilitator 600 will delegate such requests to appropriate client agents in the

community. When the desired video content is ultimately retrieved by video database

agent 640, UI agent 650 is invoked by facilitator 600 to display the movie.

Other spoken user requests, such as a request for the current weather in New

York City or for a stock quote, would eventually lead facilitator to invoke web

database agent 630 to access the desired information from an appropriate Intemet site.

Here again, web database agent 630 preferably includes or is coupled to an

appropriate embodiment of query construction logic 330 and query refinement logic

340, including a scraping utility such as WebL. Other spoken requests, such as a

request to view recent emails or access voice mail, would lead the facilitatorto invoke

the appropriate email agent 660 and/or telephone agent 680. A request to record a

televised program of interest might lead facilitator 600 to invoke web database agent

630 to return televised program schedule information, ild then invoke VCR

controller agent 680 to program the associated VCR unit to record the desired

television progftrm at the scheduled time.

Control and connectivity embracing additional elechonic home appliances

(e.9., microwave oven, home surveillance system, etc.) can be integrated in

comparable fashion. Indeed, an advantage of OAA-based embodiments of the present

invention, that will be apparent to practitioners in light of the above teachings and in

light of the teachings disclosed in the cited co-pending patent applications, is the

relative ease and flexibility with which additional service agents can be plugged into

the existing pldtform, immediately enabling the facilitator to respond dynamically to

spoken natural language requests for the corresponding services.

..
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4. Further Embodiments and Equivalents

While the present invention has been described in terms of several preferred

embodiments, there are many alterations, permutations, and equivalents that may fall

within the scope of this invention. It should also be noted that there are many

alternative ways of implementing the methods and apparatuses of the present

invention. It is therefore intended that the following appended claims be interpreted

as including all such alterations, permutations, and equivalents as fall within the true

spirit and scope of the present invention.
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ll/hat is claimed is:

1. A method for utilizing spoken natural language navigating an

electronic data source, the electronic data source being at one or more network

servers located remotely from a user, comprising the

(a) receiving a spoken natural language

information from the user:

') request for desired

(b)

(c)

rendering an interpretation of natural language request;

constructing at least part of a vigation query based upon the

interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional from the user, including user interaction in a

modality different

4

5

7

8

iul

-i
Ir ,rl

i ici;-i I

'i

lri

:'t

(e)

(D

ll

9

l0

t2

l3

t4

l5

data source;

selected of the electronic data source from the

of the user.network to a client

The of claim 1, wherein the step of rendering an interpretation
t

further includes deri ng linguistic information by using a speech recognition engine

and an NL parser.

a method of claim 1, wherein the step of constructing a navigation

query further udes the steps of exhacting an input template for an online scripted

(e)

2.

refining the additional input;

portion of the electronicusing the refined

data source, and using the input template to construct the navigation

-25 -
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interface to
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4. The method of claim 3, wherein the step of an input

template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted i

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the navigation is constructed in

the format of a database query language.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the step o rendering an interpretation

and the step of constructing a navigation query are

computing device located locallywith the user.

at least in part, on a

7. The method of claim 1, wherein step of rendering an interpretation

and the step of constructing a navigation query performed, at least in part, on a

network computing device located remotely the user.

8. The method of claim 1. the step of soliciting additional input

is performed in response to one or more ies encountered during the step of
constructing a navigation query.

9. The method of claim wherein the deficiencies include unresolved

words of the spoken NL request.

10. The method of c 8, wherein the deficiencies include one or more

required elements of the navi I querynot lnable from the interpretation

of the spoken NL request.

11. " The of of soliciting additional input

is performed in to one or encountered after a first

navigation of th'e data using query constructed in step (c).

ti
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2

12.

more than one

The of claim | /, wherein the deficiencies include existence of
record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

I

2

I

aL

13. method of claim 11, wherein the deficiencies include failure to

identiff a e data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the input modality of step (d) includes

a displayed option menu.selecting
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15. The method of claim 14, wherein the act of selecting the

displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

16. The method of claim 1. wherein the method is with respect

to a plurality of simultaneous users and corresponding client

17. The method of claim 1, further including step of selecting the data

source from among a plurality of candidate electronic

interpretation of the spoken NL request.

sources, in response to the

I

2

a

I

2

18. The method of claim l, wherein the

multimedia content including at least one of video

data source stores

and audio content.

. ",;

ll

..'-

I

2

a
J

19. A system for utilizing spoken I language to navigate an

electronic data source. the electronic data ine located at one or more network

servers located remotely from a user, the sys comprising:

(a) a portable microphone to receive a natural language

("NL") request for desired ion fro

(b) spoken language g logic,

of the spoken natural

(c) query construction a navrgatlon query m

response to the i spoken language request;

(d) user interaction operable solicit ional input from the user,

including user i lon ln a different than the original

request;

(e) query logic, operable to refine the navigation query based

upon the itional input;

navl logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data

the navigation query; and

4

5

6

t0

ll

l2

13.

t4

l5
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source
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G) electronic communications infrastructure for transmitting

portion of the electronic data source from the network toa

primarily stationary, display device located locally with user.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the spoken logic

includes speech recognition logic and an NL parsing logic for

information.

21. The system of claim 19, wherein the processing logic

extracts an input template for an online scripted i the data sourceo and uses

the input template to construct the navigation query.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein spoken language processing logic

dynamically scrapes the online scripted

23. The system of claim 19, w the query logic

constructs the query in the format of a query

24. The svstem of claim 1 wherein at least a of the spoken

language processing logic is hosted a computing locally with the

user, and wherein the portable mi ls to the local

computing device.

claim 19, wherein at a portion of the spoken

hosted on a network

t"'l

i'ri

I

2

I

2

I

4.

3

I

2

device located remotelv

from the user, and the portable microphone sends data to the remote network

computing device via
t

communications infrastructure,

26. The of claim 19, wherein the user interaction logic solicits

additional input in to one or more deficiencies encountered during

construction of navigation query.

25. The system

language processing logic

27.

words of the

system of claim 26, wherein the deficiencies include unresolved

NL request.

-28 -
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28. The system of claim 26, wherein the deficiencies include or more

required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the

of the spoken NL request.

29. The system of claim 19, wherein the user

additional input in response to one or more deficiencies

logic solicits

navigation of the data source performed by the navigation

30. The system of claim 29, wherein the include existence of

more than one data record within the data source ive to the navigation query.

31. The system of claim 29, wherein deficiencies include failure to

identiff a single data record within the data responsive to the navigation query.

32. The system of claim 19,

option menu.

the user interaction logic displays an

33. The system of claim 3 from the

displayed option menu is

34. The system of c

source from among a plurality

19, w logic selects the data

f candidate

request.

sources, in response to the

interpretation of the spoken

claim 19, wherein the electronic data source stores

g at least one ofvideo content and audio content.

36. The of claim 19, wherein the display device receives data from

the electronicdata on the network servers via a communications box.

37. system of claim 19, wherein the electronic communication

infrastructure is two-way infrastructure and is selected from among one ormore of

the following {coaxial cable, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic}.

38. An computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for

natural language for navigating an electronic data source, the

after a first

I

2

I

2

I

)

1

2

I

2

a

1.

2

3

1

2

na

I

2

I

2

35. The

multimedia cbntent

utilizing
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electronic data source being located at one or more network servers

from a user, comprising:

transmits the

server

remotely

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken natural

for desired information from the user:

("NL") request

a code segment that renders an

language request;

of the spoken natural

(c) a code segment that constructs at of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation;

a code segment that solicits input from the user, including

than the original request;user interaction in a modality

(e) a code segment that refines navigation Query, based upon the

additional input;

a code segment that the refined navigation query to select a

portion of the.el

a code segment

source from the

data source;

ion of the electronic data

ily stationary, display

39. "The

(b)7

8

9

t0

1l

t2

13

t4

15

l6

t7

l8

t9

I

2

(d)

(0

(e)

device located lywith the

I

2

ofcl 38, comprising a code segment

that derives linguistic info on by using gnition engine and an NL

3 parser.

ter program of claim 38, further comprising a code segment

that extract an input for an online scripted interface to the data source, and a

code segment that the input template to construct the navigation query.

t

40. TheI

a

3

program of claim 40, further comprising a code segment

that dynamically the online scripted interface.

computer program of claim 38, wherein the navigation query is

4t.

42.

constructed in format of a database query language.
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43. The computer program of claim 38, wherein

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

50. The

failure to identify a

at least in

I

2

44. The computer program of claim 38, rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of a navigation query performed, at least in

the user.part, on a network computing device located remotely

45. The computer progfttm of claim 38 herein code segment that solicits

additional input solicits the additional input in to one or more deficiencies

encountered during the constructing of the query.

46. The computer program of 45, wherein the deficiencies include

unresolved words of the spoken NL req

47. The computer of claim 45, wherein the deficiencies include

one or more required elements of navigational querynot determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken NL

48. The computei gram of claim 38, wherein the code segment that

solicits the additional input icits the additional input in response to one ormore

deficiencies encountered a first navigation

49. The comp program of claim in the deficiencies include

existence of r,nore than

navigation query.

data record within urce responsive to the

'r#

'li
;,$

i.J

data record wi the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

51. computer program of claim 38, wherein code segment that solicits

additional input isplays an option menu.

uter program of 48, n the deficiencies include

computer program of claim 51, wherein the act of selecting from

1

2

I

2

52.

the displayed tion menu is performedby speaking.
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53. The computer progrum of claim 38, wherein the code

computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous

corresponding client devices.

54. The computer progfttm , further comprising a code segment

that selects the data source from plurality of candidate electronic data

I

2 stores

sources, in response to thgi of the spoken NL request.

55. computer program of claim 38, wherein the electronic data source

media content including at least one of video content and audio content.

i '-j
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) { sftem, method, and articl'd6i**dA.to, are provided for navigating an

,-/ | electronildEta source by means of spoken natural language. When a spoken natural
\^f\

Q*tU^ f 
, language input \t is received from a user, it is interpreted. Additional input is

\J* U, solicited from the useilng modality different than the original request and used to

source by means of spoken natural language. When a spoken nafural

N.c,vTcA,TTNIG NETwoRK-B^q,snn Er,ncrnoNlc INFoRMATIoN Usrxc S pornN

N.q,ruRAr, La,nculcr Ixpur wrrH Mulrrnnen.q.r, ERRon Fnnonacr

AssrRAcr oF THE lxvnnrroN

10 refine the navigation query. resulting interpretation of the request is thereupon

used to automaticallv construct an ional navigation query to retrieve the desired

information from one or more e data sources.
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FORMALITIES LETTER

file:///c:/APPS/preexam/correspondence/4' htm

T]NITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademrrk Office

Address: COMMISSIOMR OF PATENT AND TRADEMARKS
Washinetoq D.C,20231

ilil]1||tffi lrillllillllil llilllilllllll llill llll illllillllillllilllllillllillilllll
-oc0000000051 13304-

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING/RECEIPT DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER

091524,095 0311312000 Christine Halverson SRIIPO3T

Hlckman Stephens Coleman & Hughes LLP
PO Box 52037
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0746

Date Mailed: 0511212000

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVTSIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The.item(s) indicated bglow,.

howdver, are missing. Applicani is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all

required'items and fay dny fees re{uired below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by

fitilig a petition accomiani6d by the'extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1'136(a).

. The oath or declaration is missing.
A property signed oath or declardtion in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the

above Apptication Number and Filing Date, is required.
. To avoid abandonment, a late filing iee or oath oi declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e) of

$130 for a non-small entity, must be submifted with the missing items identified in this letter.
. The balance due by applicant is $ 130.

A copy of this notice MaST be returned with the reply.

Division (7 03) 308-1202
PART3.OFFICECOPY

I nf 1
5/12/00 8:56 AM
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IN THE IJMTED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

re the application of

Luc Julia et al.

Application No. 09/524,095

Filed: 311312000

For:
Navigating Network-Based Electronic )
Information Using Spoken Natural Language )
Input With Multimodal Error Feedback )

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certif that this correspondence is being deposited with the

United States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an envelope

addressed to: Assistant Conrnissioner for Patents, Washington, D C'

20231 on August 17,1000.

Signed:
Kimboly Main

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Box: Missing Parts
Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

In response to the Notice to File Missing Parts of Application-Filing Date Granted

dated May 12,z}}O,Applicants hereby attach an original executed Declaration and Power of

Attorney, an Assignment document, an Assignment Recordation Cover Sheet, and the copy of

the Notice to be returned with this response. Applicants are also enclosing a copy of the

previously filed Small Entity Statement, filed on the parent case of this application, serial

number 091225,1g8, which accounts for the fees being paid as a small entity on this case. We

are also enclosing check number 6331, in the amount of $105.00, for the missing fees, and the

. assignment recordation. We are also request a two-month extension of time in which to

respondstothismatter,checknumber 6S12,intheamountof$190.00isalsoenclosed.

01(P " 
56 q){

Examiner: Not Assigned

AnUnit: NotAssigned

Atty. Docket No. AND1P037

Date: 8/17100

0s/;3,/1000 sK0ft0tlA 000000ss 095e4095

01 F[:t16 190'00 0F

Attomey Docket No. SRIlP037Page 61 of 314



Respectfu lly submitted,

aymond E. Roberts
Reg. No. 38,597

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any other fees that may be due to our

Deposit Account No. 50-0384 (Order No. SRI1P031. A copy of this sheet is enclosed for

this purpose.

P.O. Box 52037
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0746
(408) s58-ee50

Attorney Docket No. SRIlP037Page 62 of 314



DECL \TION AND
, FOR U,.I^GINAL U.S.

As a below-named inventor, I hbreby declare that:

POWER OF A1 RIIEY
PATENT APPLIE.TTION

ilp rtm
My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe that I am the original, flrrst and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an ori inventor (if
plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought bntion entitled:

NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC INFORMATIN USING SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT

WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK the specification of which,

(check one) l. I isattachedhereto.

2. X was filed on March 13,2000 . as

U.S. Application Serial No. 09/524,095

and was amended on

was filed on3.[]

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified

amended by any amendment referred to above.

International PCT Application Serial No.
and was amended on

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the examination of this application

37, CFR $ 1.56.

including the claims, as

in accordance with Title

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States code, $ I l9(a)-(d) or $ 365(b) of any foreign application(s)

for patent or inventor's certificate, or $ 365(a) of any PCT International application which designated at least one country other

than the United States, listed below and have identified below, by checking the box, any foreign application for patent or

inventor's certificate, or PCT International application having a filing date before that of the application on which priority is

claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s) Priority Benefits Claimed?

[Yes f]No
(Appl. No.) (Country) (Filing Date)

[Yes f]No
(Appl. No.) (Country) (Filing Date)

[Yes nNo
(Appl. No.) ' (country; (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. $ I l9(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, $ 120 of any United States application(s), or $ 365(c) of any PCT

International application designating the United States, listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this

application is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT International application in the manner provided by the first

paiagraph of Title 35, United States Code, $ I12, I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to

patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, $ 1.56 which became available between the filing date of the

prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of this application:

Attny Docket No. SRIlP037 Page I of3Page 63 of 314



Prior U.S. Application(s)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date)

And I hereby appoint the law firm of Hickman Stephens Coleman & Hughes, including Paul L. Hickman (Reg. No. 28,516); L.
Keith Stephens (Reg. No. 32,632); Brian R. Coleman (Reg. No. 39,145); Michael J. Hughes (Reg. No. 29,077); Michaet E.
Melton (Reg. No. 32,276); Raymond E. Roberts (Reg. No. 38,597); Vidya R. Bhakar (Reg. No. A2J23l; Larry B. Guernsey
(Reg. No. 40,008); Douglas E. Mackenzie (Reg. No. 38,955); Michael D. Plimier (Reg. No. 43,004); Ronald B. Feece (Reg.
No. P46,327); Stefanie M. Howell (Reg. No. P45,929); and Robert D. Hayden (Reg. No. 42,645') as my principalanorneys to
prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Send Correspondence To: HICKMAN STEPHENS CPLEMAN & HUGHES, LLP
P.O. BOX 52037
Palo Alto, California 94303-0746

Raymond E. Roberts at telephone number (408) 558-9950Direct Telephone Calls To:

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and

belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the

like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section l00l of Title l8 of the United States Code, and that
such willful false statements may jeopardize the validify of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

Typewrinen Full Name of
Sole or First Inventor:

lnventorts signature:

Residence: (City)

Citizenship:

Date of Signature:

(State/Country)

1623 Fairorchard Avenue, San Jose, California 95125

USA

California/USA

(Status - patented, pending,

(Status - patented, pending, abandoned)

Christine Halverson

Post Office Address:

FullName of Second Joint
Inventor (if any):

Inventor's signature:

Residence: (city)

Citizenship: USA

Date of Signature: (.71 on

(State/Country) Califomia/USA

607 Menlo Avenue, Menlo Park, California 94025

Luc Julia

Post Offiee Address:

FullName of Third Joint
Inventor (ifany):

lnventor's signature:

Citizenship: Greece

Date of Signature:

Residence (Cityl Thessal on'i ki (State/Coiintry) Greece

Post Office Address: 14 M- Pvrza Street-. Neoi Eoivates. Thessaloniki 57019, Greece

Attny Docket No. SRII P037 Page 2 of 3Page 64 of 314



Prior U.S. Application(s)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date)

(Ftttng D"te)(Application Serial No.)

And I hereby appoint the law firm of Hickman Stephens Coleman & Hughes, including Paul L. Hickman (Reg. No. 28'516); L.

Keith Stephens (Reg. No. 32,632); Brian R. Coleman (Reg. No. 39,145); Michael J. Hughes (Reg. No. 29'077); Michael E.

Melton (Reg. No. 32,276); Raymond E. Roberts (Reg. No. 38,597); Vidya R Bhakar (Reg. No. 42,323); Larry B. Guernsey

@eg. No. 40,008); Douglas E. Mackenzie (Reg. No. 38,955); Michael D. Plimier @eg. No. 43'004); Ronald B. Feece (Reg.

No. P46,327); Stefanie M. Howell (Reg. No. P45,929); and Robert D. Hayden (Reg. No. 42,645) as my principal attorneys to

prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Send Correspondence To: HICKMAN STEPHENS CPLEMAN & HUGHES, LLP
P.O. BOX s2037
Palo Alto, California 94303-0746

Raymond E. Roberts at telephone number (408) 558-9950Direct Telephone Calls To:

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and

belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the

like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section 100 I of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that

such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

Typewritten Full Name of
Sole or First Inventor:

lnventorts signature:

Residence: (City)

Post Offrce Address:

Full Name of Second Joint

Inventor (ifany):

Inventor's signature:

Citizenship: USA

Date of Sign ^t"r", b '/b'D0

Califomia/USA(State/Country)

1623 Fairorchard Avenue. San Jose, California 95 125

(Status - patented, pending, abandoned)

Christine Halverson

Luc Julia Citizenship:

(State/Country)

Date of Signature:

USA

Residence: (city) Menlo Park California/USA

607 Menlo Avenue, Menlo Park, California94025Post Office.Address:

Full Name of Third Joint
Inventor (ifany):

Inventor's signature:

Citizenship: Greece

Residence: (city) Thessal oni ki

DateorSign^tur"t 6 f l6 f 60
Greece

Attnv Docket No. SRI1P037 Page? of3

(State/Country)

Post Office Address: s7019
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Full Name of Fourth Joint

lnventor (if anY):

Inventor's signature:

Residence: (CitY)

Post Office Address:

Citizen,. USA

Date of sign ature: €l2Zf oo

(State/Country) Cal i forn'ia AJSAPalo Alto

757 Cereza Drive Palo Alto Cal ifornia 94306

Attnv Docket No. SRIIP037 Page 3 of3Page 66 of 314



NAME OF ORGANIZAT1ON:
GANIZA'

TYPE OF

sor(ci(3

AS NONPROFIT
iTNE UNITED STATES

STATE:
br srRture:

I herebY declare that organhation

defined in 37 CFR 1

Office iEgarding the

[-lttre filed herawith with title

ITltne identilied above.

fltn. above.

t herebY declare that f contract or law have

n
E
E NON

UNIl

FIT ORGAI'|IZATION:

OR OTHER IN.STITUTION HIGHER EDUCATION

UNDER INTERNAL SERVICE GODE (26 USG 501(a) and

SCIENTIFIC OR EDUCA UNDER STATUTE OF STATE OF THE

OF AMERICA

ASTEXT.EXEMPT
AND 501(c)(3) lF r'r..irHE UNITED STATES OFAMERICA

'6t 
t o 

"t 
..q., Califomia Corporatonl 9{:L

,iii ir,rieir'rir REVENU E sERlvcE c.oD E

{TIFIC OR EDUCATIONAL UNDiR STATIJTE

niuenrCnrr LocATED lN THE uNlrED

above qualifies as a nonprofit organ'tzadon as

iiiJiri[6 il.iteo st"t"i Patent and rrademark

listed above.

organization regar.d

not exclusive, each

pumoses of Paying
in:

concern, or

Een conveyed to and remaln with the non'profit

inr ilqrttt fr.H bv the nongrofit 9191llt3l:1,fl:above-identifl ed invention'
;;Wilhsin ineinven'tion musl file separate

iiJJ lii n"t no rishts to tlre invention teteld by

verified statements i ito their status as small

"i "n-inJ.p"n-oent 
inventor under 37 CFR

ttl
PATENT OFFICE PAGE O2

PATDM

SITJIALI-,ENTITY STATU S

rT ORGANIZATION .

FOR COMMUNICATION AND

D ELECTRONICAGENTS

behalf of the nonprofit organizaiion identitied

SRllntemational
3 03 Raye n*vqod,Av-eJlUe-
ftfttn Park, CA 94025-3493

"nV 
pE*n, other thanlt$ , who would not

PaaalD
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PATENT OFFICE P|GE A3

Bl64tr999 L4:26

NAIIIE:
ADDRESS:

no such Psrson,' ..i
concern, or organization

Each person'

E
n

PATENT

which would not qualiffa3 a small business

under 37 GFR 1.9(e).' . :

inthe invdntion is listed below:

ls lisled below.

tr
NAlttlE:
ADDRESS:

IND|VIDUAL; 'i. D SMALL BUSINESS

....,
[-1 lruouDUAL' i' 't SMALL BUslNEss l-l HoHPRoFlr oRGANlzArloN

l acknowledge the oirit'lb'gfe, in this.application or

ffi;;;utitent tci ittidttientitv $at5 pdorto pa;

ii" * 
"nv 

*aintenanoijbe'due afler the date on v

I hereby declare tnai gt$tqlements mqde herein ot t

,nti. ,i,. inrormatiori {fitititi"t are believed to be tn

ffi kililg; u'tatwnrptratse statements and the li

;b;d';ilii s"aia'i'ffiCI or ritle t ! of.ine united

ri.v l""pitote tn9 rlaJ{t$,of the application' any pu

"Iin'*i 
!t tlment is. oii6bte. d.

. I .'11' :

NAME oF PERsor'jiitiniNe: Mary LoY

iiiiirlr'onennzSfreryi .^ f:r*:lI | | Ltr ll\ vnsrnlrrs\'|.v' -,-

Ad#is oF iEnbd$lslcntNe 333
'ive., 

Menlo Parlq CA 94025€493

CERN f-l r.roNpRoFlT oRGANIZATIoN

nt. notification of any change in status resulting in

; ;ifi ; ti.J of paying, lhE earliest of the- issre

ffi;;';; ;t.ii 
"'ntiil 

i" no longer appropriate

own knouledge are true, and that all stat:T-ents

il iillil if,tt tntt" tiatbments viere made wlth

#;;;;t'punt.h"ur" bv..{19 :l ill15:Y:*'
il ffi ;' #a thi[.u.n witlful fatse.slatements

Lrring *tereon, or any patentto which this

lvv vr 5r.J "'-'-'-

iiTcrni.zstolt. ::.;i
. . ,,--,--- ..-i ^ir,irofomants made hergin of

SIGNATURE:

'ti
| .i'
I r'li
. ..:

t

DATE: March 4, 1999
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I1
IN TITE TINIIED STAIES PATEI\IT AND TRADEIT{ARK oF'rueE

PATEI{T

In 19 application of: ) Group ArtUnit 2755
)

Adam J. CIIEYER et al. ) Exnminer: NotAssigned
)

Serial No. 091225,198 ) AttomeyDocketNo.

Filed: January s, tggg I 
(sRI1Po16)

) Date: March 5,L999
FOT: SOETTV'ARE.BASEDARCIIITECTT]REFOR )

CoMMUNICATIONAIIDCOOPERATION )
AMONGDISTRIBU]ED ELECTRONIC )AGBNTS _ )

CERTIFTCATts OFMATLTNG
I hcrcby ccrtify ftat this concspondcncc is bcing deposltcd with
&e United Statcs P$tat Servicc as Flrst Class Mail In an
cnvclopc addressed to: Comsrissloncr of Patcnts aad

'Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, DC 20231

ATIEI{TION: Refund Section, AccountingDivision, Office of Finance

REOIIEST F'OR REFI]I\D

(ftnproper charge of Deposit Account)

I. REFur{D REQIIEST

This is'a request for a refund with reslect to the charge to Deposit Account 50-0384 shown on the
statement dated January 29, t999 (Order No. SRI1P0I6) for the above-identified patent. A copy of the
monthly statement in which the error referred to occurs, accompanies this request.

a

FtsES CHARGED FOR \rymcE REFUI.{D REQITESTED

Basic.Fee
Sixty nine (69) claims
Three (3) Independenl Qlaims

for the total amount of $2236.00 in the above r"froncr{ application.

Itr. EPLANATION OF WET CONTESIEDCHARGE IS INERROR

The above mentioned charges as a large entity were charged to our Deposit Account No. 50-0384.
Enclosed herewith is a true facsimile copy of Verified Statement Claiming Small Entity Status by our client
(SRI Intemational) as a Non-Profit Organization.

u.

i

i

$ 760.00
$1242.00
$ 234.00
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*','*,;

ol

W. IVIANNEROTREF']I'ND

i Please make refirnd by crediting Account No. 50-0384 (Order No. SRIIPOl5) in the amount of
$1118.00.

Hickman Stephens & Coleman,ILP
P.O. Box 52037
Palo Alto, C4, 94303-0746
(6s0)470:143.0

Respecdully submitted"
HICKI\4AN STEPHENS & COIEIvIANI, LLP

---r
I

BrianR. Coleman
rReg.No.39,145
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'UbFAl{t'mEfl|t L,r \'\"rttrYrLrr!'L

and Trademark Office

tfl l1$lTiTH.:HiJf 
Nrs ANo' TRADEMARKS

replenish your Deposit Accoun! a:!t"tt 11-'
r'#i;il"?tlo1 ryittr vour checlc' Jttlkt,:1*f.
,able to Commlssloner of Patents & Trademarxs'

HICKMAN & MARTINE LLP

lH8oHo[ttftY[to*ooo, suITE

PALO ALTO CA 94306

pLgAiE SEND REMITTANGES TO:

;;ili and Trademark oftice
P-O. Box 70541
Chlcago, lll. 60673

o"!.ountd[bgga

Date
1-29-le

Page 
1

I

fro\zsg,5o

a-AJ. v

4899.5

100

F INA

AL CHARGES

6 1 94.50

l5
t9
19
19

9812.50

9012.50
8778.50
7536.50

I \J. vv wItF
42',507u
36.,50,;b

21
21

opEtrttt*tc BALANCE

5024.00

*itirftt'

5592'.50

qnoitt*"

916681

60.0, (.40.0Fs2 t 8542\
nqe 1 A542/

- t'790,ut)( 30.-qqEIE-cPoosos t zqqg t

e'at ( ;o:99

r{*l{ft61u

snt t P016
sRI l Pol-q

092251 98
092251 98
092251q8_ l-l OU .vv

/ 234.04\ soo.ggELECPO 1 OA

ELECPO l O!09226380
09226380

AMOI.JNT SUFFICIENT TO
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fltr ztm

N1

SRIlPOl6

BRC/jv X'llingDate:

Inventor(s):

X ReturnReccipt?ostcard
X ReErestforRefunil
X Verified Statemort Claiming Small-Entity Statris

X MonthlyState,mcntofDqrositAccountdatedt.9l99

TION AI\{ONG DISIIRtsI'TED ELECf,RONIC AGTbITS

Ttre following has been receivcd in thc U.S. Patent & Tradernark Office on the date stampcd belo$':

o toi
w t z,ggr"E

RECD M/lR ?21999

S*r^
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LETTER

' file:lllc:lAPPSlpreexarn/correspondence/3 'htm

I
)r4

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
"**:d J

Patent and Tra{emark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENT AND TRADEMARKS
washington, D.C. 20231

I tiltil ffi ril llflr rilr flil] rill llill llill llill lllll lllil illl fl lll fi ll ilil llill lil llll
-oc0000000051 13304.

,fr 2t?0/

AppLrcATloN N1MBER I nrlrNcnrcErpr DATE I rnsrxelco APPLIcANT I erroruwv DocKET NUMBER

09t524.095 0311312000 Christine Halverson SRIIPO3T

Hlckman Stephens Coleman & Hughes LLP
PO Box 52037
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0746

Date Mailed: 051 1212000

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The.item(s) indicated bg.low,.

howdver, are missing, Applicani is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all

required items and fay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by

filing a petition accomianied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1 .1 36(a)'

. The oath or declaration is missing.
A property signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the

above Application Number and Filing Date, is required'
. To avoid abandonment, a late filing iee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e) of

$130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items identified in this letter.
. The balance due by applicant is $ 130.

A'copy of this notice MaST be retamed with the reply.

Customer Serv
Initial Patent

00/e3/e000 t{KoRonf, 00000088 095p4095

0P F[:P05 65,00 0F

nation Division (703) 308-1202
PART 2 . COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE
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Mq
?Al q-rud,tpArnNr 4,

In re the application of

Christine HALVERSEN et al.

Application No. 09/524,095

Filed: March 13,2000
Date: June 30, 2000

FoT: NAVIGATING NETWORK BASED i

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION USING SPOKEN !
NATURAL LANGUAGE I}TPUT WITH MULTIMODAL
ERROR FEEDBACK

Preliminarv Amendment
I

Assi stant Commissioner for Patents

and Trademarks
Washington, DC 20231

Dear Sir:

In regard to the above-named patent application, please enter the following amendments.

IN THE TITLE: / t

Please delete' T{AVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC INFORMATION

us.p{G sPoKEN NAyfuL LANGUAGE IMUT WITH VrWrnrnODAL ERROR

FEEDBACK', and insert therefor-- NAVIGATING MTWORK-BASED ELECTROMC

INFORMATION USING SPOKEN INPUT WIIH MULTMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK--.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATBNT AND TRADEMAC OFFICE IOIA /CA

Docket;
SRIlPO37A

"1

6\Ps)

JUL 0 5 zooo

IN THE,ABSTRACT:
/

Please delete the Abstract and

/
insert therefore system, method, and article of

[ 0?/0?/8000'ffiHln

I olEfito3
4t
J--/ I'(,

00000061 0ffi{095

ll{.00 m

manufacture are provided for navigafing an elecfonic data source by means of spoken language.
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When a spoken input request is received from a user, it is interpreted. Additional input is

solicited from the user in a modality different than the original request and used to refine the

navigation query. The resulting interpretation of the request is thereupon used to automatically

construct an operational navigation query to retrieve the desired information from one or more

electronic network data sources.J/

0,2-

I IN THE SPECIFICATION
t-t-//
f _ Please defete pug he present invention addresses
ie

the above needs by providing a system, method, and article of manufacture for navigating

network-based electronic data sources in response to spoken input requests. When a spoken

input request is received from a user, it is interpreted, such as by using a speech recognition

engine to extract speech data from acoustic voice signals, and using a language parser to

linguistically parse the speech data. The interpretation of the spoken request can be performed

on a computing device locally with the user or remotely from the user. The resulting

interpretation of the request is thereupon used to automatically construct an operational

navigation query to retrieve the desired information from one or more electronic network data

sources, which is then transmitted to a client device of the user. If the network data source is a

database, the navigation query is constructed in the format of a database query language.

Tlpically, errors or ambiguities emerge in the interpretation of the spoken request, such

that the system cannot instantiate a complete, valid navigational template. This is to be expected

occasionally, and one preferred aspect of the invention is the ability to handle such errors and

ambiguities in relatively graceful and user-friendly manner. Instead of simply rejecting such

input and defaulting to traditional input modes or simply asking the user to try again, a preferred

embodiment of the present invention seeks to converge rapidly toward instantiation of a valid

navigational template dy soliciting additional clarification from the user as necessary, either

before or after a navigation of the data source, via multimodal input, i.e., by means of menu

selection or other input modalities including and in addition to spoken input. This clariffing,

multi-modal dialogue takes advantage of whatever partial navigational information has been

gleaned from the initial interpretation of the user's spoken request. This clarification process

continues until the system converges toward an adequately instantiated navigational template,

which is in turn used to navigate the network-based data and retrieve the user's desired

information. The retrieved information is transmitted across the network and presented to the

user on a suitable client display device.ta.,,

-2
n ,'/'lx
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hI'
IN.TFIE CLAIMS:/
Please ddeteclaims 1-55, and insert therefore

fiffi'
'<\

,&L

the following claims 1-66:

v (New) A met for speech-based navigation ofan electronic data source, the

at one or more network servers located remotely from a user,electronic data source being

comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a request for desired information from the user;

O) rendering an i ion of the spoken request;

(c) constructing least part of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

ional input from the user, including user interaction in a modality(d) soliciting addi

different than

refining the ion query, based upon the additional input;

using the

and

navigation query to select a portion ofthe electronic data source;

transmitting selected portion of the elechonic data source from the network

server to a ent device of the user.

(e)

(f)

I

(e)

SRI1PO37A -J-
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Kln\t.Y
(New) The metho d of claim /, wherein the step of rendering an

{1\.'w*' further includes deriving linguistic informationby using a speech recognition

ing a navigation query

further includes the steps of extracting an input template for an onli scripted interface to the

data query.

w
"{

linguistic parser. i

5g ba
/. (New) The method of claim f wherein the step of

, and using the input template to construct the navi

{8

,{'y

(New) The metho d of claim/, wherein the of extracting an input template

ncludes dynamically scraping the online scripted

6a
/. (New) The metho d of elaim /, w

format of a database query language.

the navigation query is constructed in the

bl 5.!q
3. (New) The metho a of ctatqnr{,finerein the step of rendering an interpretation and

t the step of constructing a navigation queqyy'e performed, at least in part, on a computing device

located locally with the user.

bt,
,f (New) The method of,

the step of constructing a navigatioy'query axe\performed, at least in part, on a network

computing device located

b9
X (Nevy) The

performed in response to o/" or more deficiencies\encountered during the step of constructing a

navlgatlon query.

of the

required of the navigational querynot determinible from the interpretation of the

spoken

spoken

w

source

5q
/

(rb

1

Vt^/tl tv
Y1
,/, wherein the step of rendering an interpretation and

.'

from the usbr.

b+
,4, (New

5q
of claim /, whgein the step of soliciting additional input is

u!
method of claim/, wherei[ the deficiencies include unresolved wordst' 

u\
) The method of claim y',wherein tlie deficiencies include one or more

SRI1PO37A -4-
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I-\n '," HtO(\,.' Aq vr
n\S / (New) The\nethod of claim/, wherein the step of soliciting add

Y performed in response to or\e or more deficiencies encountered after a first navi

input is

of the data

source usi4g the navigation guery constructed in step (c). /

W (New) rhe metho d ot ctaim?fiwne,rein the deficiencie ,/r*existence of

more than one data record withii the data source responsive to the query.

jdentiff a si

t4
14.

ies include failure to

ngle data record within the data source responsivfo the navigation query.

iltp
(New) The methodof ctrnm/,wherein thy'additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement that additional i is required.'19 5at/ (New) The metho aotaarf/iwn/ein the step of soliciting the additional input

includes presenting a menu to the user on t[e lient device of the user.

includes presenting a textual request adt{itional input.

W (New) rhe method pf claim ff*nrrrin ttt.

/ 5q',
(New) The metho d 

7f 
claim /, whprein the stry of soliciting the additional inputf 1+)

fl
includes an audible request fot tbd additional input,

't3
,s. (Ne*) Th" ^Ad "f "I^ify,wherel,n 

the step of soliciting the additional input

includes presenting e list o/portions of the electronic\ata source that match the navigational

query.

"14

,{ Nery
5b

method of claim.(,wherein adbitional input received from the user is

at least partially based.

tx5
N

includes no input.

'('

tlr\
3lO i

ew) The method of claiml wherein additibnal input received from the user

5b
(New) The metho d of claim/wherein steps (d)-\) are repeated until the

query is deemed adequate.

SRI1P037A -5-
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4v

Y
d) includes

ecting from the displayed

:P
tion menu is performed by spehking.

w wfthe method is performed with respect to a

simultaneous users and client devices.

(New) The method of I further including the step of selecting the data

source from among a plurality of elechonic data sources, in response to the

\U s\a
/ (New) The rtnethod of claim/iwherein the input modality of

lecting from a displayed op{ion menu.
,1Q
IU

F (New) The methbd of claim

44L,(
p,,wherein the act of

multimedia

(c)

plurality of

w
interpretation of the spokengl ,/

(New)

source

system for speech-based navigation of an elechonic data source, the

located at one oi more network servers located remotely from a user,

the system comprising:

microphone operable to receive a spoken request for desired

from the user:

(b) langua processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of the spoken

6to
(New) The method Of clairrrf v

wherein the elechonic data source stores

of video content and audio content.

(a) a

il

query

the in

tion logic, operable to construct a navigation query in response to

of the spoken request;

(d) user I ion logic, operable to solicit additional input from the user, including

user I ion in a modality different than the original request;

(e) query ing logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

-6-

method of clair\

including at least
v
dne

SRIIPO3TA

additi l input;
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.{Fs) 
#p

(f) navrga logic, operable to select a portion of the elechonic data source using

the nav ion query; and

(e) elec infrastructure for hansmitting the selected portion of

the el data source from the network server to a primarily stationary,

display ice located locally with the user.

speech recognition logic and ai\ linguistic parsing logic for deriving lingayfic information.

ing logic extracts an

input template for an online scriptld interface to the data uses the input template to

ponstruct the navigation query.

24
(New) The system of qlaim /,wherein language processing logic

dynamically scrapes the online scripte\ interface.
w
BA
,t. (New) The system of clailp

the query in the format of a database quer{'Br/
71 (New) The system of

processing logic is hosted on a deVice located locallywith the user, and wherein the

ly coupled'n.c the local computing device.

processing logic is a network computinl device located remotely from the user, and

wherein the portable hone sends data to thevemote network computing device via the

in response to one or more deficiencie{ encountered during construction of the

communicati

p

3l Fp
Y (New) The system of claim/7, wherein the I

the query construction logic constructs

0,?

gA,
of claim /,vlherein at least a portion of the language

f ' 99 
". (New) The system of claim 3/, wherein thd,deficiencies include unresolved words

spoken request.

SRI1PO37A -7 -
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^V
.-.,+'/Y

f

4r sy3/. (New) The system of claim /, wherein the deficiencies include

required elements of the rlavigational querynot determinable from the i

spoken request.

.Qa; I.tt''j/. (New) The sydtem of claim /,whercin,
additional input in response to one or rnore deficiencies

the data source performed by thdnavigation logic.q0 qv
3f (New) The system o,f claim /, wherein the

more than one data record within thodata source responsi to the navigation query.

the deficiencies include failure to identifv

record within the data sourc,e to the navigation query.

(New) The system of claim herein the user interaction logic displays an

f,\hereinthe act of selecting from the displayed

source from among a plurality
\

candidate electronib data sources, in response to the

interpretation of the spoken uest./gv
system of claim /f,whereint[e electronic data source stores

content i ing at least one of video conten\and audio content./w
) The system of claim ?y',whercinthe display device receives data from the

on the network servers via a communicbtions box.

B9)00,v (New) The system of claim/, wherein the electronic communication

is a two-way infrastructure and is selected from among one or more of the

group : {coaxial cable, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, ffo er-optic} .

logic solicits

a first navigation of

iencies include existence of

v
. sinele data

tr

multimedia

qq
%

eiectronic d

W (New) rhe s

qQ,

{ (New)

q,p
(New) The system of claimltf,wh,

optlon menu.
Ar
Ylp
{1 (New) The system of

option menu is performed by

followi

SRI1PO37A -8-
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\0\,
*9. (New) A program embodied on a computer readable medium for

speech-based navi ofan electronic data source, the electronic data source being located at

one or more network located remotely from a user, comprising:

(a) a code that receives a spoken request for desired information from the

user;

a code

a code

interp

a code that solicits additional input from the user, including user

int on in a modality different than the original request;

(b)

(c)

(e)

(0

that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;

t that constructs at least part of a navigation query based upon the

that refines the navigation query based upon the additional inpur;

(d)

(e)

a code

a code

0*
gment that uses the refined navigation query to select a portion of the

data source; and

that transmits the selected portion of the electronic data source

from tfre network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally

with tlle user.

sing a code segment

tl1at derives linguistic information \y using a speech itgdenglne and a linguistic parser.

\W ;;jt; compurerprosram orcraiml#,1*r., "ffii
(h,
'" N. (New) The computer program of clg further comprising a code segment

//that extract an input template for an on\ine t yfiainterface to the data source, and a code

segment that uses the input template to fitruct the navigation query.

lo4 ,/ Db
9g'. (New) The comp1*Gprograln of claim $"n r*"rcomprising a code segment

that dynamically scrapes line scrijited lnterface.

\o# 
(New

t0l
computer program o) claim 4f,whercinthe navigation query is

SRIlPO37A

of a database query lariguage.
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"r$tr
PV (New) The computer program of claim pL*.t rendering of the i

and the construction of the navigatipn query are performed, at least in part, on a

device located locallv with the user.

10\V (New) The computer program of claim A/,whereinthe of the

interpretation and the construction of b navigation query are performed, least in part, on a

uting device located rembtely from the user.

code segment that solicits

additional input solicits the additional input in response to or more deficiencies encountered

during the constructing of the navigation query.

network comp

!$
l0\

(New) The computerpro'gftrm of claimt',,

24. (New) Ihe computer progr{m

unresolved words of the spoken request.

\ln iI t\,,
5{ (New) The computer progranl

, wherein the deficiencies include

/ tog
claim 5y',whereinthe deficiencies include one

^b
[J..,

or more required elements of the navi

the spoken request.

query not determinable from the interpretation of

the additional input solicits the a#itional input in response to one or more deficiencies

encountered after a first navigaflon of the data so!,rce.

! 
^.*, 

The compu ,"r/"*^*r"\'"^r^fr,!*.r",n the code segment that solicits

\\y
57. (New) The ter program of claim ff*nrr.in the deficiencies include

failure to identifr

1#&

existence of more than o/e data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

lP (New

e data record within the datd source responsive to the navigation query.

' lnl
ew) The computer program of clun],Wwherein code segment that solicits

\lA{
(New) The computer program of claimfr, wherein the act of selecting from the

displa option menu is performed by speaking.

I
!r'l/l

}J

SRI1P037A - 10-
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,. \tv \1,9 t9t
Qa't 9{. (New) The computer p{ogram of claim /6, wherein the code

computer program operate with respectto a plurality of simultaneous users and

client devices.

\\1 tpl
92t (New) The computer program of claim fi, fixther

that selects the data source from among aplurality of candidate elechonic

response to the interpretation of the spokerl request.

l\8 l9l
,AS (New) The computerprograrh of claim )6,wherein

code segment

sources, in

electronic data source

a menu to the user on the client device

stores multimedia content including at least lune of video content audio content.

lg {et
,d.' (New) The computer program Of dum$, in the additional input is

solicited upon rbceiving a user-input statement that additi information is required.

lf,c |o
ft{. (New) The computer program of claim in the code segment that solicits

the additional input includes a code segment that

of the user.

1[l
,66. (New) The computer program of

the additional input includes a code segment prFsents a textual request for the additional

' lol
im 

lK,whercin 
the code segment that solicits

rf mput.' l^/\ )

ld'd*:
,ffi. (N.T) The computer

the additional input includes a code

input.
lnrA i
I ,Lr/

,6,8. (New) The

1a4
9q. (New)

tgl
of clair4 4f, wherein the code segment that solicits

that produces an audible request for the additional

/ {El
ter program of claim {d, wherein the code segment that solicits

l9ti
computer progrirm of claim {6, {vherein additional input received from

the additional input includes code segment that presentb a list of portions of the electronic data

source that match the navi query.

the user is at least ly speech based.

the user includ

, tql
) The computer progrirm of claim 4f,w\erein additional input received from

l&5is: (N

/
,/\\'
I:J

SRIlPO37A

spoken input.
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n\\N \xtr
, 
T-. ,A. (New) The

^1r' 
y'L'

ttJ
Uv/ reoeated u:

\0\
of claim t',v,,hereincode segments (d)-(e) are

, repeated until the navi
tt/

query is deemed adequate.

kr the event a telephone conversation would expedite the prosecution of this application,

the Examiner may reach the undersigned at (408) 505-5100. If any fees are due in connection

with the filing of this paper, then the Commissioner is authorized to charge such fees to Deposit

Account No. 50-1351 (Order No. SRI1P037A). A duplicate copy of the transmittal is enclosed

for this pufpose.

*'frns*fted'

lL'l I k
y"/"{l'*t l . "Re i'i s/h/i o n N o / 4 1,429

P.O. Box 721030
San Jose, CA 95172
Telephone: (408) 505-5100

I

j\.,

ln,

I
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IN TFIE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re the application of

Christine HALVERSEN et al.

Application No. 09/524,095

Filed: March 13.2000

Date: June 30,2000
FoT: NAVIGATING NETWORK BASED
ELECTRONIC INFORMATION USING SPOKEN
NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTMODAL
ERROR FEEDBACK

)

I hereby certiff tliat this
United States Postal
Commissioner for
2000.

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Box Fee Amendment
Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith is an amendment in the above-identified application.

The fee has been calculated as shown below.

Claims
Remaining Highest
After Previously
Amendment PaidForExtra

TOTAL
CLAIMS 7I . 55
INDEP
CLAIMS 3 . 3

[ ] Multiple Dependent Claim Present
and Fee Not Previouslv Paid '

Present SMALL ENTITY
RATEFEE OR

16 X09 = $ 144 OR

0 x39: $

03

deposited with the
Mail to: Assistant
20231 on June 30.

LARGE ENTITY
RATEFEE

Xl8= $

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket:
SRIlPO37A

TOTAL

$130

$ $144.00

oR x78: $

$260

$

q Applicant(s) hereby petition for a month extension of time to respond to the outstanding Office Action.
n Applicant(s) believe that no (additional) Extension of Time is required; however, if it iJdetermined that such
'. an extension is required, Applicant(s) hereby petition that such an extension be granted and authorize the

Commissioner to charge the required fees for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136 to Deposit Account
No.50-1351.

A Enclosed is our Check No. 139 in the amount of $144.00 to cover the additional claim fee and/or extension of
time fees.

xx Ifthe required fees are missing or any additional fees are required to facilitate filing the enclosed response,
please charge such fees or credit any overpayment to Deposit No. 5p2l3jl (Order No. SRIlP037A).

P.O. Box 721030
San Jose, CA 95172
Telephone: (408) 505-5100

(Revi ed li96)

JUL 052ooo {

o.41,429
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i- PATENT

IN TIIE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

4v

$tu

In re application of:
Christine Halverson et al..

Application No. 09/524,095

Filed: 3ll3l00

For: Navigating Network-BasedElectronic Information
Using Spoken Natural Language Input With Multimodal
Error Feedback

)
)
) Group Art Unit: Unknown
)
) Examiner: Unknown
)
) Date:July 17,2000
)
)
)
)
)

8W

o

'i 
'j

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify ttrat this correspondence is being deposited with the
Uniled States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an envelope
addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents and Trademarks.
Washington, DCW23I onfdy 17,20@.

Signed:

REOUEST FOR STATUS

-', ,f, .,Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D. C. 2023I

Sir:

Applicant hereby requests status of the above-referenced patent application. This

application was filed on March 13,2000, and no Notice of Mssing parts has been received as

of this date.

Respectfully submitted

HICKMAN STEPIIENS COLEMAN & HUGIIES. LLP

P.O. Box 52A37
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0746
(408) ss8-99s0

Attorney Docket No. SRIIP037

Reg. No. 38,597
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PA

IN TIIE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEM#IK O}N

In re the application of: 
i Or"r#u{rlA

Christine Halverson 
) Group Art uhitt-/#t]"h

Application No.: Unassigned fl T9+ Zqt ) Examiner: unknofrn 
$' . 

'
) Atty. Docket No.: SnI$OlS

Filed: 311312000 ) + |

) Date: MaY 23,2000 F
For: Navigating Network-Based Electronic ) : H

Information Using Spoken Natural ) r 6 (5

Language Input with Multimodal Enor ) i', S
Feedback ) Fr;

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the

United States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an envelope
addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC

INFORMATION DIS CLOSURE STATEMENT
UNDER 37 CFR Q$ 1.56 AND 1.97(c)

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

Dear Sir:

The referenCes listed in the attached PTO Form 1449, copies of which are attached,

may be material to examination of the above-identified patent application. Applicants submit

these references in compliance with their duty of disclosure pursuant to 37 CFR $$ 1.56 and

1.97. The Examiner is requested to make these references of official record in this

application.

.t,At26a00

r-rl
C)
f'll

rrl
t3

20231on May 23,20p0.

Attnv Dkt No. SRI1P037Page 89 of 314



This Information Disclosure Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a

search has been made, that additional information material to the examination of this

application does not exist, or that these references indeed constitute prior art.

It is believed that no fees are due in connection with the filing of this Information

Disclosure Statement. However, if it is determined that any fees are due, the Commissioner

is hereby authorized to charge such fees to Deposit Account 50-0384 (Order No. SRI1P037).

COLEMAN & HUGFIES. LLP

P.O. Box 52037
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0746
Telephone: (408) 558-9950

Respectfully submitted,

Reg. No.32,632

Attn)/ I.)kt No. SRI1P0-3?_

-'_"_--."-*.u
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Please re-insert the originally filed claims as new claims 72-126. Pending claims 1-71 added in

the previous Preliminary Amendment have been included for reference purposes. All cunently

pending claims are thus represented below.

1. A method for speech-based navigation of em electronic data source,

data source being located at one or more network servers located remotely from a

comprising the steps ofi

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, iy'cnAinguser interaction in a modality

different than the original request;

refining the navigation query upon the additional input;

using the refined navigation to select a portion of the electronic data source;

and

(e)

2.

transmitting the se portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a client of the user.

The method of l, wherein the step of rendering an interpretation further

on by using a speech recognition engine and a linguisticincludes deriving linguistic in

parser.

3. The of claim 1, wherein the step of constructing a navigation query

further includes the of extracting an rnput template for an online scripted interface to the

data source, and usi the input template to construct the navigation query.

4.

dynamically

method of claim 3, wherein the step of extracting an rnput template includes

the online scripted interface.

(e)

(0

SRIIPO3TA -2 -
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5. The method of claim 1, wherein the navigation query is constructed

ofa database query language.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the step ofrendering an ion and the

step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in part, on a ting device

located locallv with the user.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of an interpretation and the

on a network computingstep of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

device located remotelv from the user.

The method of claim 1, wherein the step soliciting additional input is

performed in response to one or more deficiencies

navigation query.

ered during the step of constructing a

9.

spoken request.

The method of claim 8. wherein deficiencies include unresolved words of the

f claim 11, wherein the deficiencies include existence of more than

10. The method of claim 8. the deficiencies include one or more required

elements of the navigational querynot

request.

from the interpretation of the spoken

I l. The method of l, wherein the step of soliciting additional input is

performed in response to one or deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the data

source using the navigation constructed in step (c).
i

12. The method

one data record within the source responsive to the navigation query.

13. The of claim 11, wherein the deficiencies include failure to identify a

single data record wr the data source responsive to the navigation query.

14. The of claim 1, wherein the additional input is solicited upon receiving a

user-input

SRI1PO37A

that additional information is required.
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15. The method of claim l, wherein the step of soliciting the addi

includes presenting a menu to the user on the client device of the user.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of soliciting additional input

includes presenting a textual request for the additional input.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of iting the additional input

includes an audible request for the additional input.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the of soliciting the additional input

includes presenting a list of portions of the

query.

data source that match the navigational

19. The method of claim 1,

partially speech based.

additional input received from the user is at least

20. The method of claim wherein additional input received from the user includes

no spoken input.

21. The method of c 1, wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the navigational

query is deemed adequate.

22. The of claim 1, wherein the input modality of step (d) includes selecting

from a displayed option

23. The of claim 22,wherernthe act of selecting from the displayed option

menu is performed speaking.

24.

plurality of

method of claim 1, wherein the method is performed with respect to a

users and corresponding client devices.

25. The method of claim 1, further including the step of selecting the data source

from a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response to the interpretation of

the request.

SRII 7A -4-
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26. The method of claim 1. wherein the electronic data source stores multi

content including at least one ofvideo content and audio content.

27. A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

data source being located at one or more network servers located remotely

the electronic

a user, the

system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken uest for desired

information from the user;

language processing logic, operable to render interpretation of the spokan

request;

(c) query construction logic, operable to t a navigation query in response to

the interpretation of the spoken req

(d) user interaction logic, operable to icit additional input from the user, including

user interaction in a'modalitv di than the original request;

(e) query refining logic,

additional input;

to refine the navigation query based upon the

(f) navigation logic, to select a portion of the electronic data source using

and

(g) electronic ications infrastructure for transmitting the selected portion of

the electronic source from the network server to a primarily stationary,

display devi located locally with the user.

28. The s of claim 2T,whereinthe language processing logic includes speech

recognition'logic and linguistic parsing logic for deriving linguistic information.

system of claim 27, wherein the language processing logic extracts an input

(b)

29.

template for an ine scripted interface to the data source, and uses the input template to

construct the

Szu1PO37A
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30. The system of claim 29, wherein the language processing logic d

scrapes the online scripted interface.

31. The system of claim 27, wherein the query construction logic

query in the format of a database query language.

32. The system of claim 2T,wherein at least riportion of t language processing

logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with the user, wherein the portable

microphone is electronically coupled to the local computing devi

33. The system of claim 27, wherein at least a of the language processing

y from the user, and wherein thelogic is hosted on a network computing device located

portable microphone sends data to the remote network

infrastructure.

34. The system of claim 2T,wherein user interaction logic solicits additional

input in response to one or more deficiencies

query.

during construction of the navigation

35.

spoken request.

The system of claim 34,w, the deficiencies include unresolved words of the

36. The system of claim , wherein the deficiencies include one or more required

elements of the navigational q

request.

determinable from the interpretation of the spoken

37. The system claim 2T,whereinthe user interaction logic solicits additional

input in response to one or deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the data

soiirce performed by the vigation logic.

ine device via the communications

38.

one data record

39.

single data

The of claim 37, wherein the deficiencies include existence of more than

the data source responsive to the navigation query.

system of claim 37, wherein the deficiencies include failure to identiff a

within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

SRIlPO37A -6-
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menu.

40. The system of claim 27, wherein the user interaction logic displays an

41. The system of claim 40, wherein the act of selecting from the

menu is performed by speaking.

42. The system of claim 2T,wherein the navigation logic

among a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response to

the data source from

interpretation of the

spoken request.

43. The system of claim 2T,whereinthe electronic source stores multimedia

content including at least one of video content and audio

44. The system of claim 2T,wheretnthe di v device receives data from the

electronic data source on the network servers via a

45. The svstem of claim 27. wherein electronic communication infrastructure is a

two-way infrastructure and is selected from one or more of the following group: {coaxial

cable, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fi

46. A computer program em on a computer readable medium for speech-based

navigation of an electronic data sotuce, electronic data source being located at one or more

network servers located remotely

a code

a code

(e)

Szu1PO37A

a user, comprising:

that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;

that constructs at least part of a navigation query based upon the

(a) a code segment receives a spoken request for desired information from the

user; t

o)

(c)

(d) segment that solicits additional input from the user, including user

ion in a modality different than the original request;

code segment that refines the navigation query based upon the additional input;
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(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a porti bf the

electronic data source; and

(e) a code segment that transmits the selected portion of the nic data source

from the network server to a primarily stationary, di device located locally

with the user.

47. The computer program of claim 46, ising a code segment that

derives linguistic information by using a speech

48. The computer program of claim 46, comprising a code segment that

extract an input template for an online scripted i to the data source, and a code segment

that uses the input template to construct the query.

49. The computer program of 48, further comprising a code segment that

dynamically scrapes the online scripted i

50. Thecomputerprogram claim 46, wherein the navigation query is constructed

in the format of a database query

51. The computer of claim 46, wherein rendering of the interpretation and

the construction of the navi query are performed, at least in part, on a computing device

located locally with the user

52. The program of claim 46, wherein the rendering of the interpretation

and the construction o 'a navigation query are performed, at least in part, on a network

computing device remotely from the user.

. 53. computer program of claim 46, wherein code segment that solicits additional

input solicits th/ additional input in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during the

constructing rof the navigation query.

54. , The computer program of claim 53, wherein the deficiencies include unresolved
!

words of ttie spoken request.

SRIIPO3TA -8-
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55. The computer program of claim 53, wherein the deficiencies include o1n€ or more

required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the i iorf of the

spoken request.

56. The computer program of claim 46, wherein the code that solicits the

additional input solicits the additional input in response to one or

after a first navigation of the data source.

ies encountered

57. The computer program of claim 56, wherein deficiencies include existence of

more than one data record within the data source the navigation query.

58. The computer program of claim 57, the deficiencies include failure to

identify a single data record within the data source ive to the navigation query.

59. The computer program of

input displays an option menu.

wherein code segment that solicits additional

The computer program o/claim 59,wherein the act of selecting from the

displayed option menu is performed b/speaking.

61. The computer of claim 46, wherein the code segments of the computer

program operate with respect tof plurality of simultaneous users and corresponding client

devices.

62. The program of claim 46, further comprising a code segment that

selects the data sourcq among a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response to

the interpretation of t spoken request.

computer program of claim 46, wherein the electronic data source stores

including at least one of video content and audio content.

60.

64.

receiving a

The computer program of claim 46, wherein the additional input is solicited upon

statement that additional information is required.

SRIlPO37A -9-
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65.

additional

the user.

70.

66. The computer progmm of claim 46, code segment that solicits the

request for the additional input.additional input includes a code segment that presents

67. The computer program of claim +/whereinthe code segment that solicits the

additional input includes a code segment that an audible request for the additional

68. The computer of claim 46, wherein the code segment that solicits the

additional input includes a code that presents a list of portions of the electronic data

source that match the navigali6nal query.

69. The corp'futer program of claim 46, wherein additional input received from the

user is at least parti*ly speech based.

computer program of claim 46, wherein additional input received from the

The computer program of claim 46, wherein the code that solicits the

input includes a code segment that presents a menu to the 6n the client device of

no spoken input.

1. The computerprogftlm of claim 46, wherein code segments (d)-(e) are

until the navigational query is deemed adequate.

f/ (New) A method for utilizing spoken natural for navigating an

electronic data source, the electronic data source being one ormorenetwork

qervers located remotely from a user, comprising the steg{of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural ("NL') request for desired information

from the user;

rendering an i ofthe spoken natural language request;

part of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(b)

(c)

SRIlPO37A
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(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user i onma

modality different than the original request;

refining the navigation query based upon the addi

using the refined navigation query to select a on of the electronic data

(e)

(0

NL parser.

'&1.' H. (New) The method of

'7" (New) The method

input;

source; and

hansmitting the selected portion of the e data source from the

network seryer to a client device of the

e{ L(
V (New) The metho d of clumJ2, in the step of rendering an interpretation

further includes deriving linguistic information using a speech recognition engine and an

(e)

wherein the step of constructing anavigation

query further includes the steps of an rnput template for an online scripted

interface to the data source, and using input template to construct the navigation query.

ta1
claim T{,whereinthe step of exftacting an input

'' 9l
' 16. (New) The

the format of a database q

template includes dynamically the online scripted interface.

td-l
of claimTl, wherein the navigation query is constructed in

language.

\g
77. (New)

and the step of a navigation query are performed, at least in part, on a computing

device located loca with the user.

,fr
interpretation the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in part,

computing device located remotely from the user.

'd1
method of claim7Z, wherein the step of rendering an interpretation

,*')
(New) The metho d of clum7L, wherein the step of soliciting additional input

in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during the step of

ona

ing a navigation query.

- 11 -
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include one or more

required elements of the navigational query not determinable from interpretation of the

spoken NL request.

$('N. (New) The method

words of the spoken NL iequest.

includes selecting from a displayed

tW (New) rhe

6t
of claim79, wherein the deficiencies unresolved

of soliciting additional input

after a first navigation of

the deficiencies include existence of

'f. (New) The metho d of clai^Vl,wherein the defici

is performed in response to one or more deficiencies

the data source using the navigation query constructed step (c).

,6? b1
yt. (New) The metho d of claim 72, wherein the

W (New) The metho d of cIumgZ,

q (New) The method of claim

W (New) The method of

more than one data record within the data source ive to the navigation query.

, wherein the deficiencies include failure to

identify a single data record within the source responsive to the navigation query.

p'
Y],*to"iH the input modality of step (d)

or.rui-tl?wherein the act of selecting from the

displayed option menu is rmed by speaking.

Itt>n. (New)

to a plurality of simul

/ tt'7
method of claim 2,whercinthe method is performed with respect

users and corresponding client devices.

,U9
'88. hre method of claim fl^nnoincluding the step of selecting the data

ra]
(New) The method of claimfl,wherein the electronic data source stores

content including at least one of video content and audio content.

. (New) A system for utilizing spoken natural language to navigate an

ic data source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network

located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

source from a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response to the

interpretation the spoken NL request.

Szu1PO37A -12 -
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(a) aportable microphone operable to receive a spoken natural lan

request for desired information from the user;

(b) spoken language processing logic, operable to render an

spoken natural language request;

query construction logic, operable to construct a gatlon query rn response

to the interpretation of the spoken natural request;

user interaction logic, operable to solicit tional input from the user,

(c)

(d)

(e)

including user interaction in a modality than the original request;

(e) query refining logic, operable to

additional input;

the navigation query, based upon the

(0 navigation logic, operable to ect a portion of the electronic data source

using the navigation query;

infrastructure for transmitting the selected portion

from the network server to a primarily stationary,

display device locallv with the user.

of rr"i-$l*frerein the spoken language processing logic

and an NL parsing logic for deriving linguistic information.

$7
V' (New)

ttF
system of claim96,wherein the spoken language processing logic

for an online scripted interface to the data source, and uses the

electronic comm

of the electronic

flb
%. (New) The

includes speech recogniti

extracts an input

input template to the navigation query.

Pl1
ew) The system of claim9l wherein the spoken language processing logic

the online scripted interface.

ft'
(Ne*) The system of claim 90, wherein the query construction logic

the query in the format of a database query language.

SRI1PO37A - 13-
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t5?. t'15
W. (New) The system of claim 9{whercinat least a portion of the

language processing logic is hosted on a computing device located locally wi the user. and

wherein the portable microphone is electronically coupled to the local ng device.

'f; (New) The system otctaimlfwherein at least a of the spoken

language processing logic is hosted on a network computing remotelv from

the user, and wherein the portable microphone sends data to the network computing

device via the communications infrastructure.

user interaction logic solicits

during construction of

the deficiencies inol{rde unresolved

bf (New) The system of claim hf*n"r"i
additional input in response to one or more deficienci

the navigation query. /
$1 /
,(. (New) The system of claim Vl,wy'erei

words of the spoken NL request.

$19q. (New) The system of , wherein the deficiencies include one or more

required elements of the navigational not determinable from the interpretation of the

spoken NL request.

6t
Jntr (New) The

additional input in response or more deficiencies encountered after a first navigation

of the data source by the navigation logic.

6b
W. (New)

more than one data

t57
J,st.

identiff a si data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

6s, nd4
(New) The system of claim }if,wherein the user interaction logic displays an

$q
)M. (New) The system of claim \p{,whercin the act of selecting from the

yed option menu is performed by speaking.

d
/fi5
of claim 96, wherein the user interaction logic solicits

system of claim lp6,wherein the deficiencies include existence of

within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

) The system of claim lgC,whercin the deficiencies include failure to

option

SRIlPO374.
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tH (New) The system of claimffwherein the navigation logic selects

source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response

interpretation of the spoken NL request.

data

ice receives data from

box.

ic communication

among one or more of the

lar, fiber-optic).

o)

on a computer readable medium for

that renders an interpretation of the spoken natural language

(d)

fr (New) The system of claim W,*h"r"inthe electronic

multimedia content including at least one of video content and audio

#f (New) The system of claim W,*h"r"rnthe displa

the electronic data source on the network servers via a

w (New) The system of claim d$l*n.rrin ttt.

infrastructure is a two-wav infrastructure and is selected

following grcup: {coaxial cable, DSL, satellite, wire

tult29. (New) A computer program

utilizing spoken natural language for navr in{an electronic data source, the electronic data

source being located at one or more n

comprising:

servers located remotely from a user,

(a) a code segment that ives a spoken natural language ("NL") request for

desired from the user;

(c)

(e)

a code

request;

a code that constructs at least part of a navigation querybased upon

the i

segment that solicits additional input from the user, including user

ion in a modality different than the original request;

a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

input;

SRIlPO37A -15-
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(f)

(e)

a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a

electronic data source; and

a code segment that transmits the selected portion of the data source

from the network server to a primarily stationary, display

locally with the user.

located

a code

ition engine and an NL

comprising a code

aim|.tI, further comprising a code

d
segment that dynamically scrapes the online s/i interface.

,bT
of claimJ.ff), wherein the navigation query is

language.

M (New) rhe
/ tdl
program of claim lg9,whaein rendering of the

interpretation and the of the navigation query are performed, at least in part, on

a computing device located lywith the user.

# (New) fhe ter program of claim H,*norinttre rendering of the

interpretation and the of a navigation query are performed, at least in part, on a

network computing located remotely from the user.

" t?l

tb8
,+j. (New) The comPuter

constructed in the format of a database

l^6 (New) The computerprosram of claim !.H,*n o
segment that derives linguistic information by using a speech

parser.

lbl"
J.t|. (New) The computerprogntm of claim

l te1
W (New) The computerprogram of

segment that extract an input template for an online interface to the data source, and

a code segment that uses the input template to the navigation query.

tbb

w. 0!
ta{

) The computer program of claim W|,wherein code segment that

solicits additi input solicits the additional input in response to one or more deficiencies

encountered the constructing of the navigation query.

t?l
(New) The computerprogram of claim trJ6, wherein the deficiencies include

words of the spoken NL request.

SRIlPO37A
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(27
w

(7(
(New) The computer program of claim 1*6,wherein the

one or more required elements of the navigational query not determinable

interpretation of the spoken NL request.

w.
tlo'l

(New) The computerprogram of claim W9,whercin code segment that

solicits the aclditional input solicits the additional input in to one or more

deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the data

in the deficiencies include

existence of more than one data record within the data responsive to the navigation

query.

lt?t(

[b'

t?b
H (New) The comPuterProgram of

failure to identiff a single data record within

query'

(??
W. (New) The comPuterpro

solicits additional input displays an'opti

t%
JB. (New) The comPuter

the displayed option menu is by speaking.

t4w. (New) The

t@
W (New

segment that

soirces. m

1efw.

REMARKS

SRIlPO37A

r)q'i,'ti, wher ein the deficiencies include

source responsive to the navigation

of claim l.t{,*no;^code segment that

t-7')
of claim 1H',wherein the act of selecting from

program of claim #,*t o"in the code segments of the

computer program oPerate respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and

corresponding client devi

computer progrutm of claim ,H, 
^*"rcomprising 

a code

the data source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data

to the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

tbtl
(New) The computerprogram of claim lng,whetein the elechonic data source

ia content including at least one of video content and audio content.

-17
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In the event a telephone conversation would expedite the prosecution of this application, the

Examiner may reach the undersigned at (40S) 505-5100. If any fees are due in connection with

the filing of this paper, then the Commissioner is authorized to charge such fees to Deposit

Account No. 50-1351 (OrderNo. SRI1P037A).

ly submitted,

fr No. 41,429
VALLEY IP LAW GROUP

P.O. Box 721030
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Signed:
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an extension is required, Applicant(s) hereby petition that such an extension be granted and authorize the

Commissioner to charge the required fees for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136 to Deposit Account

No.50-1351.
Enclosed is our Check No. 192 in the amount of$612.00 to cover the additional claim fee and/or extension of
time fees.

Ifthe required fees are missing or any additional fees are required to facilitate filing the enclosed response,
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Office Action Summary
09/524,095

Applicant(s)

HALVERSON ET AL.

Exami ner

Firmin Backer

Art Unit

2155

etwith the conespondence address --

Period for RePIY

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 9 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Exlensionsoftimemaybeavailableundertheprovlslonsof3TCFRl.l36(a). Inno6vEnt,holrrever,mayareplybetimelyfiled

"ir-iriSri 
te MoNTHSfrom the mailing date of lhis communicalion'

- lf the period for repty speo1ied above is less than thirty ii6j aavs, a r"plvutthin the statutory minimum of thlrly (30) days will be consldered timely'

- lf No period for r"prv iJ"p".in"d above, the maxiru.i ii"tut"w period witt apply.and will eipke slX (6) MoNTHS from ihe mailing date of this communication'

- Faiture ro repty wimin tiJ'J'oi 
"rr"nu"a 

p"rioo ror r"pii *iri, riv."talyje, gy$111 
"pplication 

to become ABANDoNED (35 u's'c' S 133)'

- Anvreolvreoeivedbytheoffioelaterihanthreemontrl'Lneiin;maitingdateofthiscommunlcation,eveniftimelyfiled'mayreduceany
eaineri patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1'704(b)'

Status

1)X Responsive to communication(s) filed on 13 March 2000 '

2a)fl This action is FINAL. 2b)EX This action is non-final.

3)n Since this application is.in condition for allowance exceptfor.fory{_qalers, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance w1h the practice under Ex patte Quayte, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G' 213'

Disposition of Claims
I

| +lX Claim(s) 56'126 is/are pending in the application'
I

| +a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration'

I qn claim(s) is/are allowed'

I olX claim(s) 56'126 is/are rejected.

I an claim(s) is/are objected to.

I tU Claims are subject to restriction and/or eleclion requirement.

I Application PaPers
I

I gln The specification is objected to by the Examiner'

I r oll The drawing(s) fited on 

- 

is/are objected to by the Examiner.
I

I f f lfl The proposed drar,riing correction filed on is: a)[ approved b)n disapproved'

I f Zll The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

I

I Priority under 35 U.S.C. S 119'

I ,ttln Acknowtedgment is made of a claim forforeign priority under 35 U.s.c' s 11g(a)'(d) or (0'

I aln nrr b)fl some . c)fl None of:

I t n Certified copies of the priority documents have been received'

I ,.n Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No'

I

I s.n copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National stage
- -'aoolication 

from the lnternational Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

| . see the .ttrr:n[o o"i.ileJ'omce aaion for a list of the certified copies not received'

I t+ln Acknowtedgement is made of a claim fordomestic priority under 35 U.q.c' $ 119(e)'

Attachment(s)

ts) X ttott"" of References Cited (PTo'892)

f oi fl Hoti.. of Dratsperson's Patent Drawing Revlew (PTo'948)

tO X tnformation Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO'1449) Paper No(s)

te) I tnterview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s)' 

-ts) I t{otlce of lnformal Patent Applicatlon (PTo-l52)

zo) fl ottrer:

Part of Paper No. 1 0
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DETAILED ACTION

This is in response to a letter for patent filed on June 30\ 2000 in which claims 56'126 are

presented for examination. Claims 56-126 are pending in the letter.

Aaim Rejections - 35 USC S 102

1. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C . l02that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted o-n an application for patent by ryom9l filed in the United

States before the invention thereof by the applioant for pat"nt, or on an intemational application by another who

has firlfrlled the requirements ofparagraphs lt), (z), and (a) ofseotion 371(o) ofthis title before the invention

thereofby the applicant for patent.

Z. Claims 56-126 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Levin et al.

(U. S. Patent No. 6,173,27 9).

3. As per claim 56, Levin et al teach a method for speech-based navigation (information

server, l l0) of an eleit oni. data source located at.one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising receiving a spoken request

(receive a natural language query) for desired information from the user (user); rendering an

interpretati on(creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, constructing a

navigation (generating search) query based upon the interpretation; soliciting additional input

from the user (one or more questions are generated...), including user interaction in a modality

different that the original request and, refining the navigation query, based upon the additional
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input (see column 6 lines 20-59), using the navigation query to select a portion of the electronic

data source; and transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user. (see abstract, fig. 1-

3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22)

4. As per claim 57,Levin et al teach a method of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstrac!

fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).

5. As per claim 58-62, Levin et al teach a method of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, fig.

l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)

6. As per claim 63-68, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational QuerY, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20'59)'

7. As per claim 69, Levin et al teach a method wherein the additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement... (see column 6 lines 20'59)'
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8. As per claim 70-73, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input from the

user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of data

source (see abstract , ftg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

9. As per claim 74-75, Levin et al teach a method wherein additional input received from

the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstrac! frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line

s).

10. As per claim 76,Levin et al teach a method wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the

navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

1l. As per claim 77,78, Levin et al teach a method wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).

12. As per claim 79,Levin et al teach a method performed with respect to a plurality of user

and,coresponding client devices (see abstrac! fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

13. As per claim 80-81, Levin et al teach a method of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, frg. I-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5)
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14. As per claim 82, Levin et al teach a system for speech-based navigation (information

server, I I0) of anelectronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising a portable microphone

(microphone, l2l)receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired

information from the user (user) a language processing logic (natural language server, I I4)

rendering an interpretation(creating a semantic representation) of lhe spoken request (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22) a query construction logic

(service host, I 12) constructing a navigation(generating search) query based upon the

interpretation; a query interaction logic (servlce host, I 12) sohciting additional input from the

user (one or more questions are geinerated...),including user interaction in a modality different

that the original request and, (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l,

10,22), a query refining logic (service host, 112) refining the navigation query, based upon the

additional input (see column 6 lines 20-59), a navigation logic (service host, I 12) using the

navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data source; electronic infrastructure

(network, /08) transnftting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user. (see abstract, fig. 1-

3,'oolumn 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22)'

15. As per claim 83, Levin et al teach a system of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).
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16. As per claim 84-86, Levin et al teach a system of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, fig.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

17. As per claim 87, 88, 100, Levin et al teach a system wherein at least a portion of the

language processing if hosted on a computing device coupled with a microphone located locally

with a user and a network computing device located remotely and data in a two-way

communication infrastructure (courial, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic) (see abstract,

frg, l-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

18. As per claim 89-94, Levin et al teach a system of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficieniy including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational query data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

19. As per claim 95,96, Levin et al teach a system wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract,frg.l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).
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20. As per claim 97-98, Levin et al teach a system of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

2I. As per claim 99, Levin et al teach a system wherein the display device receives data from

the electronic device on the network via a communication box (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3

line 36-9line 5).

22. As per claim 101, Levin et al teach a computer program for speech-based navigation

(information server, 110) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising code segment

receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired information from the

user (user); code segment rendering an interpretation(creating a semantic representation) of the

spoken request, code segment constructing a navigation (generating search) query based upon

the interpretation; ,otiriting additional input from the user (one or more Etestions are

generated...), includiqg user interaction in a modality different that the original request and, code

segment refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input (see column 6 lines 20-

Se;, code segment using the navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data source;

and code segment transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user (see

abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22);
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23. As per claim 102, Levin et al teach a code segment deriving linguistic information by

using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 37-5 lines

40).

24. As per claim 103-105, Levin et al teach a code segment of constructing a navigation

query in the form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including

extracting an input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the

construction of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

25. As per claim 106-107, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are performed on a computing device

located locally with or remotely from the user (see abstracf fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

26. As per claim 108'114, Levin et al teach a code segment that solicits additional input

display on option mequ is performed by speaking in response deficiency including unresolved

word encountered after the first navigation of the data source, required element of the

navigational Query, data recorded within the data source, failure to identify data record

responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20'59).

27. As per claim 115, Levin et al teach a computer program the act of selecting from the

display is performed by speaking (see column 6 lines 20'59)
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28' As per claim 116, Levin et al teach a code segment of the computer program operate with

respect to a plurality of simultaneous user and corresponding client devices (see abstract, fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

29' As per claim I17, Levin et al teach a code segment that select data source form a plurality

of electronic data source .... content (see abstract, frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

30. As per claim I18, Levin et al teach a computer program of selecting data source from

plurality of electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content

(see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

31. As per claim I 19, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein the additional input is

solicited upon receiving a user-input statement..,(see column 6 lines 2o-sg).

32. As per claim l?0-123, Levin et al teach a code segment of soliciting additional input

from the user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of

data source (see abstra ct, fig.l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

33. As per claim 124-125, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein additional input

received from the user is speech based, ofno spoken input source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column

3 line 36-9line 5).
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As per claim 126,Levinet al teach a code segment wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the

navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

Conclusion

34. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. (6,192,338).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Firmin Backer whose telephone number is 703-305-0624. The

examiner can normally be reached.on Mon-Thu 8:30-6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examinet's

supervisor, Sheikh Ayaz can be reached on 703-305 -9648. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703-305-3718 for regular

communications and 703-305-53 52for After Final communications.

Any inquiry o:u general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-305-3900.

/)
"J* /tut*
Fiimin Bac(er

/Aprilg,2ool
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HALVERSON ET AL.

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

oTHER REFERENCES (lncluding Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

@is not being furnished with this office action.
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-fi/anual 
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Commissioner for Patents

Washington,Dc 20231

Re: Patent Application Serial No.:
Inventor:
Title:

Filed:
Our File No.:

Dear Sir:

Please enter the enclosed Revocation and Power

referenced application.

Attorney into the file of the

41,429

KTZ:ELM
Enclosure t

cc: Edward E. Davis, Asst. Secretary (w/ encl.)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I do hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal

Service as first class mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to Assistant Commissioner for

Patents, Washington,DC 20231, on the date set forth below.

Erica L. Mann

RECEIVED

APR 1 I 2001

Technology Center 2100

091524,095
Christine Halverson, et al.

Navigating Network-Based Electronic
Information Using Spoken Natural Language
Input with Multimodal Error Feedback
March 13,2000
444s 41 027 42/SRI I P03 7 I (V541 | 6 -2)

MAILING ADDRESS: ,-
p.o. Box 721030, sAN ,osE. cA esr72-1030 Yn;l
rEL (408)271-2300 FAx (408) 27s-es7e t{+ '

Writer's Phone Nurnber: (408) 271-2300

zr s-fl

*\\

of

NR 1$ flfil

a /1, f zuor
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

sRr l P044l44 45 41 027 40 (US40 I 5-2)

APPLICATION SERIAL NO.:
INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:
FILING DATE:

RECEIVED

APR 1 I 2001

Technology Center 2100091398,233
Douglas E. Appelt, et al.

SRI International
lnformation Retrieval by Natural Language Querying
September 17,1999

Attorney Docket No.: SN1P038144454/02'143 (US4l 16'4)

APPLICATION SERIAL NO.:
INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:

FILING DATE:

091524,056
Luc Julia et al.

SRI International
System Method and Article of Manufacture for Navigating
Network-Based Electronic Multimedia Content Using Spoken

Natural Language Input
March 13,2000

ttorney Docket No.: SRIlP037/44454102'742 (US4l l6-3)

APPLICATIONSERIALNO.: 091524,095

INVENTOR: Christine Halverson

ASSIGNEE: SRI International

TITLE: Navigating Network-Based Electronic Information Using
Spoken Natural Language Input With Multimodal Error
Feedback

FILING DATE: , March 13,2000

Attorney Docket No.: SN1P039144454/02744 (US4l 16-5)

APPLICATION SERIAL NO.:
INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:

FILING DATE:

091524,868
Luc Julia, et al.
SRI Intemational
Accessing Network-Based Electronic Information Through

Scripted Online Interfaces Using Spoken Natural Language

input
March 14,2000
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Attorney Docket No. : SRII P040 / 444541 02745 (US40 I 5-3)

APPLICATION SERIAL NO. :

INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:

FILING DATE:

091613,237

James Arnold, et al.
SRI International
System and Method for Incorporating Concept-Based Retrieval
Within Boolean Search Engines
July 10,2000

Attorney Docket No. : SRI I P0 4l I 44454102'746 (US40 I 5-4)

APPLICATION SENAL NO.:
INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:

FILING DATE:

091613,236

James Arnold
SRI International
System, Method and Article of Manufacture for Interactive

Question-Answering and Automated Information Routing
July 10,2000

Attorney Docket No. : SRI1PO 42/ 44454/42'748 (US40 I 5-5)

APPLICATION SERIALNO.: 091613,235
INVENTOR: James Arnold, et al.
ASSIGNEE: SRI International
TITLE: System, Method and Article of Manufacture for Concept Based

Information Searching
July 10,2000FILING DATE:

Attorney Docket No.: SRIlP043+ (US4l48-2P)

APPLICATIONSERIALNO.: 601228,804
INVENTOR: ' Stephen Pullman, et al.
ASSIGNEE: SRI International
TITLE: Arbitrary Querying for Information Extraction
FI.LING DATE: May 5,2000
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$
REVOCATION AND POWER OF ATTORMY

Assi ioner for Patents
Washington, DC 20231

The undersigned assignee ofthe above-referenced patent applications hereby revokes all

prior powers of attomey and appoints as his attomey, with full powers of substitution and

revocation, to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected with these

applications and any patents resulting therefrom, the following:

Kevin J.Zilka, Reg. No. 41,429
Dominic M. Kotab, Reg. No. 42,762

' C. Douglas McDonald, Reg.No. 26,659
John C. Clark, Reg. No. 43,552

Please direct all future communications and telephone calls to:

Kevin J.ZiIka
Cnru,roNFrelns, P.A.
P.O. Box 721030
San Jose, CA95I72-1030
(408)-27r-2300

SRI INTERNATIONAL

RECEIVED

APR 1 9 ZOO1

Technology Center 2100

^Oloate: 0"( A D w\ ,L00 
|

i
By:

E. Davis, Assistant Secretary
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ffiUNrrBn Srerns PernNr eNo Tirepnr"IARK OFFroe

UHtreo Strtes PlreNT ANoTRAoguann Orrtce
WASHINGTcN. D.C. 20231

CONFIRMATION NO.6294

ilutfl lil ilt iltiltil t][ ilil til l|lil ilril lllll llll Nl illil llli lllll llil lil ffi

www.uspto.got

I. KEITH STEPHENS
CARLTON, FIELDS, WARD, EMMANUEL, SMITH & CUTLER
P.O. BOX 3239
TAMPA, FL 33601-3239

.oc00000000601 7790'

Date Mailed : 04127 12001

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 04116120Q1.

o The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

OFFICE COPY
Initial Patent Examinatio4 vision (703) 308-1202
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UNITEO STATES PATENT ANDTRADEMARK OFFICE
w*"'notn:-9t9: :^9::Itvww.uspro.gor'

,.,***t$ffr
A,*oli. #t*

CONFIRMATION NO.6294

I tiltil ilil il lfi ltil uil ilil llll llilt til llill lffi llill llil lllll lill llil lil llll
'oc000000006017814'KEVIN J. ZILKA

CARLTON FIELDS. P.A.
P.O. BOX 721030
sAN JOSE, CA 95172-1030

. Date Mailed: 0412712001

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 0411612001.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

Initial Patent Examination (703) 308-1202
OFFICE COPY
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IN THE LINITED STATES PATENT A}IID TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re the application of:

Halverson et al.

Application No. 09/524,

Filed: 0311312000

NAVIGATING NETWORK.BASED
ELECTRONIC INFORMAITON USING
SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE IMUT )
WITH MULTMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK )

)

Date: Air'.\ Z-1, d+g$F/MF'
frLAY 4 _ 

200;

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this corresponde,nce is being deposited with the
United States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an anvelope addressed

'ble
2/s;{'t

zlEV
PATENT

Group Art Unit: 2758

Atty. Docket No. SRI1P037
44454/02742

Erica L. Mann

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

, 
IINDER 37 CFR Q$ 1.56 AND 1.97(c)

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, DC 20211

Dear Sir:

The references listed in the attached PTO Form 1449, copies of which are attached, may

be material to examination of the above-identified patent application. Applicants submit these

references in compliance with their duty of disclosure pursuant to 37 CFR $$ 1.56 and 1.97. The

Examiner is requested to make these references of offrcial record in this application.

fechnsW,
eentar 

UAL

to: Assistant Commissioner for Patorts, Washington, DC 20231 on
Aoti\ Z?, Z-ost

6('E
^ s$$

$'

Attny Dkt No. SRIIP037 I 444541027 42
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This krformation Disclosure Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a

search has been made, that additional information material to the examination of this application

does not exist, or that these references indeed constitute prior art.

This Information Disclosure Statement is believed to be filed before the mailing date of a

first Office Action on the merits. Accordingly, it is believed that no fees are due in connection

with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement. However, if it is determined that any

fees are due, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge such fees to Deposit Account 03-

0683 (Order No. 44454/027 421 SRILP037\.

Respectfu lly submitted,

CARLTON FIELDS

Dominic M. Kotab
Reg. No. 42,762

DF '{H fiiT*u*o
Technara*u"o' ?ool

", venlcrtl00

P.O. Box 721030
San Jose, CA 95172-1030
Telephone: (408) 27 1 -2300

Attny Dkt No. SRIIP037 I 444541027 42
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1449 (Modified)

\ Ioro.rnation Disc
Statement Bv

se Several Sheets if

r rss ^Ltw. DocketNo.
pprurrorz

/tpplicant:
Halverson et al.
Filing Date:

03n3t2000

Application No.:
091524,095

Group Art Unit:
2758

\s0ri U.S. Patent Documents
Examiner
Initial No. Patent No. Date Patentee Class

Sub-
class

Filing
Date

A
B
c
D
E RFn^.
F "Cj rF'r|
G Y|AY d
H L^, uUl

I -'v&! 
ehnt

J
' <tul

K
Patent or Published F

Examiner
Initial No. Author. Title" Date. Place (e.e. Journal) of Publication

r,^h

R Stent, Amanda et al., "The CommandTalk Spoken Dialogue System", SRI
lnternational

S Moore, Robert et al., "CommandTalk A Spoken-Language Interface for
Battlefield Simulations", October 23, 1997, SRI Intemational

(h T Dowding, John et al., "Interpreting Language in Context in CommandTalk",
February 5, l999,SR[ Intemational

/)

Examiner fu {*r_ Date Considered ,gqrv vvrrersvrvv 
,/erf ,t u

Examiner:Aitial citatiqn considered. Draw lin
considerey'. Include copy of this form with next

r through citation if not in conformance and not
communication to applicant.

Other Documents

Pg. 1 of3
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Form 1449 (Modified) rtty. Docket No. Application No.:
SRI1P037 091524,095

Halverson et al.
FilingDate: Group Art Unit:
031t312000 2758

U.S. Patent Documents
Examiner
Initial No. Patent No. Date Patentee Class

Sub-
class

Filing
Date

A
B
C br-
D

.\L
:-flrn -

E lWav
_ \d./

F 2nn,
G

-,utO:AgV 
t

H
,.dr 2lan

I
J

K

Other Documents
Examiner
kritial No. Author. Title. Date. Place (e.e. Journal) of Publication

Tb
R http ://www.ai.sri.com/-oaalinfowiz.htrnl, "InfoWiz: An Animated Voice

Interactive Information System, May 8, 2000

S Dowding, John, "Interleaving Syntax and Semantics in an Efficient Bottom-
up Parset'', SRI International

'/o
T Moore, Robert et al., "Combining Linguistic and Statistical Knowledge

Sources in Natural-Language Processing for ATIS"' SRI International

Examiner 
% {*

Date Considered 
t / a,fV u

Examiner: /nitial citation y'onsidered. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
considere{ Include copy bf this form with next communication to applicant.

Pg.2 of 3
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. Docket No. Application No.:
P037 091524,095

Ealverson et al.
Filing Date: Group Art Unit:
031t312000 2758

Form 1449 (Modified)

Information Disc

se Several Sheets ifN
U.S. Patent Documents

Examiner
kritial No. Patent No. Date Patentee Class

Sub-
class

Filing
Date

A
B
c
D
E

F rf, '1nr,.

G lr ^

*.r tr&f
H

,1t4
4-o

I lEchnnt^ <uUI

J 'U9fi!:+r n

K
rul

Patent or Published

Examiner
kritial No. Author. Title. Date, Place (e.g. Joumal) of Publication

Fh
R Dowding, John et al., "Gemini: ANatural Language Slctem For Spoken-

Language Understanding", SRI Intemational

S

T
n n

'*^t""' //r*-.*,-. $ rrl'-
Date Considered r,fitf O >

ed. Draw line through citation if not {n conformance and not

considerg/. lnclude copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

Other Documents

Pg. 3 of3
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IN THE LTNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICATION NO.:
INVENTOR:.
TITLE:

FILING DATE:
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

091524,095
Halversen, Christine
NA\YICATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC
INFORMATIONUSING SPOKEN INPUT WITH
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

3lt3l00
SRI1PO37

NOTICE OF CHANIGE OF
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRES S

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 2023I

Sir:

RECEIVED

JUN 1 I ?r||l1

Technotogy Centsr 21oo

please change the correspondence address relating to the above-identified application as

follows:

C. Douglas McDonald, Esq.

Carlton Fields, et al.

P.O. Box 3239

Tarrya, FL 33601-3239

Respectfu lly submitted,

May i0,2001

CeplroNFreros, P.A.
P.O. Box 3239
T*pu, W 33601-3239
(8r3)223-7000
Attorney of Record

Date:
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ln re Application of HALVERSON, et al

ssr4 For Navigating Network-Based Electronic lnformation Using

Spoken Input With Multimodal Error Feedback

(Optional) *ts
PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR {.136(a) sRt 1P037

ffii6iEElSquest under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a

response in the above identified application.

The requested extension and appropriate non-small-entity fee are as follows

(check time Period desired):

tr One month (37 CFR 1.17(aX1)) $

A Two months (37 CFR 1-17(a)(2)) $390'00

tr Three months (37 CFR 1.17(aX3)) $

n Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(+)) $

tr Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $

A Applicant ctaims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee amount shown

above is reduced by one-half, and the resulting fee is: $ 195'00 '

A A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

tr Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

tr The Commissioner has already been authorized to charge fees in this

application to a DePosit Aqcount.

X The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required'

or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account Number 29:10292' '

I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet'

I am the El applicanUinventor,

E assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3'71

Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/SB/96)'

fi attopey or agent of record.

E attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34(a).

Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1'34(a)'

i

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Gredit card Information should not

be included on thls form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

September 19,2001

Signature

KIN-WAH . No.39.400

Typed or printed name

NorE: signatures of ail the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. submit multiple

forms if more than one signature i3 required, see below*.

LDf,
l-zb-f,l

'c>
{D
(\.1

C)

ct
C-)

Ct)ooc
(.t
.(l'

()
UJ

Lu
()uc

09/e5/e001

01 FC:816

Date

t 000000e6 0954$95

195.00 0p

Patents, Washington, DC 20231.
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+16
LEf

q,:641IN THE UNITED STATES
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATENT APPLICATION

Applicant(s):

Serial No.:

Filed:

Title:

HALVERSON, et al

09t524,095

March 13.2000

Atty. DocketNo. SRI 1P037

Group Art Unit: 2155

Examiner: F. BACKER

NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC
INFORMATION USING SPOKEN INPUT WITH
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

RBVOCATION OF PREVIOUS POWER
OF ATTORNEY AND NEW APPOINTMENT

The undersigned assignee of the above-identified application hereby revokes all previous

Powers of Attorney and appoints the following attorneys with full power to prosecute the

application, to make?lterations and amendments therein, and to transact all business in the

United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith and with full power of

substitution and revocation :

Raymond R. Moser, Jr.; Reg. No. 34,682; Kin-Wah Tong, Reg. No. 39,400;

. Robert Brush, Reg. No. 45,710; Steven Weiner, Reg. No. 38,360; and Edward E.
.. Davis, Reg. No. 35,IL2.

CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

Please change the correspondence address for the above-identified application to:

Thomason, Moser & Patterson, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue - Suite 100

Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702

Please direct all telephone calls to: Kin-Wah Tong, telephone # (732) 530-9404

c)

fiFs
fr:,9L)^s
HBF

()g
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CERTIFICATE UNDER 37 C.F'.R. 8 3.73G)

SRI International, a corporation of the State of California, certifies that it is the urrfi.. -

of the entire right, title and interest in the patent application identified above by virtue of:

An Assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above. The

Assignment was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office, for which a copy

thereof is attached.

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is empowered to act on behalf of the

assignee.

Respectfully submitted,

sRI/41l6-3

(f=
UJE
FR
tJATUil

N /-))/H
---
6T€-VEN l-fr-l r,-t4r y' r e-E - feasrbZUf

(D
c)
C\I

(l)

E
ctg
o
(J
.ct

ou", 4/r t/n r

SRI International
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Telephone No.: 650-859-31 15
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ASSIGN^dENT OF PATENT APPLICA^ION
(Not AccomPanYing APPlication)

Whereas Vwe the undersigned inventor(s) hqve invented certain new and useful

improvemeuts as set forth in the patent application entitled:

NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC INFOR]VIATION USING SPOKEN
XNTUru.L LANGUAGE INPUT WTTH MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

for which Vwe have executed an application for a United States Letters Patent which was filed in
iil U:S. F"1ent and Trademark OfnG on March 13, 2000, and which bears the Application No.

CI91524,095.

For good and valuable consideratiolll -the pcetp
acknowledgJd, Vwe the undersigned inventor(s) hereby:

1) Sett(s), {lien(s) and transfe(s) to s\IJnterna$9g?!r,*_9-ury9#:jlTll""{t 1"3::1t1":
iL,i"g iiil# ; dffiryli ir I, n""!i6pq@mla.

m any ffi!-rwements andrefened to as "ASSIGNEE"
inventions disclosed in, 

"ppti6i,tion(s) 
basedupgr\ and Paten(s) (including foreign patents) granted

upoo tttr i"formation wnib?r is discliied in the above referenced application.

and sufficiency of which is herebY

any and all Letters Patents
substinrtes(s) or reissue(s)

2\ Authorize and request the commissioner of Patents to issue

i6sdting from said application or any division(s), continuation(s),

thereof to the ASSIGNEE.

3) Agree to execute all papers and docnments and, entirely at.tfe ASSIGNEE'S exp€nse,

nerform any acts ;hi;h rt. 
""Lo*uty 

necessary in cbnnection- with 4" l.tos"gutio1 of said

Ioiitiiiti"ru'as well as any derivative and applicati-ors thereof, foreign applications based thereon'

"iilo. 
the enforcement ofpatents resulting from zuch applications.

4) Apree that the terms, covenants and conditions of this assignment shall inure to the benefit

Ji,ft" dfi'ddft;;;;rs,-assigls *a-otUgt legal representatii.e, and shall be binding upon the

iri*irtiifri}" *.tt * the inventor'f heirs, legal repieseniatives and assigns.

51 Warrant and represent tbat Vwe have not entered, and will not enter into any assignment'

c6ntract, * *a"trt*ding that conflicts with this assignnent. '

Signed on the date(s) indicated beside my (oru) signature(s)'

Date: b-lb- 00 '1)

2)

3)

4)

Signature:
TypedName:

Signanue:
TypedName:

Signature:
Typed Name:

Signature:
Typed Name:

Date:

Date: A/te 
'

Luc Julia

Date: e lzz/
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ASSIGI IENT OF PATENT APPLICA ,.ON
(Not AccomPanYing APPlication)

Whereas Vwe the undersigned invento(s) have invented certain new and useful

improvements as set forth in the patent application entitled:

NAVIGATING NETWORK.BASED ELECTROMC INFORIT{ATION USING SPOKEN. -- 
NATURAL LANGUAGE INPTIT WTTH MT'LTMODAL ERROR T'EEDBACK

for which Vwe have executed an application for a United States Letters Patent which was filed in

;i; U.S. F;.nt *aloa.*rtk Offi; on March 13, 2000, and which bears the Application No.

09t524,095.

For good and valuable consideratiog, the -receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby

acknowledgJd, Vwe the undersigned inventor(s) hereby' 'l'

1) Sell(s), assign(s) and trans-fer(s) to SRllqtemltigml g 9At{o1n1a non-profit corporation

havine a place of business at 333 @Parb!4rfornia ?4025, (heieinafter

;:,f;3J,f;';AisIeNEE; vep.ents 11{
inventions disclosed in, 

"ppti6"m"frl 
U*ra"upoo, and Paten(s) (ing$Ap foreign patents) granted

upon the inforrra3ion which is disclosed in the above refbrencecl appllcauor

D Authorize and request the Commissioner of Patents to. issue any agd all Letters Patents

iJrrrrtirg n"*-s-ai[ appliiation or any division(s), continuation(s), stibstinrtes(s) or reissue(s)

thereof io the ASSIGNEE-

3) Agree to execute all papers and documents and, entirely at.the ASSIGNEE's expense,

perform any acts *ni.n are 
^reasonably necessary in connection with the prosecution .of said

Iopti""ti"r," as well as any derivative and applications thereof, foreign applications based tlereon"

"ifior 
the enforcement ofpatents resulting from zuch applications.

4) Agree that the tertrts, covenants and conditions of this assignment shall inue to the benefit

Ji,rr.4r!ij1ig;ll--*.Jirsotr, assigns *a otng legal representatiie, agd shall be binding uponthe

inu*toi1rf ^ 
*.tt as the inventor'i heirs, legal repiesentatives and assigns.

5) Warrant and represent that Vwe have not entered, and will not enter into any assignment,

contract, or understanding that conflicts with this assign6enl

Signed on the date(s) indicated beside my (or:r) signature(s).

l) Signature:
Typed Name:

Signatue:
Typed Name:

Signature:
Typed Name:

Signature:
Typed Name:

Date:

?A
Date: 6'-Lo-oo2)

3)

4)
Adam Chcyer

Date:
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ASSIGNIVIENT OF PATENT APPLICAT TON
(Not AccomPanying APPlication)

Whereas Vwe the undersigned inventor(s)..Qve invented certain new and useful

improvements as set forth in the patent application entitled:

NAVIGATING ITETWORK.BASED ELECTROI\rIC INFORI}'IATION USING SPOKEN

NATI]RAL LA}IGUACE I}TPIJ"T WITE MTNTNVTODAL ERROR T:EEDBACK

for which Vwe have executed anSpplication for a united States Letters Patent which was filed in

the u.s. patent r"di;;;;k ordcf *---rra*rnl:, iooo, and which bears the Application No'

091524,095

For good and valuable colfiderutiog. the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby

".tcno*iJgJa, 
V*. the undersigned inventor(s) hereby:

1) Sell(s), assign(s) and trans-fer(s) to SRI Internationalr3 qalif-o$la non-orofit corporation

havine a place 
"rutilt3ti":t i 

qheieinafter

-^r^-Lr +l- oo (. aqsTGNtrF.") the enn Ywrvsw s$
iefen6d tb as "ASSIGNEE'f' the entire

i""t"tio* disclosed in" application(s)

m any ano au lmpl()v('rrrttrlt.|' 
'Lur'r

incluf,ing foreign latents) granted
inventions disctosei-iil"ppU6"ti"tts) basedlrpon, and fatent(s) (including I

frtiil"l"f"l-"ti""iinitit is discliied in the above referenced application.

2\ Authorize and request the Commissioner of Patents to issue any and all Letters Patents

r6sdtine from saiJ$pfi;;ti* or -il,ft"irion(sl 
-continuation(s), 

sribstitutes(s) or reissue(s)

thereof io the AS SIGNEE.

3) Agree to execut-e all papers and documents an4 entirelv at the ASSIGNEE'S expense,

perform any acts ;hi"h *'riLoour-t! ;;;r*rry in.cbnnection with the prosecution of said

loolication as well as any derivative iJa "ppl*tt* 
o**r, foreign applicaltions based thereon'

;il5i;;-t";#"t""-.* "f dt""tr resulting fi 6m zuch applications

4) Agree that the terms, covenants and conditions of tlis assignment shall inure to the benefit

of the Assignee, rts successors, .rrign, uifr-oi[o r.ia rJft9r*t tiir, and shall be binding upon the

t;;i,t6fi; ;;ii ; th. i"".otoi;ilntits, Iegal repiesentatives and assigns'

$ S/arrant and represent that Vwe have qot entered" and will not enter into. any assignment

I6ntract, or *a.rtt*ai"g that conflicts with this assignme'nt.

signed on the a4"trl indicated beside my (our) signature(s).

Date: b-tb'lo'
1)

2)

3)

4)

Signattue:
TypedName:

Signahre:
TlpedName:

Signature:
TypedName:

Signature:
TypedName:

Luc Julia

Date:

Adam Cheyer

Date:
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UNITED STATES PATEi'{T ANDTRAoEMARK oFFlcE

CONFIRMATION NO.6294

r[|l||lilillllffi llilllilllilllllllilllilllilllilllilllilllillllllil|nffi ill
'oc000000006797094',C. Douglas McDonald, ESQ.

CARLTON FIELDS, Ct AI.

P.O. Box 3239
Tampa, FL 33601-3239

Date Mailed : 09 12612001

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 09121/2001'

. The power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as

irouio"o by 37 CFR 3.2i. ruture correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 cFR 1.33).

OFFICE COPY

WAsHrNGloN, D.C. 20231

D JOHNSON
21007033085229
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THOMASON, MOSER & PATTERSON, LLP
595 SHREWSBURY AVENUE
SUITE 1OO

SHREWSBURY. NJ 07702

CONFIRMATION NO.6294

" oc000000006797 149*
-oc000000006797149'

Date Mailed: 0912612001

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 0912112001.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

D JOHNSON
2100 703308s229

OFFICE COPY
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IN THE IINITED STATES
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATEI{T APPLICATION

Applicant: Halverson et al.

Case: SRI1P037

Serial No.: 09/524,095

Group Art Unit: 2L55

Examiner: Firrnin Backer

Filed: March 13' 2000

TitIE: NAVIGATING NETVI/ORK'BA,SED ELECTB,ONIC INFORI\IAIION
USING SPOKEN NATTJRAL I,AI\GUAGE INPT.]T WITII MT]LTIMODAL
MRORTM)BACK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Box Non-Fee Amendment
Washington, D. C.2023I

SIR:

RBSPONSE I.INDER 37 C.F.R. S 1.111

This response addresses the Office Action dated April 24,200t (Paper No.

10).

REMARKS

In view of the following discussion, the Applicants submit that none of the

claims now pendin$ in the application are anticipated under the provisions of 35

U.S.C. g 102. Thus, the Applicants believe that all of these claims are now in

allowable form.

I. IIEJECTTON OF CLUMS 56-126 UNDER 35 U.S.C. $ 102

The Examiner has rejected claims 56-t26 in Paragraphs 2-33 of the Offrce

Action as being anticipated by the Levin et al. patent (US Pateni 6,173,279 issued

January 9, 2001, hereinafter referred to as Levin). The rejection is respectfully

traversed.
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Levin teaches "a method of using at least one natural language query to

retrieve information from one or more data resources and further performing a

requested action using the retrieved information is disclosed". (See Levin,

Column 2, lines 15-18) Namely, Levin teaches a method for using natural

language query to obtain information, where upon receipt of the requested

information, a desired action is executed based upon the requested information.

To illustrate, Levin provides the example, where a user employs natural

language to request the telephone number of a restaurant. Upon receipt of the

telephone number, the telephone number is actually dialed for the user. (See

Levin, Column 3 line 62 to Column 4, line 1)

In contrast, Levin fails to teach or suggest the novel concept of speech-based

navigation where the method solicits additional input from the user, including

user interaction in a modality different thaq the original request. Specifrcally,

Applicants'independent claims 56, 82 and 101 positively recite:

56. A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source,
the electronic data source being located at one or more network servers
located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the

(b) HriJirt"* an interpretation of the spoken request;
(c) " constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interpretation;
(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user

interaction in a modality different than the original request;
(e) 'refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;
(0 using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the

electronic data source; and
(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source

" from the network server to a client device of the user. (emphasis
added)

82. A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source,
the electronic data source being located at one or more network servers
located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for
desired information from the user;

(b) language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of
the spoken request;- (c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query
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in response to the interpretation ofthe spoken request;
(d) user interaction logic, operable to solicit additional input from the

user, including user interaction in a modality different than the origlnal
request;

(e) query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based
upon the additional input;

(fl navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data
source using the navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infrastructure for transmitting the
selected portion of the electronic data source from the network server to a
primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user. (emphasis
added)

101. A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for
speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the electronic data
source being located at one or more network sen/ers located remotely from a
user, comprising:

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired
information from the user;

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken
request;

(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query
based upon the interpretation;

(d)a code segment that solicits additional input from the user.
including user interaction in a modality different than the original request;

(e) a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the
additional input;

(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a
portion ofthe electronic data source; and

(g) a_ code segment that transmits the selected portions of the
electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary,
display device located locally with the user. (emphasis added)

Applicants'lnvention teaches a novel method and apparatus for speech-

based navigation where the method solicits additional input from the user,

including user interaction in a modality different than the original request.

Specifically, Applicants address the criticality of errors and deficiencies via user

interface modalities in addition to spoken natural language. It has been observed

that users are often frustrated by ineffective or non optimal speech-based

navigation that simply engages the user repeatedly in a long series of questions

and answers, i.e., "single modal interaction", to perfect the navigation query.

This single modal approach is often tedious and uninspiring for a user who must

refi.ne the navigation query repeatedly to achieve the desired result, thereby
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increasing the time the user must interact with a system. In fact, one goal of the

speech-based navigation is to relieve this very tedium where the user must engage

a system repeatedly, €.g., via a long sequence of menus to achieve the desired

result.

To address this criticality, Applicants' navigation query can be refined via

input from the user. where the user interaction is in a modality different than the

original request. To illustrate, if a portion of the navigation query can be

achieved, then the result can be presented to the user in a way that the user can

provide additional input via interaction that is in a modality that is different than

the original request. For example, if the "partial" navigation query produces

three possible results, then the results can be presented to the user via a menu

with the most likely result being highlighted. The user can then press a button on

a remote unit to accept the highlighted result or simply scroll to one of the other

three choices. Thus, the pressing of the button by the user is a user interaetion

that is in a different modalitlr than the original request, e.9.. a natural language

request that originally started the navigation request. This is an important aspect

of the invention because of the psychological and real effect where the user

perceives that the navigation query is actually progressing closer to the achieved

result.

In contrast Levin teaches that "the serwice host L12 determines if there are

any ambiguities with respect to the response (step 222) an;d, if so, forwards

additional qtreries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224)".

(emphasis added) (See Levin, Column 6, lines 40-43). Additionally, Levin states

that "[t]he service host 112 includes a dialog control program that manages

interactions with users over several turnrs (e.9., it decides when to ask a question

whentogiveanansrrer, provides means for clarifying ambiguities, and provides

error control and recovery during an interaction)". (emphasis added) (See Levin,

Column 5, lines L5-20). Levin's single modal approach is contrary to Applicants'

invention and is one of the criticalities that Applicants' invention is designed to

address. To further support Applicants'position, Levin states that "[t]he

invention is independent of the actual modality of call placemenl". (See Levin,
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Column 4, lines 29-gL) This statement is another clear indication that Levin is

totally unconcerned with the modality of the user interaction and is simply

teaching a single modal approach via queries and answers.

Therefore, the Applicants respectfully submit that independent claims 56,

82 and L01 are not anticipated by the Levin reference. As such, claims 56, 82 and

101 fully satisfy the requirements of 35 U.S.C. $102 and are patentable thereunder.

Claims 57-81, 83-100 and 102-1"26 depend, either directly or indirectly, from

claims 56,82 and 10L and recite additional features therefor. Since Levin fails to

anticipate Applicants'invention as recited in Applicants'independent claims 56,

82 and 101, dependent claims 57-81, 83-100 and 102-126 are also not anticipated

under 35 U.S.C. $ 102 and are allowable for the same reason noted above.

Conclusion

Thus, the Applicants submit that all of these claims now fully satisfy the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. $102. Consequently, the Applicants believe that all

these claims are presently in condition for allowance. Accordingly, both

reconsideration of this application and its swift passage to issue are earnestly

solicited.

If, however, the Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues

requiring the issuance of a final action in any of the claims now pending in the

application, it is requested that the Examiner telephone Mr. Kin-Wah Tong, Esq.

at (732) 530-9404 so that appropriate arrangements can be made for resolving such

issues as expeditiously as possible.

r/oh
Reg. No. 39,400
(732) 530-9404

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702

b
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Applicant(s):

Serial No.:

Filed:

Title:

IIALITERSON, ct al

a9i524,095

March 13' 2000

Atty. Docket No. SRI 1P037

Group Art Unit 2155

Examiner: F. BACKER

NAVIGATING NETWORK.BASED ELECTRONIC

INFORMATION USING SPOKEN INPUT WITH
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEDDBACK

Assistant Commissioner for PatentS

Office of lnitial Patent Eramination
Customer Service Center
Washington, D. C- 2023I

SIR:

IN THE UNITED STATES

RECEIVED

OcT 0 5 2001

Tochnology Center 2100

Please issue a corrected filing receipt reflecting the correcl spelling of the ftst name of

the fourth inventor as follows:
Adam J- CheYer

Date

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP

595 Shrewsbury Avenue - Suite 100

Shrewsbury, New JerseY Q7702

(732)530-9404

KIN-WA}I TONG,
Reg. No. 39,400
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LindaDeNardi
fyp. ot ptint name of person signing certification
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- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet wlth the corr*pondence address -
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY lS SET TO EXPIRE g MONTH(S) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensionsoftimemaybeavailableunderih6provisionsof3TCFRl.136(a). lnnoevent,hoarever,mayareplybeiimelyfiled

affar SIX (6) MONTHS from lhe mailing date of this oommunicalion.
- lf the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within lhe statulory minlmum of thidy (30) days will be considered timely.
- lf NO period for reply is specified above, the maxlmum slaluiory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from lhe malling date of lhis communioalion.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended pedod lor roply will, by staiule, cause lhe application lo become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. $ 133).
- AnyreplyreceivedbytheOfticelalerthanihreemonlhsaflerthemalllngdaleofihiscommunication,evenifllmelyliled,mayreduceany

earned palent lerm adJustmenl. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X Responsive to communication(s) filed on 21 September 2001 .

2a)X This action is FINAL. 2b)n This action is non-final.

3)n Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X claim(s) 56-126 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)! claim(s) 

- 

is/are allowed.

6)x Claim(s) 56-126 is/are rejected.

7)[ claim(s) 

- 

is/are objected to.

8)fl ClaimS 

- 

are subject to restriclion and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)n The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)n Tne drawing(s) filed on is/are objected to by the Examiner.

11)n The proposed drawing correction filed on

12)n The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. S 119 ,

13)n Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. S 11g(a)-(d) or (0.

a)nAll b)fl Some*c)fl Noneof:

1'.[ Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.n Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.n Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the Intemational Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office acfion for a list of the certified copies not received.

14)fl Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. $ 119(e).

Attachment(s)

tS) ! Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) te) [ Interview Summary (PTO413) Paper No(s).

t Oi n ruotice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) t g) n Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-1 52)

t Zi ! tntormation Disclosure Statement(s) (PTo-l 449) Paper No(s) ZO) n O*rer:

Office Action Summary
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Response to Request for Reconsideration

This is in response to a request for reconsideration file on September 26ft,2001. Claims

56-126 are being reconsidered in this action.

Aaim Rejections - SS ASC 5 IOZ

l. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paraggaphs of 35 U.S.C. l02that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Offrce action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was desoribed in a patent granted on an applioation for. patent by TothT filed in the United

States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patenl, or on an intemational application by alother who

has firlfilled the requirements ofparagraphs (t), (Z), and (a) ofsection 371(c) ofthis title before the invention

thereofby the applicant for patent.

Z. Claims 56-126 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Levin et al.

(U.S. Patent No. 6,173,279)'

3. As per claim 56, Levin et al teach a method for speech-based navigation (information

server, l l0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising receiving a spoken request

(receive a natural language query) for desired information from the user (user); rendering an

interpretati on (creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, constructing a

navigation (generating search) query based upon the interpretation; soliciting additional input

from the vser (one or more questions are generated...), including user interaction in a modality

different that the original request and, refining the navigation query based upon the additional

input (see column 6 lines Z}-sg),using the navigation query to select a portion of the electronic
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data source; and transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the network

seryer to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user. (see abstrac! fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22)

4. As per claim 57, Levin et al teach a method of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig 1, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).

5. As per claim 58-62, Levin et al teach a method of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstra ct, frg.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)

6. As per claim Ol-Og, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational {uerI, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

7. As per claim 69, Levin et al teach a method wherein the additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement...(see column 6 lines 20-59).
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8. As per claim 70-73, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input from the

user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of data

source (see abstract, frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

9. As per claim 74-75, Levin et al teach a method wherein additional input received from

the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstract , fi5. l-3, column 3 line 3 6-9 line

5).

10. As per claim 76,Levin et al teach a method wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the

navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

I 1. As per claim 77,78, Levin et al teach a method wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).

12, As per claim 7Q, Levin et al teach a method performed with respect to a plurality of user

and coresponding client devices (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

13. As per claim 80-81, Levin et al teach a method of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)
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14. As per claim 82, Levin et al teach a system for speech-based navigation (information

server, I I0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network seryers located remotely

from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising a portable microphone

(microphone, 105) receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired

information from the user (user) a language processing logic (natural langaage server, I 14)

rendering an interpretation (creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, (see

abstract, frg. I-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22) a query construction logic

(service host, I I2) constructing a navigation(generating search) query based upon the

interpretation; a query interaction logic (service host, 112) soliciting additional input from the

vser (one or more questions are generated...), including user interaction in a modality different

that the original request and, (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim 1,

10,22), a query refining logic (service host, I I2) refining the navigation query, based upon the

additional input (see column 6 lines 20-59), a navigation logic (semice host, I 12) using the

navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data source; electronic infrastructure

(network, ,108) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a primarily s{ationary, display device located locally with the user. (see abstract, fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22).

15. As per claim 83, Levin et al teach a system of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).
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16. As per claim 84-86, Levin et al teach a system of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, fig.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

I7 . As per claim 87, 88, 100, Levin et al teach a system wherein at least a portion of the

language processing if hosted on a computing device coupled with a microphone located locally

with a user and a network computing device located remotely and data in a two-way

communication infrastructure (coa:<ial, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic) (see abstract,

fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

lg. As per claim 8g-g4,Levin et al teach a system of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational guery, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

ig,. As per claim gS, g6,Levin et al teach a system wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstrac! fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).
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20. As per claim 97-98, Levin et al teach a system of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

2L As per claim 99, Levin et al teach a system wherein the display device receives data from

the electronic device on the network via a communication box (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3

line 36-9line 5).

22. As per claim l0l, Levin et al teach a computer program for speech-based navigation

(information server, I l0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising code segment

receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired information from the

user (user); code segment rendering an interpretaion(creating a semantic representation) of the

spoken request, code segment constructing a navigation(generating search) query based upon

the interpretation; soliciting additional input from the user (one or more questions are

generated... ), including user interaction in a modality different that the original request and, code

segment refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input (see column 6 lines 20-

59); code segment using the navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data source;

and code segment transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user (see

abstract, fig, l-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5, see also claim 1,I0,22)'
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23. As per claim 102, Levin et al teach a code segment deriving linguistic information by

using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines

40).

24. As per claim 103-105, Levin et al teach a code segment of constructing a navigation

query in the form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including

extracting an input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the

construction of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see

abstract, frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

25. As per claim 106-107, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are performed on a computing device

located locally with or remotely from the user (see abstract, ftg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

26. As per claim 108-114, Levin et al teach a code segment that solicits additional input

display on option menu is performed by speaking in response deficiency including unresolved

word encountered after the first navigation of the data source, required element of the

navigational query, data recorded within the data source, failure to identify data record

responsive to navigational query (see column 6lines 20-59).

27. As per claim 115, Levin et al teach a computer program the act of selecting from the

display is performed by speaking (see column 6lines 20'59)
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28. As per claim 116, Levin et al teach a code segment of the computer program operate with

respect to a plurality of simultaneous user and corresponding client devices (see abstract, fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

29. As per claim 117, Levin et al teach a code segment that select data source form a plurality

of electronic data source . . . . content (see abstract, ftg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

30, As per claim I18, Levin et al teach a computer program of selecting data source from

plurality of electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content

(see abstract,fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

31. As per claim I 19, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein the additional input is

solicited upon receiving a user-input statement...(see column 6 lines 20-59).

32, As per claim l?0-123, Levin et al teach a code segment of soliciting additional input

from the user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of

datb source (see abstract,ftg.l-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

33. As per claim 124-125, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein additional input

received from the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column

3 line 36-9 line 5).
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34. As per claim l26,Levin et al teach a code segment wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated

until the navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstrac! fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed on September 261e,2001have been fully considered but they

are not persuasive.

Applicant argues that the prior art (Levin et al) fail to teach or suggest an inventive

concept wherein "soliciting additiorial input from the user including user interaction in a

modality different than the original request." p;aminer respectfully disagrees with the

applicant's perspective and characterization of Levin's inventive concept. Levin et al teach a

system and method of using natural language to retrieve information. In that particular if the

service host I12, based on the rules, decides that there is enough information for performing a

database access, the dqtabase query is generated. The database query is generally in one ofthe

standard query languages (e.g. SQL). The service host 112 also determines if there are any

ambiguities with respect to the response (step 222)and, if so, forwards additional queries to the

user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224). The service host I 12 then sends the responses

to the information server I l0 (step 226).If Ihere are too many potential answers (for instance if

there are two pizzaplaces on Main Street in Westfield), one or more questions to the user are

generated in order to disambiguate the query (e.g. Do you mean "Venezia" or "Bella Roma?").
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The answers to the additional questions are used to formulate a new logical search query. For

this there might be additional rules like: i(Action_Object=Pizza_Restaurant and Too-

Many_Answers) then User must provide further clari$ing information suoh as, for example, the

name of restaurant OR exact address. If the user does not provide enough information to achieve

a single answer, the service host 112 might then list the possibilities and ask the user to chose

one of them (see column 6 lines 28-59). This is a way to require additional information from the

user in order to generate user's request.

Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR L l36(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. Inthe event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE.MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR. 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing

date of this final action.
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Firmin Backer whose telephone number is 703-305-0624. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Thu 8:30-6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Sheikh Ayaz can be reached on 703-305-9648. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned ne703-305-3718 for regular

communications and 7 03 -3 0 5 -53 52 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-305-3900.

tu, -AYAZ 
S}IEIKH

SUPERVISORV PATEi{T EX/\h4I!T"

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 21OO
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All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):
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(2) Ario Etienne brimary examiner). (4)_.
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client device of the user .

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)
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PATENT APPLICATION

Applicant Halverson et al.

Case: SRl1P037

$erial No.:09/524,095

Group Art Uni* 2155

Examiner: Firmin Backer

Filed: March 13,2000

TitIE: NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIG INFORMATION USING

SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR

FEEDBACK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

Box AF
Washington, D. G.20231

SIR:

RESPONSE UNDER 37 C.F.R. S 1.116

This response addresses the Flnal Office Action dated October 10, 2001. The

Final Office Action appears to be labeled as Paper No' 20'

Appilcants' representuou. *or,ffink Examiner Backer and Primary

Fxaminer Etienne for kindly taking a substantial amount of time on January 8,2002 to

discuss the merits of the subject inventlon. Applicants' representative is aware of the

lme constraint that is placed on the Examiners and ls appreciative of the Examiners'

willingness to devote such targe quantity of time to discuss the case on the merit'

ln view of the following disoussion, the Applicants submit that none of the claims

now pending in the application are anticipated underthe provisione of 35 u.s.c. $ 102'

Thus, the Applicants believe that all of these claims are now in allowable form.

@'ooi

#z*' bTt,ilou
rrJI$t*J

IN THE UNITED STATES

Received from < 732 530 0808 > at 1,10/02 4:00:32 P|t| [Eastem $andard Tlmel
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The Examiner has rejected claims 56-126 In Paragraphs 2-34 of the Final Office

Action as being anticipated by the Levin et al. patent (US Patent 6J73279 issued

January g, 2001, hereinafter refened to as Levin). The rejection is respecthtlly

traversed.

Levin teaches "a method of using at least one natural language query to retrieve

information from one or more data resources and further performing a requested action

using the retrieved information is disclosed", ($ee Levin, Cdumn 2, lines 1S18)

Namely, Levln teaches a method for using natural language query tro obtaln information'

where upon,receipt of the requested informatiorr, a desired action is execuled based

upon the requested information. To illustrate, Levin provideo the example, where a

user employs natural language to request the telephone number of a restaurant. Upon

receipt of the telephone number, the telephone number is actually dialed for the user.

($ee Levin, Column 3 line 62 to Golumn 4, line 1)

In contrast, Levin fails tro teach or suggest the novel concept of speech-based

UOSER

i,lteraction in a modalitv different than the orlglnal requeet. Specifically, Applicants'

independent claims 56, 82 and 101 positively recite:

56. A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the

electronic data source being located at one or more network seryers located

remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

til receiving a spoken reguest for desired informatlon from the user;

(b) rerrderlng an interpretation of the spoken request;
. (ci constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the

(d)
interpretation;
Folicitino additional input from the user. includinq user interagtion in

a modality different than the orioinal request;

ffin query, based upon the additional input:

uslng tne refined navigation queryto select a portion of the
(e)
(f)

electronic data source; and
(g) transmitting the selected portlon of the electronic data source from

i6l network server to a client device of the user. (emphasis added)

2
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gZ. A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data $ource, the

electronic Oata sourcl Ueing located atbne or more network servers located

remotely from a user, the system oompilsing
(e) a ;odaUte microihone operable to receive a spoken request for

desired informatlon from the user;

tnl fangu;ge proceising logic, operable to render an interpretation of the

spoken request;
(c) query construction loglq operable to construct a navigation query In

responle tb tfrir interpretation of the spoken request;

fine the navigation que{, based

upon the additional inPut;-F-' 
(O nivigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data

source using the navigation query; and

G) efuctronic cimmunications infl'astructure for transmitting the selected

portion'5i the electronic data source fr-om th.e netrlmrk seruerto a primarily

.t"tionury, display devlce located Iocally with the user. (emphasis added)

101. A computer program embodied on a computer re-adable medium for

speech-baseO navigati-on of an electronic data sorlrce, the electronic data source

being located at one or more network servers located remotely from a User,

comprising:' 
(a)-a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information

from the user;
(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation gf the spoken request;
(ci a coOe sefiment that constructs at least part of a navigation query

based upon the interPretation;

user interaction in a modality differcnt than the original requqst;

@ that refines the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;
(0 a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a

portion of the electronic data source; and' (g) a code segment that transmits the selected portions.of the electronic

. data souice from thJ netrivork seryerto a primarily stationary, display device

located locallywith the user. (emphasis added)

pursuant to the Examiner Interview, Appllcants dirested the Examinefs attention

to the fact that Applicants' invention teaches a novel method and apparatus tor speech'

based navigation

user interaction in a modaliN different than the orlqlnal request. Specificalty,

Appllcants address the criticality of errors and deficiencies vla user interface modalities
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in addition to spoken natural language. lt has been observed that users are often

frustrated by ineffective or non optimal speech-based navigation that simply engages

the user repeatedly In a long sefies of qUestionS and answer$, i'9" "single modal

interaction", tO perfectthe navigatlon query. This single modal approach is often

tedious and uninspiring for a user who must refine the rravigation query repeatedly to

achieve the desired result, thereby increasing the tlme the user must interact with a

system. In fact, one goal of the speech-based navigation is to relleve this very tedium

where the User mu$t engage a system repeatedly, e.9., via a long sequence of menus

to achleve the desired result.

To address this criticality, Applicants' navigation query can be reflned via input

reouesl To illustrate, if a portron of the navigatlon query can be achieved, then the

result can be presented to the user in a way that the user can provide additional input

via interaction that is in a modality that is different than the original request. For

example, if the "partial" navigation query produces three possible results, then the

results can be presented to the uservia a menu with the most likely result being

highfighted. The user can then press a button on a remote unit to accept the

highlighted result or simply scroll to one of the other three cholces. Thus, the pressing

of the button by tfre user is a user intqraction that is in a different modalitv than the

theorioinal rgqugst. g.q.' a .nalural lanquaqe requtlul .utnr rrl ltltttotlv otot *** '

naviqation resuest. This is an important aspect of the invention because of the

psychological and ieal effect where the user perceives that the navigation query ls

actually progressing closer to the achieved resuh'

.. In contrast, Levin teaches that "the service host I 12 determlnes if there are any

ambiguities with respect to the resPonse (step 222) and, if so, forwalds additional

qugries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 24)" .(emphasis added)

($ee Levin, column 6, lines 40-43). Additionatly, Levin states that'[tJhe servlce host

112 includes a dialog control Program that rnanages interactions with user$ gver

4

provides means for clarifying ambiguities, and provides eror control and recovery
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during an interaction)'. (emphasis added) (see Levin, column 5,lines 15-20)' Levin's

single modal approach is contrary to Applicants' invention and is one of the criticalities

that Applicants' tnvention is designed to address. To further support Applicants'

position, Levin states that "[t]he invention is independent of the actual modality of call

placemenf. (See Levin, Column 4, llnes 29-31) This statement is another clear

indication that Levin is totally unconcerned with the modality of the user interaction and

is simplyteaching a FingtemqdaLappfqeeh.via queries and answers.

As discussed during the Examiner Interview, the support cited by the Examiner in

the Flnal Office Action only discloses the teaching that the user is requested to provide

additional information, but it does not require the user to provide the additional inputs in

a diffeient modaliw than the oriolnal requeet as claimed bythe Applicants. The

Examlners indicated that they would recpnsider the present rejections. :.

fierefore, the Applicants respectfully submitthat independent claims 56, 82 arrd

101 are not anticipated by the Levin reference. As such, claims 56, 82 and 101 fully

satisff the nequirements of 35 U.$.G. $102 and are patentable thereunder.

Gfaims 57-81, 83-1OO and 1Q2-126 depend, either directly or Indirectly, from

claims 56, 82 and 101 and recite addltlonalfeatures therefor. Since Levin fails to

anticipate Applicants' invention as recited in ApplicanB' lndependent claims 56, 82 and

101, dependent claims 57-81, 83-100 and 1O2-126 are also not anticipated under 35

U.S.C. S 102 and are allowable forthe same reason noted above.

Thus, the Applicants submit *"ffffi daims now fully satisfy the

requirements of 35,U.S.C. $102. Gonsequently, the Applicants believe that allthese

claims are presently in condition for allowance. Accordingly, both reconsideration of

this application and its swift passage to issue are earnestly solicited-

lf, however, the Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues requiring

the maintenance of the present firralofiice action in any of the claims now pending in

theapp||cation,itisrequestedthattheExaminerte|ephone@at

5
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(7g2')530-9404 so that appropriate affangemenb can be made for resolvlng such

issues as expeditiously as possible'

Respectfu llY submitt'ed,

@ oos

4n/i{
Kin-Wah Tong, AttomeY
Reg. No.39,400
(732) 530-e404

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New JerseY O77O2

6
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Advisory Action

Application No.

og/524,0g5

Applicant(s)

HALVERSON ET AL.

Examiner

Firmin Backer

Art Unit

2155

efion appears on the cover sheet with the corr*pondence address --

THE REPLY FILED 07 January 2002 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION lN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.
Therefore, further action by the applicant is required to avoid abandJrnment of this application. A proper rgply.to a
final rejection under 37 CFR 1.113- may gdy b,i, either: (1) a timely filed amendment which places the app-lication in

condititrn for altowance; (2) a timely fiteO-Mtice of Appeal (with appeal fee); or (3) a timely filed Request for Continued
Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114.

PERIOD FOR REPLY [check either a) or b)]

a) X fne period for reply expires fmonths from the maiting date of the final rejection.

U) n fne period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later In no

event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.

ONLY CHECK THIS BOX WH'EII TNE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. SEC MPEP

706.07(0.
Extensionsofiimemaybeobtainedunder3TCFRl.l36(a). Thedateonwhichthepetitionunder3TCFRl.l36(a)andtheappropriateextensionfee

have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee under

37 CFR 1 .17(a) is calculated fiom: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as set forth in

(b) above, if chicked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed, may reduce any

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

1.n A Notice of Appeal was filed on _. Appellant's Brief must be filed within the period set forth in

37 CFR 1 .192(a), or any eldension thereof (37 CFR 1.191(d)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal.

2.fl The proposed amendment(s) will not be entered because:

(a) n they raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);

(b) n they raise the issue of new matter (see Note below);

(c) f] they are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the

issues for appeal; and/or

(d) n they present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

NOTE:

3.n Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s): 

-.4.n Newly proposed or amended claim(s) 

- 

would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment

canceling the non-allowable claim(s).

S.Xl The a)n affidavit, b)fl exhibit, or c)X request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the

appfication in condition for allowance because: See Continuation Sheet

6.n fne affidavit or exhibit will NOT be considered because it is not directed SOLELY to issues which were newly

raised by the Examiner in the final rejection.

7.[t For purposes of Appeal, the proposed amendment(s) a)n will not be entered or b)fl will be entered and an

explanation of how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.

The Status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows: 
j

Claim(s) allowed:

Claim(s) objected to: 

-.Cf aim(s) rejected : *12.6
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration: 

-.The proposed drawing correction filed on is a)n approved or b)['disapproved by the Examiner.

Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s)( PTO-1449) Paper No(s)'

Other:

8.I
e.[]
10.n

U.S. Patent and Tademark
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Application No.

Continuation of 5. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Applicant request for reconsideration has been

considered but does not place the application in condition for allowance. Applicant argues that Levin fail to teach the limitation of
soliciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a modality different than the original request. Examiner respectfully
disagree with applicant characterization of Levin et al' inventive concept. As examiner has indicated before, Levin et al teach a system
and method of using natural language to retrieve information. In that particular if the seryice host 112, based on the rules, decides that
there is enough information for performing a database access, the database query is generated. The database query is generally in one
of the standard query languages (e.9. SaL). The service host 112 also determines if there are any ambiguities with respect to the
response (step 222\ and, if so, forwards additional queries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224). The seryice host 1 12

then sends the responses to the information seryer 1 1 0 (step 226). ll there are too many potential answers (for instance if there are two
pizza places on Main Street in Westfield), one or more questions to the user are generated in order to disambiguate the query (e.9. Do
you mean "Venezia" or "Bella Roma?"). The answers to the additional questions are used to formulate a new logical search query. For
this there might be additional rules like: if(Action_Object=Pizza_Restaurant and Too-Many_AnEwers)then User must provide further
clarifying information such as, for example, the name of restaurant OR exact address. lf the user does not provide enough information to
achieve a single answer, the service host 112 might then list the possibilities and ask the user to choose one of them (see column 6 lines
28-59). Levin cleary indicate that in the user does not provide enough information to achieve a sinlge answer then the service host might
the list the possibilites and ask the user to chose on of them. To the examiner that is a different modality then the original mode. lt can be

seen that in the original mode, the user was requesting the service. In this mode, the host provides a list of service for the user to choose
from. In the original mode, the user did not have any choices, however, in this mode the user has a list to choose from. Therefore, the
final action is sustained.

ftV"fft ,.,,UI nYlz sHElKll

SUPERVIIi{}P.V PATENT EXAIJ|INER

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 21()O
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.
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t<tt/LrasntT*t,
Advisory Action

Application No.

09/524,095

Applicant(s)

HALVERSON ET AL.

-The MAILING DA communication appeans on the cover co rrespo n d ence address -
THE REPLY FILED 07 January 2002 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION lN COND|TION FOR ALLOWANCE.
Therefore, further ac!9lqy_tle.applicant is required to avoid abandonment of this application. A proper reply to a
final.rejection under 37 CFR 1.1 13 may onlv be either: (1) a timely filed amendment'which places'the applibdtion in
condition for allowance; (2) 

?. timely !!e!_Nq!iqe of Appeal (with airpeal fee); or (3) a timely fited Requeit'for Continued
Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114.

PERIOD FOR REPLY [check either a) or b)]

a) X fne period for reply expires fmonths from the mailing date of the final reJection.

U) D fne period for reply expires on: ('1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the finat rejection, whichever is later. ln no
event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
ONLY CHECK THIS BOX WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS oF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP
706.07(0.

Extensionsoftimemaybeobtainedunder3TCFRl.l36(a). Thedateonwhichthepetitionunder3TCFRl.l36(a) andtheappropriateextensionfee
have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriat'e extension fee under
37 CFR 1 .17(a) is calculated from: (1 ) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Oftiie action; or (2) as set forth in
(b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely fiieU, iniy reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

1 I n Notice of Appeal was filed on 

-. 

Appellant's Brief must be filed within the period set forth in
37 CFR 1 .192(a), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 1.191(d)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal.

2.fl me proposed amendment(s) will not be entered because:

(a) n they raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
(b) [ they raise the issue of new matter (see Note below);

(c) fJ they are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the
issues for appeal; and/or

(0 n they present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

NOTE:

3.n Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

4.fl Newly proposed or amended claim(s) 

- 

would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment
canceling the non-allowable claim(s).

5.X The a)|-l affidavit, b)i exhibit, or c)X request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the
application in condition for allowance because: See Continu,ation Sheet.

6.n me affidavit or exhibit will NOT be considered because it is not directed SOLELY to issues which were newly
raised by the Examiner ifi tne final rejection.

7.X For purposes of Appeal, the proposed amendment(s) a)n will not be entered or b)n will be entered and an
explanation of how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.

The.status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows:

Claim(s) allowed:

Claim(s) objected to:

Claim(s) rejected: 56-1 26.

Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

8.n The proposed drawing correction filed on is a)! approved or b)[ .disapproved by the Examiner.

9.n ruote the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s)(

10,n other:
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Contihuation Sheet (PTOA03)
09/524,095

Application No.

Continuation of 5. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Applicant request for reconsideration has been

considered but does not place the application in condition for allowance. Applicant argues that Levin fail to teach the limitation of

soliciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a modality different than the original request. Examiner respectfully

disagreJ with applicant characterization of Levin et al' inventive concept. As examiner has indicated before, Levin et al teach a system

and'method of using natural language to retrieve information. In that particular if the service host 112, based on the rules, decides that

there is enough infoimation tor pirfdrmlng a database access, the database query is generated. The database query is generally in one

of the standaiO query languages (e.g. SaL). The service host 112 also determines if there are any ambiguities with respect to the

response (slep 222)-and,lf s;, forwirds additional queries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224\. The service host 112

then sends the responses to the information server 1 10 (step 226). lf there are too many potential answers (for instance if there are two

pizza places on Main Street in Westfield), one or more questions to the user are generated in order to disambiguate the query (e'9. Do

you mean ',Venezia,, or "Bella Roma?"). fhe answers to the additional questions are used to formulate a new logical search query. For

ihi. th"r" might be additional rutes like: if(Action_Object=Pizza-Restaurant and Too-Many-Answers)then User must provide further

clarifying infdrmation such as, for example, the nam6 of restauEnt OR exact address. lf the user does not provide enough information to

achievei single answer, the service host 1 12 might then list the possibilities and ask the user to choose one of them (see column 6 lines

2g-5g). Levinlleary indicate that in the user doeJ not provide enough information to achieve a sinlge answer then the service host might

the lisi the possibilites and ask the user to chose on of them. To the examiner that is a different modality then the original mode' lt can be

seen that in the original mode, the user was requesting the service. In this mode, the host provides a list of service for the user to choose

from. In the original mode, the user did not have any choices, however, in this modethe user has a listto choose from. Therefore, the

final action is sustained.
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PTO/SB/22 (1G00)
,Dugh 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0031

V-.S. OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
It

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a
response in the above identified application.

The requested extension and appropriate non-small-entity fee are as follows
(check time period desired):

tr One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $

A Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $400.00

tr Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $

tr Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $

tr Five months (37 CFR 1.17(aXS)) $

Applicant claims small entity status. see 37 cFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee amount shown
above is reduced by one-half, and the resulting fee is: $ 2O0.OO .

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.
Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is aftached.
The Commissioner has already been authorized to charge fees in this
application to a Deposit Account.

The commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required,

a

n
tr
tr

a

+"s
L+f
lrc'n

2100

ii1 ;i"'4rl

or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account Number 20-07g2 .

I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.
I am the E] applicanUinventor.

E assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71

Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enctosed. (Form pTO/SB/96).

[l att6rney or agent of record.

D attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34(a).

Registration number if acting under gZ CFR 1.34(a). _ .

ttt$ffii{fllg::'hfofl+at6?fion this form may become pubtic. credit card information should not
ff,,t. hF lqctuAed on this form. Provide credit card information and authorizafion on PTO-203g.

t2

April 10,2002

Date

1 0ri't{}014i ti0?$l 0?-it40!5

l'3i. "f iil

Signature

KIN.WAH TONG

Typed or printed name
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rson et al.

Case: SRl1P037

Serial No.:09/524,095

Group Art Unit 2155

Examiner: Firmin Backer

IN THE UNITED STATES
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATENT APPLICATION
RECEIVED

APR 1 2 2002

Technoloov Center21fr)
Filed: March 13,2000

Title: NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC INFORMATION USING
SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR
FEEDBACK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Box RGE
Washington, D. C. 20231

SIR:

Please be advised that the enclosed RCE and Preliminary Amendment are filed

with a two-month extension request instead of a three-month extension request. The

reason is that the Advisory Action dated February 19,2002 was erroneously forwarded

to a different law firm by the USPTO. This error was communicated to Examiner

Backer and the Exarniner subsequently issued a supplemental Advisory Action to the

Applicants' representative on April 3,2002. As such, Applicants have informed the

Examiner that the enclosed RCE and Preliminary Amendment will be filed with a two-

month extension request instead of a three-month extension request.

However, in the event that a three-month extension request is required,

Applicants' representative hereby requests for a three-month extension request and

authorizes the payment of the necessary extension fee via Deposit Account: 20-0782.
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Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702

Respectfully submitted,

Kin-Wah Tong,
Reg. No.39,400
(732) 530-9404

!8q10*$
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tnt0ry- IN THE UNITED STATES
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATENT APPLICATION

Applicant: Halverson et al.

Case: SRl1P037

Serial No.: 09/524,095

Group Art Unit: 2155

Examiner: Firmin Backer

01 as

I

+^1ltL
L6

t-lb a2-
RECE;V ED 'o^+-")
APR 1 2 200?

Technology Center 2100

Filed: March 13,2000

Title: NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELEGTRONIC INFORMATION USING
SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR
FEEDBAGK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Box RGE
Washington, D. C. 20231

SIR:

Preliminarv Amendment

This Preliminary Amendment is filed in conjunction with an RCE and addresses

the Advisory Action dated April 3, 2002.

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend claims 56,82, and 1 shown below. The claims are

"ciban version" of the amended claims, i.e., with changes incorporated into the

claims, whereas the Appendix to this Amendment illustrates the amended claims

using underlines and brackets to indicate addition and deletion, respectively.

56. (Amended)A methdd for sed navigation of an electronic data source, the

electronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely4t from a user, compy*{tng thergteps of:
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,h

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the request;

(c) constructing at least part of a query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting acj(itional input user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than inal request;

(e) refining the query, based upon the additional input;

(f) using the ion query to select a portion of the electronic data

ng the selec\ed portion of the electronic data source from the

network to a client device of the user.

w

r

82. (Amended) A system for speech-based navigation of an

electronic data source being located at one or more network

data source, the

located remotely

from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a request for desired

information from the user;

(b) language processing logic, operable render an interpretation of the spoken

request;

(c) query construction logic,

to the interpretation of the spoken

to construct a navigation query in response

I

(d) user interaction logic, to solicit additional input from the user,

including user interaction in a modality different than the original request;

(e) query refining operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

additional lnput;

operable to select a portion of the electronic data source

using the

(g)

query; and

ic communications infrastructure for transmitting the selected portion

of the el

(f)

ic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display

locally with the user.device
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101. A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for

based navigation of an electronlc data source, the electronic data being located

at one or more network servers lbcated remotely from a user,

(a) a code segment that redeives a spoken

the user;

(b) a code segrnent that renders an i of the spoken request;

(c) a code segment that constrt[ least part of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation;

(d) a code segment that additional input from the user, including user

interaction in a non-spoken diffetient than the original request;

(e) a code

(f) a code

at refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

that uses the refindd navigation query to select a portion of

the electronic source; and

(g)/code segment that transmits the selbcted portions of the electronic data

the network server to a primarily statfnary, display device located locally

REMARKS

ln view of the above Amendment and the following discussion, the Applicants

submit that none of the claims now pending in the application are anticipated under the

provisions of 35 U.S.C. S 102. Thus, the Applicants believe that all of these claims are

now in allowable form.

I. REJECTION OF GLAIMS 56-126 UNDER 35 U.S.C. S 102

The Examiner has rejected claims 56-126 in Paragraphs 2-34 of the Finat Office

Action and in the Advisory Action as being anticipated by the Levin et al. patent (US

Patent 6,173,279 issued January 9, 2001, hereinafter referred to as Levin). The

rejection is respecffully traversed.

desired information from

4

r
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Levin teaches "a method of using at least one natural language query to retrieve

information from one or more data resources and further performing a requested action

using the retrieved information is disclosed". (See Levin, Column 2, lines 15-18)

Namely, Levin teaches a method for using natural language query to obtain information,

where upon receipt of the requested information, a desired action is executed based

upon the requested information. To illustrate, Levin provides the example, where a

user employs natural language to request the telephone number of a restaurant. Upon

receipt of the telephone number, the telephone number is actually dialed for the user.

(See Levin, Column 3line 62 to Column 4, line 1)

In contrast, Levin fails to teach or suggest the novel concept of speech-based

navigation where the method solicits additional inLut from the user. includino user

interaction in a non-spoken modalitv different than the orioinal request. Specifically,

Applicants' amended independent claims 56, 82 and 101 positively recite:

56. A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the
electronic data source being located at one or more network servers located
remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the user;
(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;
(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interpretation;
(d) solicitino additional input from the user. includinq user interaction in

a non-spoken modality different than the oriqinal request;
(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;
(f) 'using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the

electronic data source; and
(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from
the network server to a client device of the user. (emphasis added)

82. A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the
electronic data source being located at one or more network servers located
remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for
desired information from the user;

(b) language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of the
spoken request;

(c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query in
response to the interpretation of the spoken request;
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(d) user interaction loqic. ooerable to solicit additignal input from the user.

includinq user interaction in a non-spoken modaliV different than the oriqinal
request;

(e) query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based
upon the additional input;

(f) navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data
source using the navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infrastructure for transmitting the selected
portion of the electronic data source from the network server to a primarily

stationary, display device located locally with the user. (emphasis added)

101. A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for
speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the electronic data source
being located at one or more network servers located remotely from a user,
comprising:

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information
from the user;

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;
(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query

based upon the interpretation;
(d)a code seqment that solicits additional input from the user. includinq

user interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the orioinal request;
(e) a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;
(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a

portion of the electronic data source; and
(g) a code segment that transmits the selected portions of the electronic

data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device
located locally with the user. (emphasis added)

Applicants direct the Examiner's attention to the fact that Applicants' invention

teaches a novel method and apparatus for speech-based navigation where the method

qolicits additional input from the user. includinq user interaction in a non-spoken

mddalitv different than the oriqinal request. Specifically, Applicants address the

criticality of errors and deficiencies via user interface modalities in addition to spoken

natural language. lt has been observed that users are often frustrated by ineffective or

non optimal speech-based navigation that simply engages the user repeatedly in a long

series of questions and answers, i.e., "single modal interaction", to perfect the

navigation query. This single modal approach is often tedious and uninspiring for a

user who must refine the navigation query repeatedly to achieve the desired result,
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thereby increasing the time the user must interact with a system. In fact, one goal of

the speech-based navigation is to relieve this very tedium where the user must engage

a system repeatedly, e.g.,via a long sequence of menus to achieve the desired result.

To address this criticality, Applicants' navigation query can be refined via input

from the user. where the user interaction is in a non-sooken modality different than the

oriqinal request. To illustrate, if a portion of the navigation query can be achieved, then

the result can be presented to the user in a way that the user can provide additional

input via interaction that is in a non-spoken modality that is different than the original

request. For example, if the "partial" navigation query produces three possible results,

then the results can be presented to the user via a menu with the most likely result

being highlighted. The user can then press a button on a remote unit to accept the

highlighted result or simply scroll to one of the other three choices. Thus, the pressing

of the button by the user is a user interaction that is in a non-spoken modalitv

different than the oriqinal reqpest. e.q.. a natural lanquaoe request that oriqinallv

started the naviqation request. This is an important aspect of the invention because

of the psychological and real effect where the user perceives that the navigation query

is actually progressing closer to the achieved result.

In contrast, Levin teaches that "the service host 112 determines if there are any

ambiguities with respect to the response (step 222) and, if so, forwards additional

queries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224)". (emphasis added)

(See Levin, Column,6, lines 40-43). Additionally, Levin states that "[t]he service host

112 includes a dialog control program that manages interactions with users over

qeveral turns (e.q.. it decides when to ask a question. when to qive an answer,

prdvides means for clarifying ambiguities, and provides error control and recovery

during an interaction)". (emphasis added) (See Levin, Column 5, lines 15-20). Levin's

single modal approach is contrary to Applicants' invention and is one of the criticalities

that Applicants' invention is designed to address. To further support Applicants'

position, Levin states that "[t]he invention is independent of the actual modality of call

placement". (See Levin, Column 4, lines 29-31) This statement is another clear

indication that Levin is totally unconcerned with the modality of the user interaction and
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is simply teaching a single modal approach via queries and answers.

However, the Examiner in the Advisory Action indicated that Levin's teaching of

forwarding additional queries to the user constitutes a different modality. Applicants do

not believe that the scope of Applicants' originally filed claims would read on this broad

interpretation of different modality. Nevertheless, Applicants have agreed to clarify the

independent claims to recite the term "a non-spoken modality different than the original

request". The Examiner in several telephone conversations with Applicants'

representative have indicated that this clarification will likely overcome the present

rejection.

Additionally, it should be noted that this amendment is 4g! made to overcome

the cited prior art because it is Applicants' belief that the originally filed claims would not

read on the invention disclosed by Levin. Thus, this clarifying amendment should not

be interpreted in a manner that would limit the future application of Doctrine of

Equivalents to Applicants' claims.

Therefore, the Applicants respectfully submit that independent claims 56, 82 and

101 are not anticipated by the Levin reference. As such, claims 56, 82 and 101 fully

satisfy the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 5102 and are patentable thereunder.

Claims 57-81, 83-100 and 102-126 depend, either directly or indirectly, from

claims 56, 82 and.101 and recite additionalfeatures therefor. Since Levin fails to

anticipate Applicants' invention as recited in Applicants'amended independent claims

56, 82 and 101, dependent claims 57-81, 83-100 and 102-126 are also not anticipated

under 35 U.S.C. S 102 and are allowable for the same reason noted above.

ll. Claims added in Preliminarv Amendment dated September 12. 2000

Applicants have previously directed the Examine/s attention to the fact that it

appears that the additional claims added in the Preliminary Amendment dated

September 12,2000 have not be addressed. Applicants respecffully request that the

Examiner should verify the status of these added claims.
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Conclusion

Thus, the Applicants submit that all of these claims now fully satisfy the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. 5102. Consequently, the Applicants believe that all these

claims are presently in condition for allowance. Accordingly, both reconsideration of

this application and its swift passage to issue are earnestly solicited.

lf, however, the Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues requiring

the maintenance of the present final office action in any of the claims now pending in

the application, it is requested that the Examiner telephone Mr. Kin-Wah Tonq. Esq. at

(732) 530-9404 so that appropriate arrangements can be made for resolving such

issues as expeditiously as possible.

Respectfully su bmitted,

Reg. No.39,400
(732) 530-9404

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702

{

Kin-Wah Tong, Att
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Appendix

(Marked-up version of amended claims)

56. (Amended) A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the

electronic data source being located at one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

(f) using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and

(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

network server to a client device of the user.

82. (Amended)A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the

electronic data sogrce being located at one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for desired

information from the user;

(b) language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of the spoken

reQuest;

(c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query in response

to the interpretation of the spoken request;

(d) user interaction logic, operable to solicit additional input from the user,

including user interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the original request;

(e) query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;
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(f) navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data source

using the navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infrastructure for transmitting the selected portion

of the electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display

device located locally with the user.

101. A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for speech-

based navigation of an electronic data source, the electronic data source being located

at one or more network servers located remotely from a user, comprising:

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information from

the user;

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation;

(d) a code segment that solicits additional input from the user, including user

interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the original request;

(e) a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

input;

(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a portion of

the electronic data source; and

(g) a code segment that transmits the selected portions of the electronic data

source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally

with the user.
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Continued Examinution Under 37 CFR 1.114

A request for continued examination under 37 CFR l.Il4, including the fee set forth in

37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is

eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1rll4, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e)

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Offrce action has been withdrawn pursuant to

37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submissionfiled onApril 1Oft, 2002hasbeenentered.

Response to Arguments

l. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 56-126 have been considered but are moot

in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC S 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Offrce action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the inwention is not identically disolosed or desoribed as set forth in
section 102 ofthis title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matier as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a Person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

-anner in which th'e invention was made.

3. Claims 56-126 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Levin et

al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,173,279) in view of French-St. George et al (U.S. Patent 6,012,030

(applicant submitted ID S) )

4. As per claim 56, Levin et al teach a method for speech-based navigation (information

selyer, I I0) of anelectronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely
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from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-i5), comprising receiving a spoken request

(receive a natural language query) for desired information from the user (aser); rendering an

interpretation(creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, constructing a

navigation (generating search) query based upon the interpretation, refining the navigation

guery, based upon the additional input (see column 6 lines 20-59), using the navigation query to

select a portion of the electronic data source and transmitting the selected portion of the

electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device located

locally with the user (see abstract, fig. I-3, column i line 36-9 line 5, see also claims l, i,0, 22).

Levin et al fail to teach an inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including

user interaction in a non-spoken modality different that the original request. However, French-St.

George et al. teach inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including user

interaction in a non-spoken modality different that the original request (see column 9 lines 36-

65). Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Levin et al's inventive concept to include French-St. George et

al's inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including user interaction in a

non-spoken modality different that the original request because this would have avoided or

reduces error as the system search for user request thereby enhance the flexibility and the

effi'ciency of the system.

5. As per claim 5T,Levinet al teach a method of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).
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6. As per claim 58-62, Levin et al teach a method of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, fig.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)

7. As per claim 63-68, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational query, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

8. As per claim 69, Levin et al teach a method wherein the additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement. . . (see column 6 lines 20-59).

9. As per claim 7A-73, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input from the

user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of data

soritce (see abstract,ftg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

10. As per claim 74-75, Levin et al teach a method wherein additional input received from

the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstract, fig. '1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line

s).
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I 1. As per claim 76, Levin et al teach a method wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the

navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract, frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

12. As per claim 77,78, Levin et al teach a method wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).

13. As per claim 79,Levrn et al teach a method perfonned with respect to a plurality ofuser

and coresponding client devices (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

14. As per claim 80-81, Levin et al teach a method of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)

15. As per claim 82, Levin et al teach a system for speech-based navigation (information

server, I I0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely

froih a user, (see abstract, fig I, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising a portable microphone

(microphone, 105) receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired

information from the user (user) a language processing logic (natural language server, I 14)

rendering an interpretation (creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, (see

abstract, fig. I-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim I, 10, 22) a query construction logic
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(service host, I I2) constructing a navigation(generating search) query based upon the

interpretation; a query interaction Iogic(service host, I12) a queryrefining logic(service host,

I I2)) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input (see column 6 lines 20-59), a

navigation logtc (service host, I 12) using the navigation query to select a portion of the

electronic data source; electronic infrastructure (network, ,108) transmitting the selected portion

of the electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device

located locally with the user. (see abstract, fig. I-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim I,

10, 22).However, French-St. George et al. teach inventive concept of soliciting additional input

from the user including user interaction in a non-spoken modality different that the original

request (see column 9 lines 36-65). Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made to modi$ Levin et al's inventive concept to include

French-St. George et al's inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including

user interaction in a non-spoken modality different that the original request because this would

have avoided or reduces error as the system search for user request thereby enhance the

flexibility and the efficiency of the system.

16. As per claim 83, Levin et al teach a system of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig 1, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).

17. As per claim 84-86, Levin et al teach a system of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an
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input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, frg.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

18. As per claim 87, 88, 100, Levin et al teach a system wherein at least a portion of the

language processing if hosted on a computing device coupled with a microphone located locally

with a user and a network computing device located remotely and data in a two-way

communication infrastructure (coaxial, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic) (see abstract,

frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

19. As per claim 8g-g4,Levin et al teach a system of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational query, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

20. As per claim 95,96, Levin et al teach a system wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract" fig. I-3 , column 3 line 3 6-9

line 5).

21. As per claim 97-98, Levin et al teach a system of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).
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22. As per claim 99, Levin et al teach a system wherein the display device receives data from

the electronic device on the network via a communication box (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3

iine 36-9line 5).

23. As per claim 101, Levin et al teach a computer program for speech-based navigation

(information server, I I0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-3r, comprising code segment

receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired information from the

user (user); code segment rendering an interpretation (creating a semantic representation) of the

spoken request, code segment constructing a navig ation(generating search) query based upon

the interpretation code segment, refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input

(see column 6 lines 20-59), code segment using the navigation query to select a portion of the

electronic data source; and code segment transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data

source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the

user (see abstract, rtg. l-3, column 3 line i6-9 line 5, see also claim I, 10, 22). However, French-

St. George et al. teach inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including

useiinteraction in a non-spoken modality different that the original request (see column 9 lines

36-65). Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Levin et al's inventive concept to include French-St. George et

al's inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including user interaction in a

non-spoken modality different that the original request because this would have avoided or
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reduces error as the system search for user request thereby enhance the flexibility and the

efficiency of the system.

24. As per claim 102, Levin et al teach a code segment deriving linguistic information by

using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 37-5 lines

40).

25, As per claim 103-105, Levin et al teach a code segment of constructing a navigation

query in the form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including

extracting an input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the

construction of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

26. As per claim.106-107, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are performed on a computing device

located locally with onremotely from the user (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

27."' As per claim 108-114, Levin et al teach a code segment that solicits additional input

display on option menu is performed by speaking in response deficiency including unresolved

word encountered after the first navigation of the data source, required element of the

navigational guery, data recorded within the data source, failure to identify data record

responsive to navigational query (see column 6lines 20-59).
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28. As per claim 115, Levin et al teach a computer program the act of selecting from the

display is performed by speaking (see column 6lines 20-59)

29. As per claim 116, Levin et al teach a code segment of the computer progra^m operate with

respect to a plurality of simultaneous user and conesponding client devices (see abstract, fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

30. As per claim 117, Levin et al teach a code segment that select data source form a plurality

of electronic data source . . . . content (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

3 I . As per claim 1 18, Levin et al teach a computer program of selecting data source from

plurality of electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content

(see abstract, ftg. I-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

32. As per claim 119, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein the additional input is

solicited upon receiving a user-input statement...(see column 6 lines 20-59).

33. As per claim l2}-l23,Levin et al teach a code segment of soliciting additional input

from the user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of

data source (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).
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34. As per claim 124-125, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein additional input

received from the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column

3 line 36-9 line 5).

35. As per claim |26,Levrn et al teach a code segment wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated

until the navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract , frg. l-3 , column 3 line 3 6-9

line 5).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Firmin Backer whose telephone nrmber is (703) 305-0624. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Thu 8:30-6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, James Trammel can be reached on (703) 305-9768. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are (703) 746-7239 for regular

communications and (703 ) 7 46-7 23 8 for Aft er Final communications.

' Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 306-5484.

{-"#
May 3,2002
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ot'u'oAEcElyED

AU6 - 5 2rJ/j2 IN THE UNITED $TATES. '^

TitIE: NAVIGATING NETWORK'BASED ELECTRONIG INFORMATION USING

SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR

FEEDBAGK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

This respo"nse addresses the Ofhce Action dated May 7, 20A2' The Office

Action appears to be labeled as Paper No. 10.

IN THE GLAIMS

please amend claims 56-181 as shown below" The ctaims are "clean

version" of the amended claims, i.e,, with changes incorporated into the claims,

whereas the Appendlx to this Amendment illustrates the amended claims using

undertines and brackets to indicate addition and deletion, respectively-

@oot

84.00

s tRoo 
cH

, \ry'U. fiwice Amended) A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network Servers

t_

I11
"1-/" I

1:
,',/Received from < 732 530 0808 > at 8,t/02 433:12 P[,| [Eastem Da$ight Timel
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(e)

(f)

(g)

.. UOS-ER PATTERSON SEER' \ @ oos

located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken requesl;

(c) construc-ting at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interPretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including usel interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request without requiring the

user to request said non-spoken rnodality;

p'
refining the navigation query, based upon the addltional input:

using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and

transmifting the selected portiorr of the electronic data source from the

ne.twork server to a client device oJ the user.

ury, (Amended) The method of claimf,6, wherein the step of rendering an

'interpretation fulth.sr includes deriving lingulstic information by using a speech

recognition enO!.fi,e and a linguistic parser. '

t
/b.
#. (Amended) The method of claim dwherein the step of constructing a

navigation query further includes the steps of extracting an input template for an online

scripted interface to the data source, and using the Input template to construst the

navigation query.

,b 1-
# (Amended) The method of claim {{,wherein the step of extracting the input

template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted Interface'

e" )r . - -. ^-.:-
w (Amended) The method of claim Sfiwherein the navlgation query is constructed

in the format of a database query language.

,"-\-\
' 1,,,

't/
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,% (Amended) The method of claim Hwnerein the step of rendering an

Al
is performed in response to one or more deficiencles encountered during the step of

constructing a navigation query.

a9*. (Amended) The method of claim p6, wherein the deficiencies include unresolved

wods of the spoken request.

UP ,orn"nded) The method of ctaimfu{,whereln the deficiencies include one or more

required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the interpretation of

the spoken request.

$ J,.
ff. (Amended) The method of claimf6, wherein the step of solioiting additional input is

performed in response to one or more deficiencies enoountered after a first navigation

of the data source ising the navigation query constructed in step (c).

t1/ \\
' bt. hn nded) The method of claim #, wherein the defioiencies include existence of

more than one datia record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

,4t $
lr,

lA.@^rnded) The method ot claffifl{, whereln the deficiencies include failure to

identiff a sirrgle data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query,

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query are perfonned, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

4 t,
,;{. (Amended) The method of c}aim gd wnerein the step of rendering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigatlon query are performed, at least in

part, on a network computing device located remotely from the user.

I

(Amended) The method of claim fl( wherein the step of solicitlng additional input

@ ooo./_q.!,iqa 15:21 FAx 732

09/524i095
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e

t.t \

K rO^rnded) The method of claim){,wherein the additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement that additional information is required.

/l}l
i0. (nmended) The method of claim 5$' wnerein the step of soliciting the additional

input includes presenting a menu oGuser on the client device of the user.

H,. (Or"nded) The method of claim |d, *n"r"in the step of soliciting the additional

input includes presenting a textual request for the additional input.

o\
{2. (Amrnded) The method of claim /d, wherein the step of soliciting the additional

input includes an audible request for the additional input.

rgl
X. lRmended) The method of claim p6, wherein the step of soliciting the additional

input includes presenting a list of portions of the electronic data souroe that match the

navigational query.

\q. \,
l/+. lnmended) The method of claim id, wherein additlonal input received from the user

is at least partially speech based.

(to t,'Yg.6*.nded) 
The method of claim f wnereln additional input received from the user

includes no spoken input.

%. W^"nded) The method of claim *, *n"r*in steps (dF(e) are repeated untilthe

navigational query is deemed adequate.

A,/ \
% A^"nded) The method of claim # wnerein the input modality of step (d) includes

selecting from a displayed option *"nr,. 
)&oY

7.(Amended) The method of clain/,wherein the ast of selecting from the displayed

.nl

,'".) //.f/ l-/,/' \-*"
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option menu is performed by speaking.

L,|fl. I

Vt{.6^.nded) The method of claim Qfl, wherein the method is performed with respect

to a plurali$ of simultaneous users and conesponding client devices.

MI
6-0. lnmended) The method of ctaim $8, further including the step of selecting the datra

muttimedia co&n!jnc].u_{g[at l_east one of video content and audio content

,),1

"dZ. $wice amended) A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

sounce, the electronio data sourco being located at one or more network seryen$

located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for desired

information from the usefi

(b) language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of the spoken

request;

(c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query in response

to the interpretation of the spoken request;

(d) user interbction logic, operable tro solicit additional input fnrm the user,

including user interastion in a non-spoken modality diffurent than the original request
'w.ithout requiring the userto request said non-spoken modality;

(e) query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;

(0 navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic datia source

using the navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infastrusture fortransmitting the selected portion

,/"7

source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response to the

interpretation of the spoken request,

1kl
li't. lRmended) The method of claim flb, whereln the elec-tronic data source stores

$

-/{'"\t,'
j .,'
:./'
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of the electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display

device located locally with the user.

alr fl
fi (e*"nded) fne syste. ir 

"ni^'fi,whereln 
the language processing logic includes

speech recognition logic and an llnguistic parsing logic for deriving linguistic

information.

frf
f+. lRmended) The system of ctaimFT,wherein the language processing logic extracts

an input template for an online scripted interface to the data source, and uses the input

template to construct the navigation query.

ffi. $^rnded) The system of ctaim #,*n rrin the language prccessing logic

dynamically scrapes the online scripted interface.

'tt A
T1 t 'S. (nr*nded) The system of claim fd,,wherein the query construction logic construsts

lV the query in the format of a database query language.
I

H (o^.nded) The system of claim l1, *nu*in at least a portion of the language

processing logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with the user, and

wherein the portable microphone is electronically coupled tro the local computing device.

#. ,o^.nded) The bystem of claim ?1,*n r.in at least a portion of the language

processing logic is hosted on a network computing devioe located remotely from the

uger, and wherein the poftable microphone sends data to the remote network

computing device via the communications infrastructure.

'r*+, ,4,-t5. (emended) The system of claimfi.,wherein the user interaction logic solicih

additional input in rcsponse to one or more deficiencies encountered during

construction of the navigation query.
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35 ,a[
grtmended) The system of claim #!wnereln the deficlencies include unresolved

/wordsof the spoken request.

4to. N/
ff. 6mended) The system of claimp0, wherein the deficiencies include one or mor€|

required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the interpretation of

the spoken request.

{r. *O^.nded) The system ot claim*,whereln the user Interaction logic solicits

additional input in response to one or more deficiencie$ encountered after a first

navigation of the data source performed by the navigation logic.

4{t 1l
d5. lRmended) The system of claim SZ, wherein the deficiencies irrclude existence of

more than one data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query'

n4 3l'91.6^.nded) The system of claim'96.,wherein the deficiencies include failure to

identiff a single data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

H. (O^rnded) The $ystem of claim il,*n ,r"ln the user tnteraction logic dlsplays an

option menu.

#f (o*"nded) The bystem of clair#5, wherein the act of selecting from the displayed

option menu is performed by speaking.

*v 4A
;li4 lnr"nded) The system of claim $2, whereln the navigation logic selects the data

source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response to the

interpretation of the spoken request.

A .4.
twtt 7 >
fi{A^"rded) The system of claim f ,wherein the dlectronic data souroe stores

-t''^'",,
I
J/
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rnultimedia conterrt including at least one of video content and audio content.qil
9F(nmanded) The system of claim M,,'wherein the di$play devlce recelves data from

/tha 
"lra*ronlc 

data source on the network seryers via a communications box.

Ll|, t1t
$4 (Amended) The system of claimfi, wherein the electronic communication

infrastructure is a two-way infrastructure and is selected ftom among one or more of the

fo l l owi nq q ro u p l {co axi a l qa hl e- Pi L, salqll ite-W.U€ l..e gs/qellglA r- f i b e r-onticf

w
1.d1. flwice amended) A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium

for speech-based navigation of an electronic data souroe, the electronic data source

being located at one or more network $ervers located remotely from a user, comprising:

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information from

the user;

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation:

(d) a code segment that solicits additional input from the user, including user

interac{ion in a non-spoken modality different than the original requestwithout requiring

the user to request said non-spoken modality;

(e) a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

input;

(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a portion of

the electronic data source; and

(g) a code segment that transmits the selected portions of the electronic data

source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally

with the tt.ser.

- ,A ,Nt
y (Amended) The computer program of claim llj(nnner comprising a code

4'\" !t,
. ,t'

ib
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segment that derives linguistic information by using a speech recognition engine and a

linguistic parser.

. tl I It4+Z Tv,
t6. (nmended) The computer program of claim lBl,Iurther comprislng a code

/
segment that extract an input template for an online scripted interface to the data

soulce, and a code segrnent that uses the input template to construct the navigation

query.

*q qv
tD4. (Amended) The c-omputer program of claim 183, further comprising a code

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are performed, at least in

paft, on a computing device located locally with the user.

4,1/ q,to

fu . 6mended) The compute program of claim { 04, wherein the rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of a navigation query are performed, at teast irr part,

on a network computing device located remotely frcm the user.
t

J{o
(Amended) The computer program of claim pt', wherein code segment that

solicits additional input sollcits the additional input In response to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the constructing of the navigation query.

4L\ AJ h.J'
tO9. (Amended) The computer prograrn of ctaim J,66,wherein the deficiencies include

unresolved words of the spoken request.

segment that dynamically scrapes the online scripted interface.

lD q,v
t&. lAmended) The computer program of clairn 1O1, wherein the navigation query is

constructed in the fonnat of a databa$e query language,

6t qv
!06. (nmended) The computer program of claim ld1, wherein rendering of the

41

ffi

1:l
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/-q{a
y'(o. lemended) The computer program of claim )if\,wherein the deficiencies include

one or more required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken request.

{(t *v
if1. 6^rnded) The computer program of claim *61,*herein the code segment that{
solicits the additional input solicits the additional input in response to one or mor€

deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the data $ource-

61 4,
+f2. lfumended) The computer program of claim fl,wherein the deficiencies include

^(\-l
\/V

existence of more than one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

(4 ql
&Z'.1e."nded) The computer program of claim ffi.,wherein the deficiencies include

failure to identify a single data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

Aw
t4+l lnmended) The computer program of claim "1,(l,wherein code segment that

solicits additional input displays an option menu.

4,
*g?nr"nded) The computer program of claim iil,*hrr.in the act of selecting from

the displayed option menu is performed by speaking-

tttP
f9b. (Or"nded) The computer program of claim 7t1, wherein the code segments of
'the computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and

conesponding client devices.

Awlo0 ')
+l?. (Amended) The computer program of claim lQl.further cornprising a code

segment that selects the data source from among a plurality of candidate electronic

data sources, in response to the interpretation of the spoken request.

r'-**;./)' it'
.,d
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,9\r,2 4V
ff.(lnended) The computer program of claim {t[1, wherein the elec'tronic data

source stores multimedia content including at least one of video content and audio

content.

.H w
(Amended) The computer prograrn of claim )El,wherein the additional input is

solicited upon receiving a user-input statement that additional information is rcquired.

./ Jh
tft. 6^"nded) The computer program of claim 171, wherain the code segment that

solicits the additional input includes a code segment that presents a menu to the user

on the client device of the user.

t,q djb
eY. iemended) The computer program of claim +{1,wlrcrein the code segment that

solicits the additional input includes a code segment that presents a textual request for

the addttional input.

[ ,o
qt *El, fo^.nded) The computer program of claim rp, *nroin the code segment that

[/\, solicits the additional input includes a cude segmentthat produces an audible request

for the additional input.

J n.pn qilo
t*. (Amended) The computer program of claim 1d1, wherein the code segment that

solicits the additionrit input includes a code segrnent that presents a list of portions of

the electronic data source that match the navigational query.

4^o
The computer program of claim L6l,wnerein additionalinput received

from the user is at least partially speech based.

10w
135. (A.mended) The computer program of claim 1O1, wherein additional input received

frorn the user includes no spoken input.

IA
124. (Amended)

11

c{)
//a !r'1

t-r/ I

'\",0'

,,,
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(a) receiving a spoken natural language ("NL') request for desired information

from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interyretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request without requiring the

user to request said non-spoken rnodality;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

(f) using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and

(g) transmitting the selec'ted portion of the electronic data source from the

netlvbrf server to a client deviclof the user.

,'tt 2ft2 'l/
"128- (Amended) Th'e method of claim )Zl,wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation further includes deriving linguistic information by using a speech

recognition engine and an NL parser.

navigation query further includes the steps of extrasting an input template for an orrline

scripted interface to the data source, and using the input template to construct the

navigation query.

08/05102 15:23 FAX 732 @ ora

41, ,lv
W. $n rnded) The compute program of claim ffiwherein code segments (d!(e) arc

/reoeateduntilthe 
navigational query is deemed adequate.

41'/
/27. (Amended) A method for utilizing spoken natural language for navigating an

eleotronic data source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network

servers located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

,9'

r\t
': 
,'/'L2

' it)
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,W (Amended) The method of claim C6[wnerein the step of extractlng an input

r' template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted interface.

4y 17
t^tr1. (Amended) The method of claim 1Zl, wherein the navigation query is constructed

in the format of a database query language.

'fl 4Y
dZ. 6^"nded) The method of claim 1il, wherein the step of rcndering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

#.,o^"nded) The method of claim #,*n"run the step of rendering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a network mmputing deyice located, remotely from the user.

4cr 4'l/
r}4. (ntended) The method of claim $f , wherein the step of soliciting additional

input is performed in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during the step

of constructing a navigation query.

401q
tfS. (Rmended) The method of claim $4,whereirr the deficiencies inctude

unresolved words of the spoken NL request.

r/t 44 -

ffi.6^rnded) The method of claim M.*n rein the deficiencies include one or

qgre required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken NL requesl
/nJLAV A{,

J{7. (Amended) The method of claim 1/T,wherein the step of soliciting additionaf

input is perfonned in response to one or more defloiencies encountered after a first

navigation of the data source using the navigation query constructed in step (c).

@ ors

ti

i/
-.,/;
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{tz {
'tf{6nended) The method of claim ifif ,whereln the deficiencies include existence

/of 
morethan one data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query-

ri
1{;e.

,/
(Amended) The method of claim th?,wherein the deficiencies include failure to

identify a single data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

c$ 4f
14O. (Amended) The method of claim Til,wnerein the input modality of step (d)

includes selecting from a displayed oFtiorynenu.

ctu $)
fl.W^rnded) 

The method of claim 1-40, wherein the act of selecting from the

displayed option menu is perfonned by speaking.

,41 1?
142- (Amended) The method of clairn 177,wherein the method is perbrmed with

A respect to a plurali$ of simultaneous users and conesponding ctient devices.

,J 44 \{,l- 1fr. 6mended) The method of clalm l4f , furmer including the step of setecting the

data source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data sourues, in response to

the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

4$
{44. (Amended) The rnethod of claim 1ff7,wherein the electronic data source stores

multimedia content ihduding at least one of video content and audio content.

qb
{45. (Arnended) A system for utilizing spoken natural language to navigate an

electronic data source, the etectronic data source being located at one or more network

servers located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken natural language

fNL") request for desired information from the userl

L/

"7".;i ,,!

".i'

''ili\tL4
i
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

UOSER PATTERSON SEERIDi

spoken language processing logic, operable to render an intorpretation of

the spoken natural language request;

query construction loglc, operable to construct a navigation query in

response to the interpretation of the spoken natural language request

user interaction logic, operable to solicit additional input from the user,

including user interaction in a non-spoken modallty different than the

original request without requiring the user to request said non-spoken

modality;

query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon

the addilional input;

navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data source

using the navigation query; and

electron ic comrnu n ications infrastructure for tra nsmitting the selected

@ ore

\ eortion of the elestronic data source from the network server to a primarily

n ' stationary, display device located locally with the user.\-/l
r / rt,/Y 0ll ,/ 00' W. (Aniended) The system of claim tfS,wnerein the spoken language processing

fteicincludes speech recognition togic and an NL parsing logic for deriving linguistic

irrformation.

M. ro^rnded) The sptem of claim #,'*n nin the spoken language prucesslng

logic extracts an inpit template for arr online scripted interface to the data source, and

uses the input template to construct the navigation query.

q9 qD
J48. (Amended) The system of clalm 1./5, wherein the spoken language processing

logic dynarnically scrapes the online scripted interface.

.t.an qD
tf9\ (Amended) The system of claim f, wherein the query construction logic

constructs the query in the format ol {database query language.

. , s.l',..- 
.l

i.,
,|,

i i i,^,
iA
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'/ ./4(,/ ap
JBO. (Amended) The system of claim 145, wherein at least a portion of the spoken

/lunguuge processing logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with the

user, and wherein the portable microphone is electronically coupled to the local

computing device.

4u aU
)61. (Amended) The system of c,laim 1P, wherein at least a portion of the spoken

language processing logic is hosted on a network computing device located remotely

from the user, and wherein the portable microphone sends data to the remote network

computing device via the communications irrfrastructure.

oil 4D,
+&,. l\mended) The system of clairn fi,wherein the user interaction logic solicits

additional input in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during

construction of the navigation query.

qg q1
p.6-.nded) The system of claim |VL)wherein the deficiencles include unresolved

worde of the spoken NL request-

ffi4
)64. (Amended) The system of claim 152, wherein the defioiencies include one or

more required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken NL request.

-J
/

rP 4D
t/5. (A'mended) The system of claim lfr,wherein the user interaotion logic soliclts

additional input in response to one or more de{iciencies encountered after a first

navigation of the data source perfiormed bythe navigation logic.

;

!..r

rDI \6\)
J-59. (Amended) The system of claim ifS,wherein the deficiencies include existence

of more than one data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

l_6

',',iilr Itit4
'-rl, I
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fiPju2
lpT(Amended) The system of claim

/identfia 
single data record within the

p1
fi.(Anended) The system of claim

an option menu.

't pbIal ,t
189. (Amended) The system of claim)ffi, wherein the act of selec{ing from the

displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

f05qc
W.6mended) The system of claim lff,wherein the navigation logio selects the

data source from among a plurality of candidate elestronic data sources, in response to

the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

\d,
)fr,wherein the deficierrcies include failure to

data source responsive to the navigation query.
z\

D'
,65, wherein the user interaction logic displays

(pv49
l fl, t\-rnded) The system of .claim 4s,wherein the electlrrnic data source stores

L ) multimedla content including at lea# one of video content and audio content.

tv /l' 
l8j!1n^"no"o1 The system of ctaim il,*n*rrin the disptaydevice receives data

f,om tne ebctronic data source on the network serueni via a communications box.
rlr0) , /tD,

rti,1.1x^rnded) ihe system oI clalm'lf,wherein the electronic mmmunication

infrastructure is a two-way infrastructu 6 anAis setected fiom among one or more of the

following group: {cobxial cable, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic}.

ffl
J.84: (Amended) A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for

utiiiring spoken natural language fur rravigating an etectronic data sourae, the electronic

data source being located at one or more network serverc located remotely from a user,

comprising;

(a) a code segmentthat receives a spoken nafural language ("NL") request

for desired information from the user;

0 oeo

gtf
Itt-*\

tiii
L,f

I
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a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken nafural

language request;

a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation;

a code segment that solicits additional input from the user, including user

interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the original request

without requiring the userto request said non+poken modality;

a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the

additional inputs;

a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a portion

of the electronic data source; and

a code segment that transmits the selected portion of the electronic data

source from the network serverto a primarily stationary, display device

located locally with the user.
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(b)

(c)

(d)
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-W 
(Amended) The computer program of claim irt,turtn r comprising a code

segment that derives linguistic information by using a speech recognition engine and an

NL parser.

,ll 'oq
J,*b. lnr"nded) The computer program of ctaim ld,**urcomprrsrng a code

segment that extract an input template for an onlirfe scripted interf;aoe to the data

source, and a code segment that uses the input template to construct the navigation

query.

# ro^"nded) The computer program ot ,t^i^fr,turther comprising a code

segment that dynamically scnapes the online scripted interface.

.lh ,"4rl''J Iu)pt 6mnded) The computer program of claim 164, wherein the navigation query is

constructed in the format of a database query language.

,if ,; iiIir | | f,
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L4 ttvt t' \ 
nended) The com aim fi,wherein the deficiencies includet) ff. $mended) The computer program of clt

p unresolved words of the spoken NL request.

, \$ ttu,
l!A. @mended) The mmputer program of clairn 1/,wherein the deficiencies include

one or rnore required elements of the navigational query not determinable fiom the

interpretation of the spoken NL request.

'Q .^q
\\-\ \v)

ft.{Amended) The computer program of claim fi,wherein the code segment that

solicits the additional input solicits the additional input in response to one or mort)

deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the.data source.

tt\
(Amended) The computer program of claim 'l/(wherein the deflclencles include

19

t . .,"'"1
tll,LJ iti

tl. p1
Ae. (Amended) The computer program of claim lW,wnerein rendering of the

interpretation and the construcrtion of the navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.
/i, p1

Yo.lemended) The computer program of claim b4i*nerein the rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of a navigation query are performed, at least in part,

on a network computing device located remotely from the user.

| \\t LD1
&1. lXmended) The computer program of claim fr,whercin code segment that

solicib additional input solicits the additional input in response to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the constructing of the navigation query.

existence of more than one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

@ozz

"./t i

1,,''
1,t'

,{
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"f0. (nmended) The computer program of claim fi4,wherein the deficlencies include

failure to identifo a single data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query. ,*.-'?; lll\'-/ l" \', ,' -/"
fr1. (Amended) The computer program of claim@4, wherein code segmentthat

solicits additional input displays an option menu.

t'\,:"' ,?)U
i.,:,' . 1 "-"

"126. (Rmended) The computer program of claim)rt, wherein the ac't of selectirrg from

the displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

i

p(

, l\.{
i 2".
,fr.t6*.nded) The computerprogram oI elaim,.d4, wherein the cnde segments of

the computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and

corresponding client devices.

I i,.''
tre6. 6mended) The computer program of daimj64, further comprising a codo

segrnent that selects the data source from among a plurality of candldate electronic

datq sources, in response to the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

\/ rc\)
1il. 6mended) The computer program of claim-1.6'4, wherein the electronic data

source stores multimedia content including at least one of video content and audio

mntent.

(New) A method for utilizing spoken natural language for navigatlng an etectronic

datia source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural language ('NL') request for desired information

from the user;

,/--,/;
i .!'

j.,,/
,,r

,rtit ll!
L J"T\{

\a
!( Rlease add the following new claims: )
; \--- ,/i . '"'l*tl"-. t
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(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing'at least part of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from tho user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request, in accordanee with results

generated from said at least part of a navigation query;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

(f) using the refined navigation query to selecf a portion of the electrpnic data

source; and

(g) tr:ansmitting the selected pottlon of the electronic data source from the

network server to a client device of the user.
)\fr t71

y (New) The method of claim 1{12, wherein the input modality of step (d) includes

selecting from a displayed option menu.

,\A ,*$ll',1 t,./
18/. (New) The method of claim pG, wherein the act of selecting from the displayed
//

option menu is performed by speaking.

'gD-f86. (New) A method for utilizing spoken natural language for navigating an electronic

data source, the electronic data souroe being located at one or more network $ervers

located remotely fiom a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural language ("NL,) request for desired information

from the user; '

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spolten request;

(c) constructing at least paft of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input frcm the user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request, in nesponse to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the step of constructing said at least part of a

navigation query;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional lnput;

--(^,\i
;/

T.r
tltJ\"4
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the input modality of step (d) includes

@ ozs

qI
J

network serverto a client device
I

ftv
.*{f6. (New) The method of claim

\Y $l
N.Nro The method of claim ffi,'wherein the act of selecting from the displayed

option menu is performed by speaking.

(f) using the refined navigation query to select a portlon of the elec{ronlc data

source; and

(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

of the user.

w
195, wherein

selecting from a displayed option menu.

l
tl

ii
I
I
x

REMARKS

Applicants' representative would like to thank Primary Examiner David Wiley for
kindly taking a substantial amount of time on May 23,2OA2 to discuss the merits of the

subject invention in a face-to-face Examiner Interview. Applicants' representative is

aware of the time mnstnaint that is placed on the Examiner and is appreciatrVe of the

Examineds willingness to devote such large quantity of time to discuss the caEe on the

merit.

In view of the following discussion, the Applicarrts submltthat none of the claims

now pending in thb application are anticipated under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. g 103.

Thus, the Applicants believe that all of these claims are nCIw in allowable form.

I. MISNUMBERING OF GLAIMS

.. The Examiner has conectly detected that the claims (1-71) added in the

Preliminary Amendment dated June 30, 2000 to replace the originally filed claims 1-SS

were lnconectly numbered. The Examiner, in tum, renumbered these claims as 56-

126 in the Office Action dated April 24, 2001.

However, Applicants also filed a second preliminary Amendment,B" on

september 12,2000 that re-inserted the original claims 1-ss. Again, Applicants
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misnumbered these claims as72-126. Applicants now believe that these claims should

be renumbered as claims 127-181. In fact, Applicants previously requested Examiner

Backerto acknowledge these claims in Applicants' Prcliminary Amendment dated April

10,2AA2 that was filed In conjunction with a RCE. However, the Examiner is

completely silent as to the status of these claims in the present Office Ac'tion.

This issue was brought to the attention of Pdmary Examiner David Wley during

the Examiner Interuiew. The Examiner acknowtedged the existence of these claims

and indicated that the agreement reached during the Examiner Interview is equally

applicable to these claims.

To assist the Examiner and as agreed during the Examiner Interview, Applicants

have affirmatively amended claims 56-181 as shown above to reflect the proper

numbering. Thus, renumbering these claims are purely cosmetic and do not nanow the

scope of the claims. Applicants betieve that ctaims 127-181are also cunently pending

in the present application

Appllcants sincerely apologize forthe confuslon created by the misnumbering,

but Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner venff the status of claims 127-181

in the next Office Action or Notice of Allowance. Namely, these claims have not been

rejected or allowed

It. REJECTIoN o; GLATM$ 56-126 UNDER 35 U.S.G. S 103

The Exarnlner has rejected clalms 56-126 in Paragraphs 2-35 of the Office

Action as being unpitentable overthe Levin et al. patent (US Patent 6,179,279 issued

January 9, 2001, herelnafter refened to as Levin) in view of French-St. George et al.

(US Patent 6,012,030, issued January 4, 2000, herelnafter refened to as French). The

rejection is respectfully traversed.

Levin teaches "a method of using at least one natural language query to rctrieve

infurmation from one or rnore data resources and further performing a requested action

using the retrieved information is disclosed". (See Lavin, Golumn 2, lines 15-18)

Namely, Levin teaches a rnethod for using natural language queryto obtain Information,

08/05/02 L6:27 FAX 732 59r
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where upon receipt of the requested information, a desired action is executed based

upon the requested information. To illustrate, Levin prcvides the example, where a

user emptoys natuml language to request the telephone number of a restaurant. Upon

receipt of the telephone number, the telephone number is actually dialed forthe user.

(See Levin, Column 3 line 62 to Column 4, line 1)

French teaches a management of speech and audio prompts and interface, in

multimodal user interfaces. Specifically, the system is designed to detect and

dynamically switches the speech interface into background mode or foregrcund mode

in response to the user's cunent interaction modality. In the background mode, the

speech interface can only respond to a very limited set of voice commands. (See

French, Column 3, lines 20'57)

During the Examiner Interview, Applicants directed the Examine/s attention to

the fact that French is a layer by layer system, i.e., a system that repeatedly asks

questlons and waits for a response before issuing the next response, whereas Levin is

a natural language query system. Thus, the combination of the alleged references was

challenged by the Applicants.

Second, assuming, arguendo, that the alleged combination was proper, the

cpmbination stillfalls short of making Applicants' lnvention obvious. Namely,

Applicants' invention solicits additional input from the user, including user interaotion in

a non-spoken moOality different than the original request without requiring the user to

request the ndn-spoken modalitv. ln contrast, Levin is completely devoid of any

disclosure pertaining'to a different modality of interaetlon and French's invention is tied

to the constant need to detect what the user is doing and shifting the speech interface

back and forth between background and ficreground modes. The Examiner agreed

during the Examiner Interview that the alleged combination would not make Applicants'

invention obvious.

However, the Examiner suggested that a clarification of step d) in the

independent claims would be appropriate. Although Applicants believe that the cunent

language would ovencome the present obviousness reJec'tion, Applicants nevertheless
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agreed to clarifo step d) in the independent clalms. $pecifically, Applicants amended all

the independent claims to recite the term

non-spoken modalitf.

However, fur the record, Applicants position is that this term is pnovided purely to

clarifu the claim. The Examiner indicated that such clarification would be acceptable.

Therefore, the Applicants respectfully submit that independent claims 58, 82,

101, 127, 145, and 164 are not made obvious by the Levin and French references. As

such, claims 56, 82, 1A1, 127,145, and 164 fully satisff the requirements of 35 U.S.G-

$103 and are patentable thereunder.

Glaims 57-81, 83-100, 1A2426, 128-144,146-163 and 16b-181 depend, either

directly or indirectly, frorn ctaims 56, 82, 101,127,145, and 164 and recite additional

features therefor. Since Levin and French failto make obvious Applicants' invention as

reoited in Applicants' independent claims 56, 82, 1 01, 127, 145, and 1M, dependent

cfaims 57-81,83-100, 102-126, 128-144, 146-163 and 165-1 81 are also not made

obvious under 35 U.S.C. S 103 and are allowable forthe same reason noted above,

ilt. NEW CLATMS 182-187

In addressing the Examine/s concem perlaining to the clarification of step d) in

Applicants'independent claims, Applicants have added new independent claims 182

and 185 to addresE this issue in a different manner. Specifically, Applicants'new

independent claims recite the term "in accordance with results genenated from said at

least part of a navigation que4/ and 'in response to one or more deficiencies

encountered during the step of constructing said at least part of a navigation query",

respectively. Support for these claims can be found in Applicants' specification, page

17, line 7 to page 19, line g. However, support for these claims may also exist in other

sections of Applicants' application.

In brief, Applicants' invention allows the system to present a hon-spoken

modality of interaction to the user based upon the resulte generated by performing the

partial navigation query. For example, the system evaluates the results (e.g., a short

08/05/,02 L6:27 FAX 732 53C
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list of choices) generated by the partial navigation QUeu, and may reallze that

additional user input is necessary. At this point, the system elects to Interact with the
user in a non-spoken modality, G.g., presenting the short list of choices on a disptay

according to results generated.

Alternatively, the system may evaluate the navigation query itself, (i.e., without
performing the navigation query) and may realize that additionat user input is necessary

to fully construct the navigation query. Based on the deficiencies encountered, the

system will elect to interact with the user in a non-spoken modality. These approaches

will allow the user to quickly refine the navigation query, thereby providing a sense of
progress to the user.

Forthe reasons presented above, Appticants submit that independent claims

182 and 165 and dependent claims 183-184 and 186-187 are also patentable over the

cited references. Since claims 182-187 are supported by Applicants' specificailon; no

new matter is introduced.

Concluslon

Thus, the Applicants submit that all of these claims now fully satisff the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. 5103. Consequentlp the Applicants believe that a[ these

claims are presently in condition for allowance. Accordingly, both reconsideration of
this application and its swifi passage to issue are eamesily solicited.

lf, however,ine Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues requiring

the lssuance of a flnal office action in any of the claims now pending in the applicatiorr,

it is requested that th'e E:<aminer telephone Mr. Kin-Wah Tons. Esq. at (TgZ)530-9404

so that appropriate arangements can be made for resolving such issues as

expeditiously as possible.

Respec{fu lly su bm ift ed,

Kin-Wah Tong,
Reg. No,39,400
(t32) 530-9404
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Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702
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Appendix

(Marked-up version of amended claims)

t1] tr. ffwice Amended) A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user interastion in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request without requiring the user to

request said non-spoken modality;

refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the elestrpnic data

source; and

transmifting the setected portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a client device of the user.

[2] 57. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation further includes deriving linguistic information by using a speech

remgnition engine and a linguistic parser,

[3] 58. (Amended) The method of claim [1] gg, wherein the step of constructing a

navigation query further includes the steps of extr:acting an input template for an online

scripted interf;ace to the data source, and using the input template to construct the

navigation query.

[4] 59. (Amended) The method of claim [3] 58, wherein the step of extrac'ting the input

template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted interface.
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t51@.(Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the navigation query is

constructed in the format of a database query language.

[6] 61. (Amended) The method of claim [1J 56, wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigatlon query are perftrmed, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

V|62. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, whereln the step of rendering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query ar,e performed, at least in

part, on a network computing device located rernotely from the user.

t8l 63. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the step of soliciting additional

input is performed in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during the'step

of construc'ting a navigation query.

t9l M.(Amended) The method of claim [B] 63, wherein the deficiencies include

unresolved words of the spoken request

[10] 65. (Amended) The method of claim [8] 63, wherein the deficiencies include one or

more required elements of the navigatlonal query not detenninable from the

interpretation of the spoken request.

11U gg. (Amended) The method of claim [1J 56, wherein the step of soliciting additional

input is performed in response to one or morc deficiencies encountered after a first

navigation of the data source using the navigation query constructed in step (c).

l12l67. (Amended) The method of claim [11] 66, wherein the deficiencies include

existence of more than one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation guery.

29 ,'1-1
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[13] 6E. (Amended) The method of claim [11] 66, wherein the deficiencies include

failure to identify a single data record withln the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

[14] 69. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the additional input is soticited

upon receiving a user-input statement that additional information is requlred.

[15] 70. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the step of sollciting the

additional input includes presenting a menu to the user on the client device of the user.

tl6121. (Amended) The method of claim [U 50, wherein the step of solicitlng the

additional input includes presenting a textual request forthe additional input.

F4e- (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the step of soliciting the

additional input includes an audible request forthe additional input.

[18J 73. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, whereirr the step of soliclting'the

additional input includes presenting a list of portions of the electronic data source that

match the navigational query.

[19] 74. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, whereln additional input received from

the user is at least partially speech based.

[20] 75. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein additional input received from

the user includes no spoken input.

121176. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein steps (dF(e) are repeated until

the navigational query is deemed adequate.
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122177. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the input modality of step (d)

includes selecting ftom a displayed option menu.

123178. (Amended) The method of claim 12477. whereln the act of selecting from the

displayed option menu is performed by speaking-

t24)L9-. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 5-6, wherein the method is performed with

respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and conesponding client devices.

[25] 80. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, turther including the step of selecting

the data source from among a plur:ality of candidate electronic data sources, in

response to the interpretation of the spoken request.

1261 81. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the electronic data source

stores multimedia content including at lea$t one of video content and audio content.

12482. ffwice amended) A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

soltrce, the electronic data source being located at one or mone network server5

located remotely from a user, the $y$tem comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for desired

information from the,user;

(b) language processlng logic, operable to render an interpretation of the spoken

request;

(c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query in response

to the interpretation of the spoken reguest;

(d) user interaction logic, operable to solicit additional input from the user,

including user interac'tion in a non-spoken modality different than the original request

without requiring the use.r to request said non-sooken rnodalitv;

@ocq
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(e) query refining loglc, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;

(f) navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the elestronic data source

using the.navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infrastructure fortransmitting the selected portion

of the electronic data source frorn the network serverto a primarily stationary, display

device located locally with the user.

[28] 83. (Amended) The system of claim 12|,82, wherein the language processlng logic

includes speech recognition logic and an linguistic parsing logic forderiving linguistic

information.

[29] M. (Amended) The system of claim [27] $!, wherein the language processing logic

extracts an input template for an. online scripted interface to the data source, and uses

the input template to construct the navigation query.

[30] g5-. (Amended) The system of claim [29] 84, whercin the language processing logic

dynamically scrapes the online scripted interface.

131] 86. (Amended) The system of ctaim lzn Ez,wherein the query construction logic

constructs the query in the format of a database query language.

l32l fl. (Amended) The system of claim l27l$z,wherein at least a portion of the

{anguage processirrg logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with the

user, and wherein the portable microphone ls elestronlcatly coupled to the local

computing device.

[33] 88. (Amended) The system of claim 127182, wherein at least a portion of the

language processirtg logic is hosted on a network computing deviee located remotely
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from the user, and wherein the portable microphone sends data to the rcmote network

computing device via the communications infrastructure.

t34l €- (Amended) The system of claim l2n92, wherein the user interaction logic

solicits additional input in response to one or more deficiencles encountered during

construction of the navigation query.

[35] 90. (Amended) The system of claim [34] 89, whereln the deficiencles include

unresolved words of the spoken request.

[36] 91. (Amended) The system of claim [34] 89, wherein the deficienoies include one

or rnore required elements of the navigational query not determinable ftom the

interpretation of the spoken request.

t34 92. (Amended) The system of claim l27182,wherein the user interaction logic

solicits additional input in response to one or more deflclencies encountered after a first

navigation of the data source performed bythe navigation logic.

[38] 93. (Amended) The system of claim 137192, wherein the deficiencies include

existence of morclhan one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

t39l 94. (Amended) The system of claim [34 9e, wherein the deficiencies include failure

to identiff a single data record within the data source responsive to the navigation

query.

I40l 95. (Amended) The system of claim VnEz,wherein the user interaction logic

displays an option menu.
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[41] 96. (Amended) The system of claim [40] 95, wherein the act of selecting from the

displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

142197. (Amended) The system of claim 1277&, wherein the navigation logic selects

the data source from among a plurality of candidate elec,tronic data sourceg, in

response to the interpretation of the spoken request.

[43] 98. (Amended) The system of claim 12|_82, whereln the electronic data source

stores multlmedia content including at least one of video content and audio content.

[44] 99. (Amended) The system of claim 121182, wherein the display device receives

data from the electronic data source on the network servers via a communications box.

l45l lgg. (Amended) The system of claim Izn 82, wherein the electronic

communication infrastructure is a two-way infrastructure and is selected from among

one or more of the following group: {coaxial cable, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-

optic).

[46] 101. (Twice amended) A computer program embodied on a computer readable

medium for speech-based navigation of an electronlc data source, the electronic data

source being located at one or more network servers located remotely from a user,

comprising: '

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information from

.the usen

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navlgation query based

upon the interpretation;

(d) a code segment that solicits additional input fiom the user, including user

interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the orfginal request without requiring

@osz

.!r'" I l
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the user to request said non-spoken modality;

(e) a code segment thai refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

input;

(f) a code segment that uses the refined navlgation query to select a portion of

the electronic data source; and

(g) a code segment that transmils the selected portions of the electronic data

source fmm the network serverto a primarily stationary, display device located locally

with the user.

l{n 1O2. (Amended) The computer program of clalm [46] 101, further comprising a

code segment that derives linguistic information by using a speech recognition engine

and a linguistic parser.

[48] 109. (Amended) The computer program of claim [4q 101 , turther comprising a

code segment that extract an input template for an online scripted Intefface to the data

source, and a code segment that uses the input template to consfuuct the navigation

query.

[49] 104. (Amended) The computer prognam of claim [48] 103, further comprising a

code segment that dynamicatly scrapes the online scripted interface.

FOl 105. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] 101 , wherein the navigation

query is constructed in the format of a database query language.

[51] 106. (Amended) The computer progmrh of clairn [46] 101, wherein rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are perficrmed, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

[52] 107. (Amended) The compute program of claim [46] 101, wherein the rendering of

08/05102 15:30 FAX 732 530
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the interpretation and the construction of a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a network computing device located remotely from the user.

[53] 1 08. (Amended) The computer prc,gram of claim [46] { 01, wherein code segment

that solicits additional input soliciF the additiondl input in response to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the constructing of the navigation query.

[54] 109. (Amended) The computer program of daim [53J 108, wherein the deficlencies

include unresolved words of the spoken request.

t55M-Q. (Amended) The computer prcgmm of claim [53] 10E, wherein the deficiencies

include one or more required elements of the navigational query not determinable from

the interpretation of the spoken request.

t56l 1 1 1. (Amended) The computer prograrn of claim [46] 101, wherein the code

segment that solicits the additional input solicits the additional input in response to one

or more deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the data source.

l57l 112. (Amended) The computer program of clalm [56] 111, wherein the deflclencies

include existence df more than one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

[58] 1 13. (Amended) The computer prcgram of claim 1571112, wherein the deficiencies

include failure to identifu a single data record within the data source responsive to the

rravigation query.

[59] 114. (Arnended) The computer prograrn of claim [46] 101, wherein code segment

that solicits additional input displays an option menu.

..--"/"). !r,

v
,".l
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160l llE. (Amended) The computer program of claim [59] 114, wherein the act of

selecting from the displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

[61] 116. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] l_0'!_, wherein the code

segments of the computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous

users and conesponding client devices,

[62] 117. (Amended) The computer progmm of claim [46] 10:'t, further comprising a

code segment that selests the data source frorn among a plurality of candidate

electronic data sources, in response to the interpretation of the spoken request.

[63] 1 18. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] 101 , whercin the electronic

data source stores multimedia content including at least one of video content and audio

content.

[64] 119. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] '101, whereln the additional

input is solicited upon receiving a user-input statement that additional lnformation is

required-

t55l 120. lAmenddd) The computer program of olaim [46] 101 , wherein the code

segment that solicits the additional input includes a code segment that presents a menu

to the user on the cllent device of the user.

t691 gt. (Amended) The computer progmm of claim [46] 101, whereln the code

segment that solicits the additional input includes a code segmerrt that presents a

textual request for the additional input.

I6n 122. (Amended) The computer prc,gram of claim [46] 101, wherein the code

segment that solicits the additlonal Input includes a code segment that produces an
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audible request for the additional input.

[68] 123. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] 101, wherein the code

segment that solicits the additional input includes a code segmerrt that presents a list of

portions of the electronic data source that match the navigatlonal query.

1691 124. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] 101 , wherein additional input

received from the user is at least partially speech based.

f/0] 125. (Amended) The computer progrErm of claim [46] l-E[, whereln addltlonal input

received from the user includes no spoken input.

It11126. (Amended) The compute program of claim [46] 1O1, whercin code segments

(d)-(e) are repeated untilthe navigational query is deemed adequate.

V21127. (Amended) A method for utilizing spoken nafural language for navigating an

electronic data source, the electronic data source being located at one or rnore network

servers located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural language ('Nn request for desired information

from the use[

renderlng an lnterpretation of the spoken request;

constr0cting at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interpretation;

soliciting additional input from the user, including user interac'tion in a non-

spoken modali$ different than the original request without requiring the

userto request said non-spoken mod+litv;

refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and
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(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

network server to a client device of the user.

V3l W.(Amended) The rnethod of clairn Vzl127, wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation further includes deriving linguistic information by using a speech

recognition engine and an NL parser.

V4l 12g.(Amencted) The method of claim VTl1il7,whercin the step of constructing a

navigation query further includes the steps of extracting an input template for an online

scripted interface to the data source, and using the input template to construct the

navigation query.

t75] 130. (Amended) The rnethod of claim f/4] 129, wherein the step of extracting an

input template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted interface.

f/61 131. (Amended) The method of claim VZJ 127 , wherein the navigatlon query is

constructed in the format of a database query language.

Vn &. (Amended) The method of claim ff27 W-, wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation and'the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a cornputing device located locally with the user.

tfEl 133. (Amended) The method of claim VLlEwherein the step of rendering an

tnterpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a network computing deviee located remotely from the user.

t79l 134. (Amended) The method of claim V\1Zl,wherein the step of soliciting

additional input is performed in response to one or more deficiencies encountered

during the step of constructing a navigation query
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t80l -1&' (Amended) The method of claim [7g! lg4,wherein the deficiencies include
unresolved words of the spoken NL request.

l81l l-3Q' (Amended) The method of claim Vgl lg4,,wherein the deficiencies incrude
one or more required elements of the navigational guery not determinable from the
interpretation of the spoken NL request..

[82] 132' (Arnended) The method of claim V21 lzr,wherein the step of soliciting
additional input is performed in response to one or more defictencies encountered after
a first navigation of the data source using the navigation query oonstructed ln step (c).

t83l l-Eg' (Amended) The nethod of claim [82! lar,wherein the deficiencies include
existence of rnore than one data record within the data source responsive to the
navigation query.

t84ll-39' (Amended) The method of claim [821137,wherein the deffciencies inctude
failure to identify a single data record within the data source responsive tothe
navigation query.

t85l l@. (Amended) The method of claim lrzllz7.,wherein the input modality of step
(d) includes sefecting fqm a displayed option menu.

t86ll-1'1 (Amended) The method of clalm [85] 14q, wherein the act of seteting from
the displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

Fn 1E (Amended) The method of claim V2) Jn,wherein the method is rcrformed
with respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and coresponding client derioes.

@ ols
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[88] 143. (Amended) The method of clalm V211n, turtherincluding the step of

selecting the data source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data $ourc€s,

in response to the interpretation of the spoken NL request,

[89] 144. (Amended) The method of claim VZl127, wherein the electncnic data source

stores multimedia content including at least one of video corrtent and audio content.

[90] 145. (Amended) A system for utilizing spoken natural language to navigate an

electronic data source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network

servers located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken nafural language

("NL") request for desired irtformation from the user;

spoken language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of

the spoken natural language request;

query construction logic, operable to csnstruct a navigation query in

response to the interpretation of the spoken natural language request;

user interaction logtc, operable to soticit additfonal input from the user,

including user interaction in a non-spoken modalip dlfferent than the

original request without reouiring the userto request said non-spoken

modalit.v;

query refining logic, operable to nefine the navigation query, based upon

the adbitional input;

navigation loglc, operable to select a portion of the etectronic data source

using the navigation query; and

electro n ic co m mu n icatio ns infrastructu re for tra nsmittin g th e selected

portion of the electronic data source from the network seruer to a primarily

stationary, display device located locally with the user.

T'
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[91J 146. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 145, wherein the spoken language

processing logic includes speech recognition logic and arr NL parsing logic for deriving

Iinguistic information.

1921147. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 1J5, wherein the spoken language

processing logic extracts an input template for an ontine scripted interface to the data

sorlrce, and uses the input template to construct the navigation query.

l93l L1g. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 145, wherein the spoken language

processing logic dynamically scrapes the online scripted interface.

I94l l-€. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 145, wherein the query construction

logic mnstructs the query in the format of a database query language.

[95] 150. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 14q, wherein at least a portion of the

spoken language processing logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with

the user, and wherein the portable microphone is electronically coupled to the local

computing device.

[g6J 151. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 145, wherein at least a portion of the

spoken language processing logic is hosted on a netwo* computing device located

remotely from the Lser, and wherein the portable microphone sends data to the remote

network computing device via the oommunications inhastrueture.

[g7l 15-e. (Amended) The system of claim [g0l 145, wherein the user interaction logic

solicits additional input in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during

construction of the navigation query.

08/05i02 15:33 FAX 732 530
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[98] 153. (Amended) The system of claim 19| 152, wherein the deficiencies include

unresolved words of the spoken NL request.

[99] 154. (Amended) The system of claim 197115?, wherein the deficiencies include

one or more required etements of the navigational iuery not determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken NL request,

110011-8. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 1i5, wherein the user interaction logic

solicits additional input in rcsponse to one or more defibiencies encountered after a first
:

navigation of the data source performed by the navigation logic.

i

[101] 156. (Amended) The system of claim [100] i55, wherein the deficiencies include

existence of more than one data record within ttre data source responsive to the

navigation query.

11021157. (Amended) The system of claim [100] 155, wherein the deficiencies include

failure to identifiT a single data record within the daia source responsive to the

navigation query.

t1031 l5g. (Amended) The system of clairn [100] 155, whereln the user Interac'tion

logic displays an option menu.

[1 04] 159. (Amended) The system of claim [103] '!58, wherein the act of selecting from

the displayed option menu is performed by speaking,

i

[105] 160. (Amended) The system of claim [90] l_45, wherein the navlgation logic

selects the data source from among a plurallty of cAndidate electronic data sources, in

response to the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

43
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language request;

a code segment that constructs at te{st pa* of a navigation query based

upon the interPretation;

a code segment that solicits additional input trom the user, including user

interaction in a non-$paken modality pifferent than the orlginal request

a code segment that refines the naviiation query, based upon the

additional inputs;
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[106] 161. (Amended) The system of claim t90l 14+, wherein the etec{ronic data

source stores multimedia content includlng at least one of vldeo contertt and audio

content.

t10n jg. (Amended) The system of claim I90l 14F,whereln the display device

receives data from the electronic data source on thd network serverc via a

communications box.

[10e] 104. (Amended)
i

A computer program embodied on a computer readable

[108] 163. (Amended) The system of claim [90] L45, wherein the eleetronic

communication infrastructure is a two-way infrastructure and is selected from arnong

one or more of the following group: {coaxial cabte,;DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular,

fiber-optic) i

medium for utilizing spoken natural language for nd,vigating an elestronic data source,

the electronic data source being located at one or r,nore network seryers located

remotely from a user, comPrising: 
I

(a) a code segment that receives a spokin natural language ('NL") reque$t

for desired information from the user;t

a code segment that renders an interirretatlon of the spoken natural(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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a code segmentthat uses the refined havigation query tO select a portion

of the electronlc data source; and i

a code segment that transmits the selfcted porUon of the electronic data

source from the network Eerverto a pdimarily stationary, display device

located locally with the user.

[1 101 165. (Amended) The computer program of claim [109] 1S4, turther comprising a

code segment that derives linguistic information by lrsing a speech recognition engine

and an NL parser.

[1 1 1] 166. (Amended) The computer program of claim [109] 164, turther comprising a

code segment that extract an input template for an pnline scripted Interface to the data

source, and a code segment that uses the input terirplate to cpnstruet the navigation

query.

0

(g)

11121167.(Amended) The computer program of c'laim [111] 166, turther comprising a

code segment that dynamically scrapes the online pcripted interface.

11131 lljg. (Amended) The computer program ot itaim [109] 1&1, wherein the
t

navigation query is constructed in the format of a dbtabase query language'

[114J 169. (Amend.ed) The computer program of blaim [109] 164, wherein rendering of

the interpretation arrd the construction of the navightion query are performed, at least in

pail, on a computing device located locally with thd user.

i

11151 170. (Amended) The computer program of &aim [109] 164, wherein the

rendering of the interpretation and the constructiort of a navigation query are performed,

at least in part, on a network computing device located remotely from the user.
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[1 16] 171. (Amended) The computer program of clhim [109] J&t, wherein code

segment that solicits additional input solicits the adciitional input in response to one or

more deficiencies encountered during the constructlng of the navigation query-
,

.l

111f;172. (Amended) The computer program of ilaim [116] J71, whereirr the
I

deficiencies include unresolved words of the spokeh NL request-

tl 1Bl lzt. (Amended) The computer Program of ciaim [1 1 6] 171 , wherein the

deficiencies include one or more required elementsof the navigatlonalquery not

determinable from the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

I

l11gt1T4. (Amended) The computer program of claim [109] 164, wherein the code

segment that solicits the additionat input solicits thei additional input in response to one

or more deficiencies encountered afier a first navigbtion of the data source-

11201 175. (Amended) The computer program of ilaim [119] IZL wherein the

deficiencies include existence of more than one data record within the data source

responsive to the navigation query.

[121] 176. (Amended) The computer program of claim 11191174, wherein the

deficiencies include failure to identify a singte data:record within the data source

respon$ive to the nivigation query. :

l122l1lz.(Amended) The computer Program of ctaim [109] 164, wherein code

segment that solicits additional Input displays an option menu.

i

[123] 17g. (Arnended) The computer program of ilaim 11221177,wherein the act of

selecting from the displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

I

@ons
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11241179. (Amended) The computer program of claim [109] 164, wherein the code

segmerrts of the computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous

users and corresponding client devlces.

i

t1251 180. (Amended) The computer prograrn of ciaim [109] 164, further comprising a

code segment that setests the data source from aniong a plunality of candidate

electronic data sources, in response to the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

,
i

t1261 1 81 . (Amended) The computer program of claim [109J l-64,, wherein the

electronic data source stores multimedia content iqcluding at least one of video content

and audio content.

182. (New) A method for utilizing spoken natural language for navigatlng an elestronic

data source, the electronic data source being locatbd at one or more network servers

located remotely from a u$er, comprising the steps, of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural language ('NL") requestfor desired information

from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing at least part of a rravigation jquery based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, {nduding user interac-tion in a non-

spoken modality different than the original requesti in accordance with results

gerrerated from saib at least part of a navigation Qlery;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additionat input;

. 0 using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and 
I

(g) transmitting the selected portion of the etectronic data source fiom the

network server to a client device of the user. i

183. (New) The method of claim 182, wherein the input modallty of step (d) includes
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selecting from a displayed option menu.

184. (New) The method of claim 183, wherein the qct of selecting from the displayed

option menu is performed by speaking.

185. (New) A method for utilizing spoken natural tafgu"ge for navigating an electronic

data source, the etectronic data source being locatAd at one or morc network servers

located remotely from a user, comprising the stepsiof:

(a) receiving a spokerr natural language fN+') request for desired information

from the user; 
i

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken;request;

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation cuery based upon the interpretation;

(d) sollciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request,;in response to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the step of construc{ing said at least part of a

navigation query;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upop the additional input;

(f) using the refined navigation query to selept a portion of the electronic data
i

source; and 
i

(g) transmitting the selected portion of the eJectronic data source ftom the

network server to a client device of the user.

186. (New) The method of claim 185, wherein the ipput modality of step (d) includes

selecting from a displayed optlon menu.

187. (New) The rnethod of claim 186, whereln the 
1ct 

of selecting ftom the displayed

optlon menu is performed by speaking.

@ osr
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Notice of Allowability

Application No.

09/524,095

Appllcant(s) 
{__

HALVERSON ET AL.
EXamrner

Firmin Backer

AN UNN

3621

- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheetwlth the corrcspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS lS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. lf not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY lS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. fi fnis communication is responsiveto Ausust f , 2002.

2. I The allowed claim(s)islare 56-187.

3. I Tne drawings filed on _ are accepted by the Examiner.

4. ! Rct<nowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. S 119(a)-(d) or (f),

a)[ All b) [ Some. c) ! None of the:

1. I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. _ .

3. I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
. Certified copies not received:

5. I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. $ 119(e) (to a provisional application).

(a) ! Tne translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.

6. ! Acknowfedgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. SS 120 andlor 121.

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements noted
below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD lS NOT EXTENDABLE.

7. I A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLAMTION must be submifted. Note the aftached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

8. x CORRECTED DRAWINGS must be submitted.
(a) fl including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) [ hereto or 2) E to Paper No. _.
(b) ! including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed 

-, 

which has been approved by the Examiner.

(c) [ including changes required by the attached Examine/s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of Paper No. _.
ldentifying indicia such as tne applicltion number (see 37 GFR 1.S4(c) should be written on the drawings in the top margin (not the back)
of each sheet. The drawings should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal letter addressed to the Official Draftsperson.

9. n DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1[ Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 2[ Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3! Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 4fl Interview Summary (PTO*413), Paper No._ .

sK Information Disclosure Statements (PTO-1449), Paper No. /3 6! Examineds AmendmenUComment
7! Examine/s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8fi Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

of Biological Material 9E Other

PTO-37 (Rev. 04-01) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No. 31Page 273 of 314



1.

2.

Application/Control Number: 09 I 524,09 5

ArtUnit:3621
Page2

Response to Amendment

This is in response to an amendment file on August 7h,2002. Claims 56,82 and 101

have been amended and claims 127-187 have been added. Claims 56-187 are pending in the

letter.

Allowahle Subj ect Matter

Claims 56-187 are allowed.

The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance:

a. Applicants teach an inventive concept for navigating network-based electronic

data sources in response to spoken natural language input request. Applicants' inventive

concept if novel and innovative in the sense that upon emerging of error or ambiguities in

the interpretation of the spoken natural language, the system solicits additional input for

the user in non-spoken modality that is different from the original request without

requiring the user to request the non-spoken modality.

Any commerits considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

paynent of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue

fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Allowance."
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Application/Control Number: 09 I 524,09 5

Art Unit: 3621

Page 3

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Firmin Backer whose telephone number is (703) 305-0624. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Thu 8:30-6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, James Trammell can be reached on (703) 305-9768. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are (703) 305-7687 for regular

communications and (703) 305-7687 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 308-1113.
A
t//t tifu{r"a*

1frir i"B{cker
/ November 21,2002 .

SUPERI/ISOHY PATEI{T E(A,iII}.IER

TECHNOLOGY CEiITER 3600
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Urlied Stat€r Patont
Add&.s: CO 

'I4ISSIONERWashingtd, D.C.
www.usP6.gw

tal612002

NOTTCE"pF ALIOWANCE AI\D FEE(S) DUE +11
EXAMINER

BACKER, FIRMIN
PERKINS COIE LLP
IOI JEFFERSONDRIVE
MENLO PARK. CA 94025.1114 ARTUNIT I CLASS.SUBCLASS

709-2180003621

DATE MAILED I 12/ 1 6 /2002

I eppucaloNNo. I RlrNcunrr ] TIRSTNAMEDINVENToR I ATToRNEYDoCKETNo. I coNrlRMATIoNNo' I
| .ur--vr---Y..-,Y, t r I r I

Christine Halvenon SRIIP037 6294

TITLE OF INVENTION: NAVIGATING NETWORK.BASED
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION USING SPOKEN NATTJRAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH

Arplll:ypE T suell eNrlry I ssw rer I runucerlou rre I rorru, ru1s; lur I DATE DUE

nonprovisional YES 03t17t2003

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
pRosBcuTroN QN THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THrS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
rlils.q,PPLICATION IS SUNTNCT TO WITH-RAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATWE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON

PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN TIIREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY
pERroD CANNOT BE EXTENpEp. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE REFLECTS A CREDIT
rON.q,NV PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION. TIIE PTOL.8sB (OR AN EQUIVALENT)
MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVEN IF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE APPLICATION WILL BE REGARDED AS

ABANDONED.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, veriff your current
SMALL ENTITY status: r

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown
above.

B. If the status is changed, pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required)
and twice thb amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above and notiff the
United States Patent and Trademark Offrce of the change in status, or

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check the box below and enclose
the PUd'LICATION FEE andll2'the ISSUE FEE shown above.

tr Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status.
See 37 CFR 1.27.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL should be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Offtce (USPTO) with
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be

iompleted and retumed. If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be

completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to

Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 1.2, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibitity to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

PTOL-85 (REV. 04-02) Approved for use through 0l/3 l/2004'
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Box ISSIiE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D,C.20231
(703)7464000

iop.bi,'iate"-Airn,'tli;;cd*;d;;d;"i-inc-tuaii,iriiJ-Fiteiiil-?ana"i-_oroerianEnotificationofmaintc'nancdfeeswillbemailedtothtdunt
ii{i.i.'t3ii"i'r]..Jiii,.i-".t'ii6jtdiT?f;i;d;fa*G'i'i6i,o;[i;b'(;i;1diryfg;niwiorresponaenceaddress;and/or(b)indicating
maintenance fee notifications,

Note: A ceruilcat€ ol maill
Fee(s) Transmitul. ThisFee(s) Transmittal. This -certificatb cannot be used for any other
accririrpanying papers. Each additional paper,- such as an assignment or
formafdrawii'g, niust have its own certifidafe of mailing or hansmission.

7590 wrcn002

PERKINS COIE LLP
IOl JEFFERSONDRIVE
MENLO PARK, CA 94025-III4

Certllicate of Maillng or Transmlsslon
I herebv certifu 0rat this Fee(s) Transmittsl is beine deDosited with the
Uniled States Pbstal Service with zufficient postage foi firs-t class mail in an
envelope addresscd to the Box Issue Fee address above, or being facsimile
transmitted to the USPTO. on the date indicated below.

09t524,095

TITLE OF INVENTION: NAVIGATINC NETWORK-BASED
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

Christine Halverson

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION USING

sRIlP037

SPOKEN NATTJRAL LANGUAGE

6294

INPUT WITH

BACKER. FIRMIN 3621 7O9.2I8OOO

fr"f?T;ril*"tspondence 
address or indication of "Fee Address" (37

O Chanse ofcorrespondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address-form PTO/SB/l 22) attached.

E "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47: Rev 03-02 or niore recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is iequired,

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (printortype)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assisnee is identified below, no assigree data will appear on the palent. Inclusion ofassignee data iq on]y appropri4te when an assignment has

been previously submitted to the-IJSPTO or is being subriritted un?er separate cove:r. Completion ofthis form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment'

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category op categories ('ivill not be printed on the patent) O .aitiaU O totporatiot o

tr The Commissioner is hereby authorized by chargc the requircd fee(s),_or credit any ovelpayment, to
Deposit Account Number (cnclose an extra copy ot this torm).

Commissioner for Patents is requested to apply the Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if any) or to re-apply any previously paid issue fie o the application identified above.

(Audrorized Signature) (Datc)

obtain or retain a benefit bv ttre public which is to file (and bv the USPTO to process) an
aonlication. Confidentialiw is sov-emed by 35 U,S.C. 122 ffid37 CFR 1.14. This cbllection is
eit'imatcd to take 12 minu-tes t6 complete. includine gathering, prcparing, and submitting the
completed aoolication form to the USPTO. Time-w-ill varv-dipeirding upon the individual
casel Anv idmments on the amount of time vou require to completa this form and/or
sussestio'ns for reducinc this burden. should be sent to the Chief Infomration Oflicer. U.S.sussestiohs for reducins this burden. should beient to the Chieflnfomration Oflicer, U.S.
Pa-tint and Trademark Office. U.S. DeDarfinent of Commerce. Washington, D.C. 20231. DO
NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO;
Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231.

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a
collection of ififormation unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE(S)

2. For printing on the patent front page, list (l)
the names of up to 3 registered palent attomeys
or agents OR, altenratively, (2) the name of a

single firm (raving as a mernber a regist€red
attomey or agent) and the names of up' to 2
registered patent attomeys or agents. If no name
is listed, no name will be printed.

4a. The following fee(s) are enclosed:

0 Issue Fee

O Publication Fee

O Advance Ordeq - # of Copies

4b. Payment ofFee(s):

tr A check in ttre amount ofthe fee(s) is enclosed.

E Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

PTOL-85 (REV. 04-02) Approved foi use tlrough 0l/3 l/2004. OMB 065 1-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U,S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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!\ Ulurep Srrrres Prrnvr attrp Thapsr.aARx OFFrce .
d, I'NTTED STATESI DEPABTMET.IT OF COMMERCE

Unlted Sht6. Pateni and Trad@rh Offioe
AddFrr: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTB AND TRA.DEMART<S

Warhingh, D.C. 20291
ww.usp@.8w

APPLICATIONNO. I FILINGDATE FIRSTNAMEDINVENTOR IATTORNEYDOCKETNO. I CONFIRMATIONNO.

09ts24,09s Christine Halverson03/13t2000

tat6n002

sRI1P037 6294

EXAMINER

BACKER,FIRMIN

ARTIJMT I PAPERNUMBER

PERKINS COIE LLP
IOI JEFFERSONDRIVE
MENLO PARK, CA 94025-1 I I 4
UNITED STATES 3621

DATE MAILED : l2l 1612002

Determination of Patent Term Extension under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed after June 7, 1995 but prior to May 29, 2000)

The patent term extension is 0 days. Any patent to issue from the above identified application will include an
indication of the 0 day extension on the front page.

If a continued prosecution application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines patent term extension is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) system. (http ://pair.uspto. gov)

Any questions regarding the patent term extension or adjustment determination should be directed to the Office
of Patent Legal Administration at (703)305-1383.

PTOL-85 (REV. 04-02) Approved for use ttuough 0l/3 1/2004.
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t\ Umrtp Sreres PantNr AhrD ThADEI'IARK Orrrce
HI I'NTTED STATES' DEPANTME!'T OF COMMERCEy ljnit€d gtrta. Pat@t ud Tradmrh Ofre

Warblngh, D.C. 20231

APPLICATIONNO. I FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKETNO. I CONFIRMATIONNO

09t524,09s Christine Halverson sRIlP037

PERKINS COIE LLP
IOI JEFFERSON DRIVE
MENLO PARK, CA 94025.1114
UNITED STATES

EXAMINER

BACKER.FIRMIN

DATE MAILED: 121 1 6/2002

Notice ofFee Increase on January 11 2003

If a reply to a "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" is filed in the Office on or after January 1,2003, then the
amount due will be higher than that set forth in the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" since there will be an increase
in fees effective on January 1,2003. Sgg Revision q[Patent and Trademark Eees fg Fiscal Year 2003: Final Rule, 67 Fed.
Reg. 70847, 70849 (November 27,2002).

The current fee schedule is accessible from: http://www.uspto.gov/main/howtofees.htm.

If the issue fee paid is the amount shown on the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due," but not the correct amount
in view of the fee increase, a "Notice to Pay Balance of Issue Fee" will be mailed to applicant. In order to avoid
processing delays associated with mailing of a "Notice to Pay Balance of Isiue Fee," if the response to the Notice of
Allowance and Fee(s) due form is to be filed on or after January 1, 2003 (or mailed with a certificate of mailing on or
after January 1, 2003), the issue fee paid should be the fee that is reqirired at the time the fee is paid. If the issue fee was
previously paid, and the response to the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" includes a request to apply a
previously-paid issue fee to the issue fee now due, then the difference between the issue fee amount at the time the
response is filed and the previously paid issue fee should be paid. See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, Section
1308.01 (Eighth Edition, August 2001).

Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center
of the Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283.

03t13t2000

t2/t6n002

ART UMT I pepen Mjlasen

3621

PTOL-85 (REV. 04-02) Approved for use through 0l/3 l/2004.
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lN THE UNITED SI IES--.^-
pnreilii AtrD tnnoFunnr or nce

PATENT APPLIGATION tl4se
#sa,

c tl'

Applicant Hrlverron et al.

Case: SRltPO3?

Serial No.:001524'095

Group Art Uni[ 3321

Examinen Flrmin Backer

Filed: tUlarch 13' 2000

ri$e:NAvrGArils*rutmaifgfibffi'ft ilii?#BlPg#8["
SFOI(EN N
FEEDBACK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

lor lruc Fce
Warhington, D.C. 20231

SIR:

@mments on Statement'gf Reasons brAllowanqe

This responr. "oorlfiini-nofice 
of Altoranoedated December 16' 2002'

REMARKS 
for kindlY

Applicantb'reprcsentiatfue woutd like to thank Examiner Firmin Bac*er

alowing claims so-ilz of the present application' 
.However' 

Applicants have reviewd

the Examine/s Reasons for AllOwance and have tre follo'ving comments:

1. The Examiner stated that

?pplicants teach an inventfue concept for lligating 
neturork-based electronic

datra sourcas in response to spoken natr.lral language Input rcquest- Applicants'

;;;fi;;;;oarn rs novet and innovarive In the sense that upon emersins of

error or amuiguiies in tt 
" 

interpratation of 
fre 

spoken natural language, the

system sotici; additional input br the user in non-spoken modallty that is

differentfromtheorigina|requestwithout.requiringtheueertorequestthenon.
spoken modality.' (Emphasis and conection added)
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It appearc that there is a typographical enof in the second sentenca where the

Examiner used the term "if instead oJ'is'. lt is Appricants interpretration that the

Examiner intended to use the term.is'. rf the Examinerdisagrees, it is reepectfully

requested that the Examiner resolve the ambiguity of the sentence.

Thus, the Applicants submit th"ffimments sorery to crariff various

issues raisEd by tne Notice of Allowanc,e. Once aeail A.nplicants'representative would

rike to thank Firmin Backerfor kindry attowing daims 5&187of the present application'

lf, horever, the Examiner bellanes that there are any unresolved issues, it is

requested that the Examiner telephone Mr. ,Kin-Wah Tpn9. Esq, at (732) 530-9404 so

that appropriate anangoments can be rnde br rssolving such issues as expeditiously

as possible.

Moser, Pafterson & Sheridan, LLP
Sg5 Shrerrtbury Avenue
First Floor, Suife lff)
bhrcffih.iy, Nsw JerseY 07702

2
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Attornr 'afl'usot ,r{"

h" r-1e4"uy certify that this correspondence is bping deposited with the U.S. Postal Service with sufficient po.t"gu 

^"'17'/ 
,g)

&*^ou.noSi-t,* ctass Mail in an envelope addressed to: $ssistant Commissioner for Patents, Washlngton, O.C., Z6ZSI,;^.il : ./ YDate.Auqust6.2oo2 ,r.W 6''rli
., 'i .,-,,,i1 ; i. t'' ",ti.l:-t.. '''.. ,,,q,,r- 1,, ';

IN THE IJNITED STATES PATENT AI.ID

PATENT

rru Re Applrcnrroru or:

Halverson

AppurcRloru No.', 091524,095

03/13/2000

FoR: NRvIoATING N erwoRr-BRseo
ElectRotrttc lru roRurRnoru Uslrue
Spoxeru NRruRRr- LRrueuRee lrupur
wnn MurnMoDAL ERRoR FeeoeRcx

lCIS.00 cil

Exnurnen: -Bncren

AnrUrur: 2155

OFFICE

/ RECEIVED

AU(i r $ Z00Z

I

Technotogy Center2100

Information Disclosure Statement After First Office Action but
Before Final Actiqn or Notice of Allowance - 37 CFR 1.97(c)

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 20231

Timino of Submission

The information transmitted herewith is being tiled afterthree months of the filing
date of this application or after the mailing date of the first Office action on the
merits, whichever occurred last, but before the mailing date of either a final
action under 37 CFR 1.113 or a Notice of Allowance under 37 CFR 1.3:11,
whichever occurs first. The references listed on the enclosed Form PTO/SB/O8A
may be material to the examination of this application; the Examiner is requested
to make them of record in the application.

0Ei14/80$t stili.tsssi 00000009 50ee07 055t40?5

\

[5950 1 -8037/BYO221 7 Ol

ffi,S, n*ayr,x *,,_flp.t. 
ffi,g #rtg,wgff
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Attorney Docke. ;J. 59501-8037.US01

z. Cited Information

Copies of the following references are enclosed:

X All cited references

Effect of Information Disclosure Statement (37 CFR 1.97(h))

This Information Disclosure Statement is not to be construed as a representation
that: (i) a search has been made; (ii) additional information material to the
examination of this application does not exist; (iii) the information, protocols,
results and the like reported by third parties are accurate or enabling; or (iv) the
cited information is, or is considered to be, material to patentability. In addition,
applicant does not admit that any enclosed item of information constitutes prior
art to the subject invention and specifically reserves the right to demonstrate that
any such reference is not prior art,

Fee Pavment (37 CFR 1.97(c)) or Certification (37 CFR 1.97(e))

X Applicant elects to pay the fee under 37 CFR 1.17(p) $180.00.

Check enclosed for $
Please charge the above fee(s) to Deposit Account No. 50-2207
this paper is provided in triplicate.

Respectfu I ly submitted,
Perkins Coie LLP

x

a
J.

4.

il
X

Brian R. Coleman
Registration No. 39,145

0",", 6Auh 7ftil-

Correspondence Address:
Customer No, 22918
Perkins Coie LLP
P.O. Box 2168
Menlo Park, California 94026
(650) 838-4300

2[59501 -8037/BY0221 70]
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5,386,556

5,434,777 LUCIW
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Johnson-

Houser et al.
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Name of Patentee or Apprcant
of Cited Document

Ellis et al.

Lindblad et al. 1ut29197
g

OTHER PRIOR ART-NON PATENT LITERATU}\3
lnclude name of the author title of the tftle of the item

(book, mag3zine, journal, serial, symposium, catalos,$i;*"r,lil#i3ijil,""Y publisher, ci$

Dowding, John et al., "Gemini: A Natural Language Sy\t?T Fo2Sooken-Language
Understanding", SRI International 'tJf futif orclt f\lf f ly | \)t\t 

'^et 
I tct*.,t,tc. 

<- _ :__ _ _

http://www.ai.sri.com/-oaa/infowiz.html, "lnfoWiz: An Animatep Vorcd Interactive
fnformation System, May 8, 2OO0 \

Dowding, John, "lnterleaving Syntax and Semantics in an EfficiJt Bottom-up
Parser", SRI lnternational

5,519,608

5,608,624

5,721,938

5,729,659

5,748,974

5,774,859

Moore, Robert et al., "Combining Linguistic and Statistical Knowledge Sources in a
Natural-Language Processing for ATIS", SRI International
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Examiner Name Backer '//

'{'1, Sheel.^^* 2 of 3 Attorney Docket No. 59501-8037.US01 *n ({1
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U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 9
df

Examiner
lnitials

Cite
No.

U.S. Patent or Application

Name of Patentee or Inventor
of Cited Document

Date of
Publication or

Filing Date
of Cited

Document

-a
"o

Pages, Columns, Lines,
Where Relevant
Fioures Aooear
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NUMBER (if known)

fi 17 5.802.526 Fawcett et al. 9t1t98

18 6,192,338 Haszlo et al. 2t2001

19 6,173,279 !6^ ef al. 1t2001

20 5,805,775 ,(6ermdn et at. 9/8/98

21 5,955,002 '\ Armstpng 12t29t98
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Simulations:, October 23, 1997, SRI lnternationF.K
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Dowding, John et al,, "lnterpreting Language
February 5, 1999, SRI International
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---'\*-..,_./

32
Moran, Douglas B.

lntelligence center,
et al., "lntelligent Agent-based
SRI lnternational

Usgr lnlerfacgb", Article
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33

Martin, David L. et al., "Building Distributed Software Sygtems with the Open Agent
Architecture"
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6,338,081 Furusawa et al.

6,144,989

6,226,666
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Julia, Luc, et al., "Cooperative Agents and Recognition System (CARS) for Drivers
and Passengers", SRI International

Moran, Douglas et al., "Multimodal User Interfaces in the Open Agent Architecture"

Cheyer, Adam et al., "Multimodal Maps: An Agent-based Approach", SRI
lnternational

Cutkosky, Mark R. et al., "An Experiment in Integrating Concurrent Engineering
Systems"

Martin, David et al., "Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture", The
Practical Application of Intelleigent Agents and Multi-Agent Technology (PMM96),
London, April 1996
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Cheyer, Adam et al.,"The Open Agent Architectuletm", SRI International, Al center

Dejima, Inc., http://www.dejima.com/

Cohen, Philip et al., "An Open Agent Architecture", 4,q,q; Spring Symposium, pp1-8,
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ln re application of:

Serial No.:

Filing Date:

FOr:

TURAL LANGUAGEiITTPIWWITH MULTI MODAL ERROR

Docket No.

Assistant Commissiqnbr for Patents
Washington, D.C.20231
SIR:

SUBMISSION OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

The Applicants submit herewith 7 sheets of formal drawings (FIGS. 1 through 6),

properly labeled, in connection with the above-captioned application. The Examiner is

requested to substitute these formal drawings for the informal drawings previously

submitted.

Respectfu lly su bm itted,

Dated: March 17.2003
KIN.WAH TONG
Reg. No.39,400
(732) 530-9404

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
Suite 100
Shlewsbury, NJ 07702

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING under 37 C.F.R. 1.8(a)
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited on Mar:ch 17. 2003 , with the United

States Postal Service as first class mail, with sufficient postage, in an envelope addressed to the
issioner for Patents, Box lssue Fee, Washington, D.C. 20291.

re

March 17.2OO3

#firu"
Art Unit: 3621
' -r; .

Exeiffner: Backer, Firmin
...t;i i

NG NETWORK.BASED EEEETRONIC INFOMMTION USING

Date of signature

)s /,*. ^"1
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Fig. 3
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issued from an application filed on or after June 8, 1995 containing a spgqi_fi.o refetence to
an earlier filed application or applications under 35 U.S.C. L20, LZL, or 365(c),.rh9 patent
term ends 20 yeaii from the date on which the earliest such application was filed, unless

the term was idiusted or extended under 35 U.S.C. 154 or 1.56. Patentee should determine the
relevant patent term for a patent before paying the maintenance fee.Page 297 of 314



'0: M*il $t*p *
Direrf*r nf the U,$. Pa*ent and Trsdemsrk Olficc

f.$. Sox 1458

Alexsndria. VA 1?313-145{}

ngpsR? 0l\.l THa
F-tLtNG OK$STAnMl:!{AffiSH O$ Al!{
ACTIOX KNCA:IJ}ING A ?AT6NT ON.

TKAT}XIKANK

Case L:1s-cv"o0945-RcA Docurnent 5 Filed 10128116 Page 1of 1 PagelD #: 64

ejh A{) 120 {R.e!. 3i{l;f }

k Compli*rree r+ittr 35 U.S.C. $ 2ll0 anrtbr l5 U"S.{:. $ I I 16 you a|? hereby advi*el th:* a eoutt action has trc*n

filed in rlr* U.S. Di*tricr fourr Oel*ware r:r &e Ibllowirg X patent$ $r Trademarks:

In the alxrve---*nlitled cs$e. the full*wing deeici.$fi hr$i hees renderpd or judgerre*t issred:

NSCHIONJJIJJ}CSMgNT

See fiuilehcd N{rriee of Dismixal

{By) n[ruTY C]-ERK DATE

t$118,?016,*Id:{ A. C€RIXO. CTERK{}TCOLST

eopy t*Upnn ln!$a*on af setklq mall r3lr copy to Sircc*or Copy 3-Upn termiasdon *f scd*& wil thfu e*py t* tllrector
C*py l-tlp*a fillng docanrent *dillng p*tent{r} m*ll tkls copy to Directsr Copy 4*{*ro fil* ccpy

X)CKIiTNO.
16ru{i,1{-r}l'iA

n,{Ttisnxn
r n1I l'i?nr 6

U.S, I}lS?RI{: T {:OL} RT

pL-AJNTrff

IPA Te*hnolcgic*. lnc.

DETIiNAANT

Aser America f.rrp"

PATIII'IT $R
TX"Ar!.tdARK la{)"

DATS$T PATNNI
OR TRANTiMARK

HOLI}SF. OF PATSIiIT OR T&ADTMARK

l 6,?4!,0: I
5i25:2004 IPA Technalogies. lnc.

3 6"5?3,0dI ?.1i tiiltxr3
IFA Technologie$. hc.

3

rl

:

in the almv*---eatitled c*se. tlre firllowing !ate{}tic}t rademark{*J have heEn il:cluried:

DATIi INCLUDED I'{CLUr}E$ BY

fl Anrsnrtnxr:rr I Ansrqer n Cr*$s8ill I OtherP]cading

PA:ITFITCIR
T&ANSMARKNT},

I}ATIiO'J PATBT}
ORTR"qI}EMAAK

}{OLDER OT PATIihT? OR TRA TMARK

I

I

.l

j

5
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TO:
M*il St*p8

Dire*tcr: of tkc Ull. Pateat a$d Trad*m*rk OSre
P.0. Box 145{}

Akxandrla, VA 22313-145$

RXpO&T Str{ T}In
FILT}{G $* |}NTTRMINATION OPAN
AC?TON NACA-X :}XC A FATEilT OR

"NADNT}.IARK

120 {Rev.08li0t

ln ConrpLiane* lvith 35 U.S.C. $ ?90 nndlar 15 U.S.C. $ I 116 you are hereby advixed lhat a criltrt &ction h{$ besr

lilcd in rhc U.5. Distrie r ( oun District of Delaware on the following

ln t}e ab*ve--entiiled cnxs" *w fcttowi*g deei*inn krs been rendered orjulgen*ent ix**xl:

brcls t$NlJ tjncE!,{Ehrr

'I.IIRK fBY} I]SPI]TY CLI;RK nhTn

C*py l*IJpn isitiati{* of aefi*n, mlrl} thi* fir;ry tr l}irr*t*r C*py 3*Lpon trnrdnafi** of aelion. mai} this {spy to l}ircftsr
Copy t*Upln filing dwumenl adding pa3€nt{*i, mgil fhi* copy t } l}ifeci*r C*py tl*Casr frle eopy

I Trademarkr or SP*tentx. 1 [ rhe pat*nt aclion invalves ]5 II.S.C. $ ?92.t:

IX)CKf;?NO,
16cv00947

AAT€TILTb
1011312016

U"S, DISTRICT COURT
Districi cf oelaware

T,LATNTTTT

IFA Tech.

DEPF}'IDAN?

Dsll

?A?NHTQX
?NAI)HMA}LKffO,

VATT.$Y?NTKN'T
ONTKAP€MARK

I'IOLDCR OF TATE}{T SR TRAI)E:IfARX

t 6742021

: s593061

3

ln the abovc-"--entit[*d e*:e, the following patenlttit/ tradcnr&rk(s) have hecn inelutJeet:

I]A?g IXCLL'bEN IIqCLUT}EN 8Y

I Amendment t Ansg,er I Crass lliil n Other Fl*adit8

l,ATEi'lTt)R
IX"ADF-}'IARK NO,

NATEOF PATEhIT
ORT&.AtrXMARK

lmLPgR OF PATE?'IT ORTRA$EMARK

I

t

3

4
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"l.o: Mail $tnp I
Ilirect$r of thc [J"$. Patsnt rnd Tradentxrk t]lfice

P.t). Box 1450

Alex*nalrte, VA 223 13- 145$

RXPORT ST'{ TTIN
MLTXG SR DETENMINATI$N OF AN
ACTION REGARDINC A PATENT OR

TXASA&{AXK

A* l?fi tKi:v. UVI*)

In Compliarue widr 35 I"l.$.C. g 39{l an#or 15 U.S.C. S l 116 yr:u are hexlry *dvi"ral ihat { c{rurt *{tion hes besa

frled in rhe tI.s. Distri{:t f*wt Distriel Oourt sf Delaware on th* following

f, T&delrla*r or ffiParent* iffi;3"i tJsc, $ :9?.t

In &* ah*ve. -entitl*d sa$e. &e firll*wing deei$i$n hls b*en rendered cr judgement issued:

NECiSIONIJUNCEMf;}'IT

CI,ERK $Y} PCPU'Y CLSRK }ATg

C*py l*Lpln lnitkti** sf arfton, mail thlr **py lt) tlireettlr *opy 3*tJps* lern:inalfurr cf a*f,i$n, mall thir c*py t* rlireclor
Copy 2*Upn filirg docc**xt *rldtng pimt{*l m*ll lhi* erpy ltl Dlrect*r e*py 4*Ca$e fil* ct}py

NOCKTTNO.
1 I 6ev00948

DA?fiflri*
10/13/2016

1J.$. blSTKlfTC(}ULT
Distriet court of Sslaware

,{"AINTffT

IPA Tech

IIEPPI\'nAli{T

HF lnc

PATgN"I OR
TRADSMAIIK NO"

DATEOTPATTNT
OR TRAA#MARK '{OLDTR 

OF PATE}{T OR TK,{I}I'M,qftK

| &742421

2 65?3CI61

l

5

ln th* ab,ov*---cntitk:d $asc, thc fullnwhg patent{sf kail*marHs} have besn i&clud${i;

bA"I"C TL:LUPED 0'{CLUPX} SY

ll"'l Arnefflm*nt fl Answer n en):ix BilI I Othcr Fleading

?ATCXT$R
TR.AI)rJVI-{RKNO,

DATBfiF PATF}IT
ORTR,AIT*{ARK HflI-DgR OT TAT?NT OR TRA$TMA-RX

l

)

3

I

"5
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0: Slail $top I
llirerf*r nf thr U,S. Pat$nt 6nd 'l'r$domsrk Offise

P.O. Box l*150

Alexsndrlu, \'A ?13 l3-I 45S

Il.x,F0n? 0l!{ T}rx
VIL'.NG ORATTX,TIMIXATIOIT $T AN
ACI'ION KAGANI}ING A PA-I'SNT OR

TRAI}AMARK

ease 1-:1S*cv-0ffi4S-RGA Document I Filed 1Sl?&118 Page 3. of 1 PagelD #: 67

*,..{() l-10 iR*. l ll4l

ln Complianc* with 15 U.S.C. $ ?90and,rirr l5lj.$.C. $ 1l l6yoil areherehyadviried that*co*nasti$nlr.r$ be€tl

llietj is the L:.$. Di*trie t Cr:rur Oelsf{&re 
- 

on d:e fol.towing

ln Sc &bave--srtitled c.&,ia the full**ing cl*cisi{x h&$ hecn rerdered *r judge*x*t i*sued:

OECISI0N:J {-rl){i AM E}.rT

$ee ltt*clred }'{*tice of l)isrn.irisal

LfRK

.'OIIN A. CERINO" {LSRK *f C{}[;RT

iBN NS.PUT\'{]LERK NATE

10.':812i116

eopy l-{Jp*n initiati*n of actloq arail thls copy to l}ire{ter C*py }-upon terrninadon *f &ctiott, $!all thir e$py ts lrircct{r
Copy l-Upnn filing da*unr*nf .nddfng p*fent{*l m*tl ttri* copy tn l}irectnr Copy {-{are llle t*py

trxlcKtT l{t}.
I6ru84t)-&f iA

PATXT&gI)
I nr I 1ialtl I {

U.S. PISTRICTC()I"'RT
NISTR tT'T ()T' DFLAWART

PL{.WTfi:T

IFA Te{::ht{,k}gks, lnc.

N$THN$ANT

Toshibl Amcrica" lnc.. et al.

T'ATTI{T OR
TRAT'llM,{RK ]gN

NATHOT PATE}{T
NP TPNNFfufAPI' HT}LDI'R OS PAT'NT OR" TRAI}gMARK

| $,742,*21
5l?513$04 IFA Twh**lcgiex, lne.

3 6"5?3.$61 :,rt sr:$*3
Il! A feehnologies, Irc.

l

4

5

!n the ahove---entirled fiL{e. thc fu1l*wing p*tertt$f radenrarkfs1 have been trrcluded

DA]T INCLIiDIiI] r|\ICLUI)NDAY

PATSNA$R
TRA}EMARKNS.

NATAOF PATE}]"7
OR IK-4I}AMARK

HOLNSROF PAT6|\IT OE TRANSMARX

I

l

l

.t
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Mnil $top I
llircclnr nf thr U,S. Paient and Trsdemsrk Offrce

P.O. trtox l*$f
Al*xxndrl*o YA 2:313-t45ll

RSPSRT O'{ THX
$lltfits t}R ngTnRMlNATt0t{ Otr AF{

ACTICIF{ NAGANNTXG A T}ATXNT ON
TXAI}NMARK

nr Complixn*e witlr 35 1-1.5"C. g 290 and;'or | 5 U"S.C. $ 1l i6 y$u are h*relry advired fl*t a cfitfft astiix he* be€Il

Case L:16-cv-ffi946-R$A Dscument 6 Filed 10/28116 Page L of 1 PagelD #: 69

{i. Afi l:0 (R*v. :i,'0;l}

*lerl in rlre U.$. tlirdsl {:{}$* nel*rs&,t€ 

-$a 

thc following X paBnts or Trarjenr*r*s:

In the al:ovr'-e::title<! rree. the fltlowing decision hs"* been re*dered nr judpm*nr issucrl:

i{:ISION:JUD$IMfiNT

Iiee *ttached lllntice of Oismissal

LEiTK

.I(}I{X A. CgRINCI, CtIiNK OT COUR?

{BY} nnPUTY CLH&.K DATS

l0&&r2016

Ctpy t*t3pnn h:itlaticu af acfirn, mail thi* c*py to Dlr*dor Lbpy }*Up*n tcnnlnallon *f sctiotL mit tlrl* c.)py ts :lirs*tsr
Copy tr-tipon llllag docament adiling patenr{s}o mril ttlr e$py tr, }irector Copy 4--Casn flt *ttpy

$${:KfiT 1v{-}.

l6{rv!1.16-RfiA
BATH }I.LHA

l$ir3l?sr6
U.S. NISTRICTCOl;RT

PLA1NTITF

IPA Technologies. lnc.

ns}nNn,{NT

ASIiS Corr:puter ltrlefiratisnit, €:{ al.

.PAThI\iT OR
TR AI'}F|!'fAAK l\'rJ

DATTOT PATIi,NT
n|l 't'l? anFA,{aaK HOLDAR OT PATE?'IT OR TRAI}SMA.RX

| 6,?42,0? l 5i25n$$4 IFA Teehnal*gies. l*e.

? 6.5?3.{X } :,i18,?003
lP A Teclrnokrgics. Ittc.

3

A

ln lhe abovn*-eirtitled c$se, ttr* {b}I*lving prtartis}i tradsnark(s} have be*n included

OAT|; INCT,L:DEI) r|t{:LUl}g$ 8Y
f] A,rnendnsrt il Ansx'er il {]rcsg llill fi OtherPleading

PATHNTT}R
TRANTh/,-{RKT'*"

DAT&OIi PATSN?
O}ITRAI}Eh{AAK

HOLD*R CIF PATfiNT SII, TRADSMARK

I

?

'}

4

5
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Mx*l $tnp f
Ilire*tar *f th* lJli. Patsnt and ?rad*m*rk Of[iee

P,0" Box 145$

Al{:xandrie, VA ?23$-l{5*

ANPONT SN T}IA
$,{t'?*G OX DSTSNNilNATISN SF AN
ACTtO?i{ NESAru}'}I{G A TATNT*T OR

:TRAPNMAR,K

Case l-:16-cv*01169-UNA Document 3 Filed L#O9lL6 pese 1 cf 1 PagelD #: 58

A(} l20 altrv.0lVl0i

In Compliance wirh 15 tl.S.U. g ?90 anrllor 15 U.S.C. $ I I ld ycxr are hc*lry atlvised that a collrt atlia'n has be*n

iilert in rhe U.S. Dktricr court for the District of Delaware on thc following

[Trrrc|crna*.:;nrfPatcn|r.tfthcpu.,o,.,,lonlnu

ln &* ahnve--"enlitl*d case. the f*lk:rwing dsci*icx h*x been rcndered or judgement issued:

NEC15{OF{IJUNSEME}IT

:I-ERK (BY} DSPTJTY CI"ERK OATF

Cop3 l-Upn i$iliatkln of aelion, m&il tht$ copy ttl llireetor Cnpy ,}*Upuu terminsti{rn of ard.ro, mail this *s!ry ttt l}ireelor
Copl 2*Upon filirrg document srtrdiqg pst€ntt*}, mail lhls eopy to llirerlor Copy 4*gut* flle c*py

,X)CK}:T Nt}. D,{Tg Ftl.Et]
12lg/2016

T'.$" DI$TRICTCOURT
for th6 Di$tr,cl sf Dalaware

i}LAINTTTP

iPATECHNOLOGIES INC.

NEIiF}iINANT

ALOO €tECTRONICS LTO., TT AL.

PATfi?"{T(}R
TRANHMANKNO,

NATS OF PATNNT
ON TRA'EMARK

ilO;-DSR OF PATENT CIR TN"ADEhfARX

1 6,742,021 5fa5&044 IPA TEOHNOIOGIFS INC,

? 6,523,S61 tr1S12009 rpA TrcHNoLsGlrs lNe,

3

4

ln the alxn *---e ntitled cinc, the folk:wing piilenlisy trademark{s] have been includcd:

bATg lNL'l-ul}nl) I].ICLUDTD BY

I Amendm*nt il Answer I fro:* Bill I Other Pleadilg

PATf,NTOR
TRA'}TMARK NO,

DATX $TPATfiNT
ORTRABSMARK

}IOI,DC.N OF TATENT OR TR,ABEMARK

I

:

3

.t

:)
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u():
Mr*il St*p I

Director of tkc U.S. P*rtent anel Tradrnrark O{tice
P.O.Iiox 1450

Alex**drix, YA 223X3-!45t1

RSPOXT O?* THN
T LIXG OR DETERMINATION OT AN
ACTTON REGARDING A PATENT OR

TNASAMARK

Case 1:17-cv-00025-UNA Document 3 Filed 0ULOl17 Page 1 of l PagelD #: 59

A(} li$i (Rev.0ltrl{h

I* Compliarae wilh 35 U.$.C. $ 39{ *nd/or 15 U.S.C. g 1116 ycru *re hereby advi*xl that ir r::surt action hcs be.en

fried jn the U.S" Dixtriet Cnurr far the District of Psleware ori the foll*wing

In tbe abnve,-^tntitled ei*re, the ftrlkrwing deci*imr hls been rcrder€d nr judg**xnt issrrai:

nEf tS l$;\f$1ry){}EMnNT

:t.gltK {BY} nepuTY ct"ERX SATS

C*py l*Upon initisti*n *f acfi*n. mail thl$ fi,py ls l,irfft{rr Crpy }-Up*n lermlnati*n of e*ti*}n, meil thl* ropy l* l}ircct{rr
Copy l*I']p* filing doeument *ddllrg pai*nt{*}" mxil tki* eopy t* l}lreeior e*py 4**43* frl* capy

I TrarJenxrh; nr $Pnt*nts. ( [ rhe piitsnt aslion involves ]5 U.S.(l. g 291.t:

DOCKETNO. r)Aryt Yrr_rfi
1110/2917

U,S, NISTRICTCOTIRT
for tha Distriei of Solawarc

N?LA]NTTtr

,PAT€CHNOLOGIES WC.
}&FHNNANT

ZTE 0SRPORATIOT'i, rT AL.

PATf;]\ITfi&
TRAI}CMAftKNO"

NATT $TPATTNT
T}R TRA:}T'}'A&.K

}I{)LDSR OT PATXNT 611 TAAPNMAR,I(

t 6,742,421 5le5le604 IPA TECHF,IOLOGIES INC,

r 6,523,061 2y1 812003 IPA TECHNOTOGIES INC.

l

/l

fn the abrxe---*nrftled s;lr*, tlo f*ll*wing pater*t{xp *rdamn*{*i have bcr*n i*elurled;

NATS ff{CLUDE{} ${CLU:}T,N gY

il Amerxlme$r n Ans*sr il Cross Fill I Other Fle.&{iing

TATNNTOR
TK,4'}NMARK NO,

PAT€STTATSNT
OR Tfr.AT}SMARK

}'IOI"D*R OF PATNN.T ORTRAI}NMARX

I

?

3

J
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case L:17-cv-00055-uNA Document 3 Filed 0u19/17 Pag* 1 of X PagelD #: 85

Mail fit*p * I RffORT 0l{ THE
' Dirs*:ar altlre U*S. P*test and Trsdsn::rrk O{lice I FILIXG OK DE?HXMINATISN OF AN

P.r). Bax r;*5$ I eCrrnx &EGAX*'!XS A PATEil{T OR
Alexundrin, VA 223I3-1d50 | TRADEMARK

I* Cornplia*e* with 35 t,.$.e. $ 31lO a*rtlr}r l5 U.$.C" $ I i16 yrxr are hereby advi*ed *rat a court acriort h;ts lxen

lil*d in rhe U.$" lli*trict C*urt for the Dtstrict of Delaware t:* the f*liowing

ln ihc irbove---e[titleal ca:ie- the f*llowing dceisicxr hnri been rendered cr j:rdgernent i:irued:

ngcls roN/J ilni:;xME3{r

R,K {BY} O&FI,'IY {:I"ERK DATE

C*py l*tipnn ini{ialirxl oif acti$n, msil tld* {:op} 1,., Oirect*r f*py }*Lpm terffi$sti{rn of acii*n, nrall thls es1ry ,$ !}ircet*r
Copy 2*Lpn frill*g dr*ument *ddirg pste$t{$}. mnil thkeopy tr} l}ire{t$r eopy il*{x*e file copy

f, Traclrmurts ar ryPekn1$. t n *w par*nt *r..iio* invr:tlver 35 tl,S.C. $ ?92.t;

'}TX:KET 
NO, DATTFILH]

1t19t2017
r,"s. l)rsTK(:r t]ouRT

for the Distriot of Delaware
PLAINTTTry

rpA TrcHN0roctes No.
$gFn\{}.A,NT

$ONY OORPORATI*}{, gT AL.

PATXNTOR
TNAT}EMANKNO,

NATN $TPATENT
OR TIIA:}XA,{ARK

}IOLDSR OT PATBNT {}R T&.ASNM,4]TX

| 8,742,21 5le5lg0s4 IPA TECHNOLO*IFS INC,

3 6,5*3,*61 2/18t2009 IPA TECHNOLOGIES INC.

3 6,757,718 Elzglzgo4 IPA TECHNSLOSIE$ II{C.

5

ln rhe alxne----entitled ext*, the lblloxiag patent{*y lrud*nrar$;} have b{tsn inslu{,r.d:

t)AT€ IN(LLIOEO [qct.ut]rs gY

I Arnenlrr*enr il Answsr il Cmsn Bill I t]th*r Pleallilg

PATNNTOR
TR"ADE}l-{RK.NO,

DATE OF FATF}IT
{}R TRADNMAR,K

I-I{X-DER O': PATSNT OR TRTDIII\.IARK

1

)

l

5
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Case 1,:L7"cv-00119-UNA Document 3 Filed 0UO3l17 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 60

A{} 131) iRsv. l.)l{110}

'ro: Mnil Strp *
Illrs*tsr af thc U.$. Pstest and Trad*nrark O{Ike

P.O. Bllx lnt5{N

Alexsndris, YA ?2313-t45tl

Rnpox,T $lil TXn
r,?t'NC OR DSTTXMINATION OP AN
ACTIOX NEGAR.SI}CS A PATNI{T SR

TRADgMANK

r)OcKcTll0. DATT,T'|LfrS
2{&t2*17

u.$. DI$TR]CTCotr]rr
for the Distriet sf D*law*re

ruA,t|'t?rfr
tpA TrcHN0LoGtr$ l|dc,

SEFSNNAXT

ACSR INE", TT AL.

PATT}'IT OR
TRAIIIMARK ?',1O.

NATT OP PATENT
ON fiIA"}F,MARK HOLDER OF PATTNT OR TRAOEMARK

| 6,742,4?1 5/?]5QAg4 rPA TTCHNOLOGTnS rF{C.

? s,523,*61 ?1812003 IPA TECHNOLOGIES INC.

.15 U.$.(;. $ I 116 yrx are herelry arlvi*exl that n eourt action has besfi

for the Oistrirt of 0glgwara on dre foll*wing

{ f ths patecf aclion inva}vc* 35 U,S.C. * 29?J.;

ln thc above**s*titl.ed c:a!ie, thr f*l.lowing deei*irx h** tre*n rendered rrj**g*aent issuerl:

NTCISIONIJLMOHM€NT

C*py l-tipox isitiati$n lrf aetisn, maii thls e*py {* I}ir**i*r C*rpy 3*t:p*lr tenxinnti{rn of a*ti*nu mail thl$ (op ls lJrirealor
Cop3' }*{.lpe* fill*g tlo*me*t eddi&g pt*dt{s}, rrmil ttrl* copy t$ t}iftet$r e*py 4**ies$s lib copy

trr Compliam* rvith 35

filerJ in the U.li" Dir*ri{rt C*rrrl

I Trail*rxa** nr ffiPatent*.

tt.S.C. $ W$at&*r

Itr ihr: abclvc--entitled efis€, thr frrllcxing. patent{$y trademrirk{s} have been ixr;'iuded

T}ATf; IXC:LUCIgD r*CLUOXO *Y
f} Amerviment il AnswEr il Crcss f]ill I Other Ple*ding

PATAh{TOR
TRADNMARK}'Ic,

DATEOF PATE}{T
$Il TR"AI}SI{AR.K

HOLI}&R OF FATSN? OR T*{DSMA}IK

I

ll

3

,t

-x

{BY] NCPUTY CI-ERK
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Case L:17-cv-003-20-UNA Document 3 Filed 0U03/17 Fage 1 of 1 Pagel$ #: 81

Af] 131 iRr:v. {.}8110}

RApOxT ox rr{a
FIL$\;C SN DS?ENMINATION OF AN
ACTTOil RASAff}I:VO A PATEP{T OR

TX,AI}NMAAK

'10: lll*il Stop I
I)fuxs*rrr *f tks l"?.1l. Psteat and Tr*d*nwrk $f!ir:c

P.O. B$x 1,150

Alexandrl*, VA :23t3-t4l$

IXX'KTT N0. NAT€HLEN
2l*fta17

u.r!. :)lsTtu{:T c0UR1"
for the District sf Dclaware

PLA,IN"TtF}"

rPA ?€OHh|OLOGrr$ N0.
1]SFE}{AANT

AS[J$ COMPUTER INTENNATIONAT, NT AL.

?ATg't{r(}K
T]lA}g,vlARK N{J"

pqru"{3Y pATs:\ry

{}R TIIA^DX?I|IARK
UOLDER $PIIATSh]'T {}R TRA'}EMARK

| 8,74?,421 5t*5RAA4 IPA TECHNOLOGITS INC,

: 6,523,061 ?J1812043 rrA TECHNOLOCIrES rNC.

3

&

"5

l* Conpliance rvi* 35 L!.S.C, $ ?${) rrnd/*x' ti U"S.C. g I t t5 you are hexhy ailvised that a cr*rrt action hsli ircn
tiled in rh* dI.S. Disryicr Courr for thg Oistrict of De laware ern the f*ll*wing

I Tnrdemarks *r $Pm*ntr. t I rbe purrnr orno*i*-ir.r ii u-i"c. $ :#.;

ln the;:rbave^--rntitlecl c*te. the ftrllowi*g deci.rian has been rendercd orindg*r*ent issued:

DT{:ISION/JUD$EMTh.:'

.I.ERK
{BY}ONPUTY CLSRK DATg

Cnpy t*IJryrn inilin{i$n of arli,an, mait thi* ropy {* ldlrrwlor Copy 3*Uprn lennin;ltirn of aelion, mail tbir {:{}pf, tt l}irerl&r
Copy l*tipox fill*.g do*ument addi*g ptent{s}, mxil thl* copy t* l}lr€d$r e*py 4--41u*u lile *rpy

L: the ab$r'e-----€ntitlsd el*s. thc frdl*win6 patrnt{rf {rad*marids} have been ixclu{red:

T}ATT I}Iil}-VNUP IN{LU$XPSY
[ ,4r*entlnrent il An*wEr I Cnx* Sil] [ O&er Flcnriing

PATENTOR
T8,,{I}E:{ARK NO"

rATr0ppATg,!{T
i}R T*.Aj}I1h{ARK

HOI"DNR OF FATTNT OR TRAr)EMARK

.1
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TO:
M*il $itrp S

}lrectar of th* U.$. P$t€st:rnd Trad*m*rk t)*fice
P.O. Box l4$0

Alexandr.ia. YA 32313-!45$

Rgpo&T o'{l THg
FTL;}iIC ON. DATENMINATISFI OF AN
ACTIO?X X,EGAN'}'NC A PATEXT OR

T&ADEMARK

c*se l-:17-sv-0012L-tjl{A Document 3 Filed 0il*3n7 Pase 1 of 3. Pag*lD #: 59

h:Citinplian.tlvith35tj.S.C.$290iurdlor1.5U.S.(:..li Il16vouareherebyatJvisedthatacontll{:lionhil"sb,een

filed in Lhc U.$. Oisri*r Courr tor the Oistrict of Oelaware on rhe f*llowing

I Trademark; or SParents.

!r the abr:rve-''entitled titie" the f*llowing deeisim has lxea rcndercd nr jndgenwnt ixsued:

PC{ISICINiltJbGrMgN\lT

{]-ERK {BYi PI1PIITY il-TRK DATN

C*py l*Upon initi*tiox of *r*i{rn, nrail this {ltpy t$ I}ire*lor Cnpy 3-Up*n {€fird&ati*}r nf artisn. mi*} thk rory !o El4rwlsr
C*py 2*Upon llling doeumclrl *drling ptwt(s]. nr*il fhis *opy t* Dire$*rr Copy d*Cs$s fite c*,py

1:{i

N$CKCTNfi. nATgri{-r.l}
2t3/2417

IJ.S. PI$TRjfTCOUNT
for the District 0f D€lawere

FLAtl{fitip
}PA TEEHNSLSSIgS INC.

nKf€:rffiANT
tg eLECTnSf\,lCS lNe,, fTAL.

?A?ENTOR
T&A TMARK}.IO,

DATE $T PATENT
OR TRA}SMARK 'TOI.D*R 

OF PATT?..IT $R TRAT}T:{ARK

| 8,742,4?1 wa5&Q04 IPA TFCHNOIOGIES INC.

3 6,523,06'l 2y1 8l?003 }PATECHNOLOGIES IXO.

l

*

In lhc at)ove*-entitl*rt cans" the {oll*wing palfnl{$y traclernark(si h;rv* heen i.nuludecl

CIArE tNcl-tflxs INCLI,IDTCI *Y
f, Arnentlnent J Answsr il CrcrsxBill I ttrhcrPleadiug

PATE,'{T $R
TR.{TNMARK NO.

DATSOFI}ATf;NT
i}Il TITA'}EMARX

fii}:-NgR OF PATENT O'{ TRADNMAKK

I

a

-t

{

"5
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Mail Stop I
Director of th* U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

F.0. Box 1450
Alexandria. V A 723t3-r*al

REPORT ON THE
rTtING O* DETERMINATION OF AN
ACTIO}* NNGARDING A PATENT OR

TRADEMANK

Case L:17-cv-00287-UNA Document 3 Filed 03/2Ol17 Page L of L PagelD #: 83

AO I 3{} {Rev. 08ll 0}

ln Cnmpliance wi& 15 U.$.C. g ?90 and/nr 15 U.S.C. g 1116 you are fuereby advised that a court actior has been

filed i"n the U.S. Distrjet Ccurr lor the District of *e)autare on the following

I Tradem.rks or [f Parents. | --ih; p*"t;;;ili'.'ri"rJs u,s.C.-s zs].],

{n the ahor,r----entitlerl casc. the following decision has heen resdered orjudgement issuecl:

JT1DCHMENT

{BYi DEPUTY CI,SRK DATP

Ctpy l-Upon iuitiatio* cf ariion. mail this crpy So Directrr Copy 3*lipcn termination af a*tion, mail this eopy to )ireelor
Cttpy 1,-4prn liling documenlad*i*gpaferrt(I), mail this rapy to Direclsr Copy 4*{lase file cnpy

$OCK€T1*{O. NATATH,Eb
3t17t2017

U.S, DISTR1CTCOURT
for the District of Delaware

PI-AINNTF
,PATCCHNOLOGIE$ INC.

DEFEND,{N?

NVISIA CORPORATION

PATEIITOR
?RAT}EMANKNO.

DATS OP PA1NNT
OR TIL{DEEIARK

,{OLDAR OF PATENT OR TR,q}NMARK

r 6,748$21 5l?5noa4 IPA TECHNOLOGIES INC.

1 6,523,061 2t18pAO3 IPA TECHNOLOGIES tNC.

3 6"757,71& 6t2gf2aa4 IPA TECHNOLOGIES INC,

,

ln thc alxrve---enrided case, the frrllnwing patenl{s/ trademark(s} have been i.ncl*detl:

>ATEK{CL\|'JED INTLUPEDEY

I Anrandrnent J Answer il C.ross Bill I Other Pleatling

PATENTOR
TRASEMARKNO.

DAT' CITPATENT
ORTRANAMARK

UOLDXF. OF V ATTNT OR TRA'EMAR'(

-1

4

5
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD ,,

Effective December 29, 1999

Application or Docket Number

t/
of / fnroqd

CLAIMS AS FILED . PART I SMALL ENTITY
TYPE I-1 OR

OTHER THAN
SMALL ENTITY1

- lf the ditference in column 1 is less than zero. enter "0" in column 2
TOTAL

CLAIMS AS AMENDED . PART II OTHER THAN
SMALL ENTITY1

ADDIT. FEE

umn 1

OR

ADDIT. FEE

lumn 1

RATE
ADDI-

TIONAL
FEE

X$ 9= 5rl
U*

xggE- t{
+1 30=

ADDIT. FEE 13

OR

OR

OR. lf the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write'0" in column 3.
" lt the "Highest Number Previously Paid Fo/' lN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "2O."
...1f the "Highest Number Previously Paid Fo/' lN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3.'

oR ooo'l3JAl
The 'Highest Number Previously Paid Fof (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

SMALL ENTITY OR

RATE
ADDI-

TIONAL
FEE

OR

OR

x$ e-- zp,3

X39= // r7

+130=

ADDIT. FEE bt A-

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

o
Fz
ut

=oz
IJJ

=
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPTE DEPENDENT CLAIM

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

Patent and Trademark Olfice. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(Rev. 12199)
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PATENT APPUCANON FEE DETE
Effective'A-toht . I, Z&

RECORD

Application or Docket Number

Oti | ., "r, i , q:nri \-

CTAIMS AS FILED . PART I SMALLENTITY
T\PE I-] OR

OTHER THAN
SMALLENTITY

1

RATE FEE

OR

ORX$ 9=

xtto=

+135.

TOTAL

OR

r lf the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0' in column 2

CIAIMS AS AMENDED. PART II

OR TOTAL

OTHER THAN
'sMAlr ENTTTY OR sMAll ENTITY

RATE

ADDI.
NONAL
. FEE

x$ 9=

XW

+:ljf=

FEE

OR

OR

OR

ADDIT.
oR eoori-rEE

OR

OR

ORp
^€*-f oR eoo'i

RATE
ADDI.

NONAL
FEE

X$ 9=

xw.=

+175=

ADOIT.FEE

OR

OR

OR

. lltrc entry h colurnn I b l€ss thatl tho entry h column 2. wrls r0'h ooluqT 3' 

-TOEI--I 

Tt;lA-

- tf rhe'lushesr Nunrbor p,odotrsry pard For N fid;Pii;i C *t *tTl13 ' ^-,iI"!E 
l-l OR oooti-ree

.-ff m.1qfureA tr1,rnrO"r*i,ii"*l'i,-p"fC-iof f;1 mS SPAC€ b 16than 3. ontof 3"
Thc 1{ghec Nu.nbof pr6doocy psld Fof oord or-ridna"nti g ot" htdh".l tt nttb", found h the approprkrte box h coludln l'

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT

F'RST PRES'ENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CIAIM

FIRST PRESE|WAmOII Or Mu-nn-e DepenDeNt cl-AlM

FIRST PRESET.TTANON OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CI-AIM
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ISSUE SLIP STAPLE AREA (for additional cross references)

INDEX OF CLAIMS
Rejected

Allowed
(Th reo:Oh numeral)... Canceled

Restricted

POStTTON INITIALS ID NO. DATE

.J rrt

FEE DETERMINATION V' r i050 qThEi
o.r.P.E. CLASSIFTER l!*a. 4l) -4qw n
FCRMALITY REVIEW .4)) LlA =Til,r(--RESPONSE FORMALIry REVIEW +)'l /-11 4/4/,VD

/ t/ - /

Claim Date

(U

tr

(u

:o
o

h
,+

s* ss
c{

5

5p

*
$5

56 v
2 57

, 58

q 59

_f 60

b 61

"l 52

8 63

I 64 I
,o 65

ft 66 I
lr 67 ll
t9 68 v

i+ 69 I

t{ 70 t\
tr 71 I
tl 72

t( 73

rl 74 I

20 75

LI 76

lt 77

l, 78

Ittt 79

25 80

I,L 81

tt 83

rl 84

b0 85
't1 86

,7 87

31 88

,N 89

bs 90 t\
,b 91

,.1 92

fr 93

, 94

t't4 95
ql 96

v2 97

41 98

ry{ 99 \r
th 'U a.|

lf more than 150 claims or 10 actions
staple additional sheet here
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SEARCHED

r
ta3
2.f 7

aJt

/ffe{0r/tx
t
q

(RTGHT OUTSTDE)

SEARCH NOTES
(TNoLUDTNG SEARCH STRATEGY)

l,Jw/-
x;nAr{1

Date Exmr.

+)ul't r.6

,Eh*
,U PL
gaaP-c h

2futl n

htS ?44'tQ

rlol"

I

t:b

IJNf
&x"tr\

NfL

nrwf

lfz"foz

'f '/"
s,f ,f o,
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